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_Robert Ru14cb, x"
Federal 30*tt.4 Ossion
9991 Stx"'tf itW
Washington, DC 204W3

Re: J127-Atkjn*_ 1[2r Colg rasa CQodtf

Dear Mr. Reich:

On behalf of the Atkins For Congress Comittee, please
allow me to say'that I am gratified at the decision of the

N Federal Election Commission to take no further action with
respect to the above-identified matter.

While I am gratified by that decision, however, in
fairness to the Atkins For Congress Committee and all those who
have been involved with the Coummittee and with Congressman
Atkins, both during the 1984 campaign and in the subsequent
efforts to retire the 1984 campaign indebtedness, I find it nec-
essary to sake the following observations:

1. For reasons set forth in my previous correspon-
dece I continue to believe that-the Committee

did not violate the relevant statutgy provisions
bW treating the loan guaraate#t &*attributable

Lu artto the primary cOVOJ;ad n ar
attributable to the general electon. in my C



b* Xsq.
1 1986

view, the test which We employed-idkoU*'
based upon the actual use to which tb
ceeds were put--is a more meaningful V4 "addressing this highly technical quet i~o P4 is1reliance upon the form of the documsntat :"idby the Bank to document the loan guoaaEtoo*i _

2. The record should also be clear as to th UrOIA-
tive insignificance of the amounts as to wMieh it
is asserted that a violation occurred. b
asserted total of the excess guarantees 0U" to
$2,726.75 in a campaign which involved 'th,:_
raising and expenditure of over a million 60l1ars
in campaign funds. As noted above, I tht*kv;Ibe
Committee was correct in its allocation:~
guarantee amounts, but even if it wax not, this
is an extremely minor violation in the ceftaxt of
the total amount raised, the environsat f a~n
intensely-contested campaign, and the 't~ that
this was Congressman Atkins* initial ceinfor
federal office, with the result that Comttee
officials had to learn every aspect of federal
campaign financing for the first time.

3. Finally, in fairness I should note that
Mr. Richard C. Butt, the current Treasurer of the
Committee, did not hold that office during the
campaign. I point this out simply because the
Comission's findings mention Mr. Butt person-
ally, and it is my belief that the record should
be clear in this regard.

I think that the above are important matters for therecord, but they should not be taken as in any way undermining
the principal purpose of this letter, which is to express myappreciation to you and to the Federal Election Commnission forthe consideration and fairness which you have shown throughout
this proceeding.

Sincerely yours,

Michael A. Austin

ImA:tag

S0s0*

C
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92t NUR 2127
'The Atkins, forCsS
CoIttee and Rihard
Buttr as trea~art

Dear Kr., Austin:

1W On June 6, 1"1$. the Comission found reason to believe tbat
The Atk Ira for Coss V Ommitte. and Richard Butt r as- treasurer.

V ~violated Provisioes*, a'tue Tederal Zlection Camaign Act of 19711P
as amended. Thig, letri to advise you tbat after oonductinq
an investigation, the .Comission voted on September 30, 1986 to
take no further action and to close the file.

0 The f ile in this matter will be made part of the public
record within 30 days. Should you wish to submit any materials
to appear on the public record, please do so within ten days.

C If you have any questions, please direct them to Robert
Raich, the attorney assigned to this matter, at (202) 376-8200.

cc Sincerely,

Charles N. Steele

General Counsel

k&&e & J- J4 (e (&a?)
BY: Lawrence N. Noble

Deputy General Counsel



BEFORE ThU " DM8UU CON3IXW

In the matter of

The Atkins. for Congress Cosm~itteeMU 22
and Richard Butt, as treasBurer )

CERTIFICATIO

I. Marjorie W. Emons# recording secretary for the

Federal Election Commission executive session Of September 30,

1986, do hereby certify that the Comission decided by a vote

of 5-0 to take the following actions in MUR 2127:

1. Reject the reccxedations contained in the
General Counsel's report dated September 18,
1986.

2. Let the reason to believe finding remain on
the record.

3. Close the file.

Commissioners Aikens, Elliott, Harris, Josef iak, and

C McGarry voted affirmatively for the decision; Commissioner

McDonald was not present.

Attest:

Date V Marjorie W. Emmons
Secretary of the Cosnission



su~RUTu 1 L WOIUXSUON c

In the Matter of)

The Atkins for Congress ) 111 2127
Committee and Richard,)
Butt, as treasurer)

G3ML~~ 00UL MR10T

A. BACKGROUND

On June 6, 1986, the Comission found reason to believe The,

Atkins for Congress Committee (the Ccomittee") and Richard Butt,,

as treasurer, (the "respondents") violated 2 U.S.C. 5 441W~) by

0 knowingly accepting excessive contributions in the form of loan

guarantees. (On that date the Commission also found reason to

Cr believe the respondents excepted excessive contributions with

N respect to designated contributions, but determined to take no

further action with regard to that issue). on three occasions,

e the respondents submitted written replies to the Commission

ir (Attachment 1). In their replies, the respondents urge the

C Commission to take no further action, arguing that the loan

guarantees were for two discrete primary election and general
or

election loans, not for one general election loan. This issue is

discussed more fully below. The respondents have also requested

conciliation prior to a finding of probable cause (Attachment 1e

p. 15).

B. FACTUAL AND LEGAL ANALYSIS

No political committee may knowingly accept a contribution

in violation of the provisions in Section 441a of the Act. 2

U.S.C. S 441a(f). No person may contribute more than $1,000 per



WI. 7 b7a(1 %A C). i to* ddes not,

4#bs, ~* t~s is as~et~ 'by each guarsttor

~ tha~~ nmbr. of 04"4w

r zM Ar.i nqton Trust coo*"n~ for, lose In his! congrsiona3

4PM9. t *W arteedby 82*Wiiupl. ara

Amo written agreement stip*4,ates Ap l~on of the loan for- which

each guarantor was Uib4 eh 0aator , is considered to bave

-contr ibuted $9 14. 63 lik~b 'rogard to the loan guarantee. Tb.

guarantees, when cobined with the direct contributions of six

individuals# created excessive contributions by those

individualsJ/ The excessive portions of the contributions

varied in amount from $14.63 to $914-.63, and totaled $1,939.53..Z1

1/Henry Atkins, Nancy Atkins# Edmundl Beard, Mary Jane Powellr
*,jinda Roberts, and Catherina Ztose

,I/The number of excessive contributors and the amounts of the
excessive contributions differ fromt those in the First General

Iopae's Reprt.s The earlier figures reflected computations
p~t~zd -7the udit Division based upon the assumption that

41 MEW" t of ea,4h gVuaranjtee was. $1,000. In fa0t, the
*tatanding loan.'balanceI divided by tbe total numbr of
q*;krantors Indicates that each guarantee was only $914.63.



The Committee, has made niervous efforts -to,,reduce Or eliminAte'

the liability of these git zantors. Moit tecently, on June 30,

1986m, the remeiodng balance on the l-0an WUS ref inafced Useitg the

candidate's house as eollateoral, rather than the individual

guarantees,

The respondents urge the Comi, o to consider the

guarantees as contributions in connection with a $25,000 loan for

the primary election and a $50,000 loan for the general election,

rather than as contributions in connection with a $75,000 loan

cc for the general election. The practical effect of such a

r^ determination would be to lower the excessive contributions from

Cr a total of $1,939.53 involving six guarantors to a total of

$719.52 involving two guarantors. They base this claim on the

N history of the loan.

On September 10, 1984, the candidate received a $25,000

unguaranteed loan for use in his campaign. The primary election

occurred September 18, 1984. On October 22, 1984, the candidate

signed the note for a new $75,000 loan for use in his campaign.

cr (Attachment 2, p. 1) According to the bank's "Information

Sheet,* the new loan's terms were to "Pay off on $25,000.00 loan

dated 9/10/84 and additioal funds of $50,000.00." (Attachment 2,

p. 2) This new $75,000 loan was the one for which the Committee

obtained the 82 guarantors. Because the $75,000 loan represented

in part a refinancing of the $25,003 pre-primary loan and not a

'new" $25,000 loan, respondents argue that the guarantees with

regard to that portion of the loan should be considered



contributions, to the primary rather than the general1 election.

'Despite this ref inancing of the $25,000 loan, the GVeneral

Counsel's Office boelieves -tht gueraswt~e for the ul$7,0

should be attributed entirely to the general election campaign. :

The guarantees were made veil after the primary election, and'itL

was only when the guarantees were made that they became "anything

of value" (i.e., a contribution) to the Comittee.

In contrast, the respondents urge the Comission to focus on

the flow of funds rather than the date actual of the guarantees.

0*6 In support of their position, the respondents state that in the

IM"', context of a state court collection proceeding against a

Cr guarantor, the portion of the guarantee supporting the $25,000

pre-guarantee advance wtould have a lower priority than the

portion of the guarantee supporting the $50,000 post-guarantee

advance. Apparently, in the event of a guarantor's insolvency,
C

the portion of the guarantee supporting the $50,000 advance would

have the same priority as the guarantor's debts to other

N creditors, but the portion of the guarantee supporting the

Cr $25,000 advance would be payable only after satisfaction of the

guarantor's other debts. The respondents admit, however, that

the guarantees were enforceable to the full extent of the $75,000

loan.

This Office believes that the priority of various portions

of a guarantee in a state court collection proceeding is not the

determining factor here. In determining the amount of a

contribution in the form of a loan guarantee, the Act focuses on

the time the guarantee is made, not on the guarantor's ability to
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payintb*e wt t deaut 4 ta iase it cotbuini

'aything ofvale and'4a lcs ~r ate bocoe a t00 o

va'l t h ti** it Limd c. I t ,Uows t*e 4btM* to

obtaii1a the loan. In ad It ion. other! difforon* exist between

the otote l*V teatment of these go-a.ats a hi

significanct under the Act. For example, In a state court

collqction action each guarantor would be, liable for up to the

full' awnt of his or her guarantee# but under the Act, the

gutarntois for this loan are considered to have-contributed only,

the amount of the unpaid balance divided by the total number of

guarantors. Consequently, because the guarantees were made after

Cr the primary and were made for the entire $75,000, this Office

Tr believes the Committee accepted excessive contributions totaling

$1,939.53 in the form of loan guarantees fromn six Individuals.

C. DISCUSSION OF CONCILIATION PROVISIONS AND CIVL PZEATY

C,

Ck.



onciliation agreement*

2. ~*b *ttabed ltter.

Charles N. Steele
G~meral Counsel

~/j (A~BY:
Date 'Deputy General Counsel

Attachment$
1. Responses to: reason to believe findings
2. Loan focummetw,

- 3. Proposed coftili on.:agreement
4. Letter
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Ks Jon D Akens h too

Dear Coarman Aikens h1*t

Enclosed is the resptbe_ Atk$isi E :t Ougwee
cxmittee to the Felse~a # M & 17
I hope that you find, it 000 ,U of~ o and

CC adequately demonstrates, thatA f urther ~toashould be
taken against me an1:d the:, C .L #*

If you have any further qutt. ,las o not
hesitate to contact me at thie AdrOs Abov~e, the
C", uittee address, or by p~o*at (611). 369-6256 evenings
or (617) 570-6507 days. Thazt 'you for your assistance.

4~b Sincerely yours,

Richard C. Butt
Treasurer

Cr Atkins for Congress
Ccoit tee

Enclosure

cr2

0.f

0
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MEMORANDUM SUBMITTED BY THE
ATKINS FOR CONGRESS COMMITTEE

IN RESPONSE TO
MUR #2 127 OF THE

FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION

Richard C, Butt
Treasurer
Atkins for Congress

Ccinittee
P.O. Box 487
Concord, MA 01742
(617) 369-8256
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This memorandum is submitted on behalf of the Atkins for

Cr Congress Cauoittee (Atkins Cmittee), the authorized 1984

congressional campaign committee of Congressman Chester G. Atkins.

The Atkins Comittee received a copy of the Federal Election

Coumniasion's (Commission) MRJ #2127 on June 14P 1986. The Atkins

Camittee was given an opportunity to respond in writing to the

NUR within fifteen days of its receipt. After phone conversations

with Mr, Robert Raich of the Cissiont he indicated that this

filing would be timely if recived by July 2,, 1986. The Atkins

Cmittee wishes to submit the following factual materials in

response to the points raised in the MuR*
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APt ',el

Atkint Oftift tee

21*40 by 1964 general

.leatibat,

$75*00 Ida v " m~~d it was V -moored. The,

indivId~as#~.a of wbss *apto4 bewe $go0- and $1,000.

Thus, tb* 'b $7 5, 40~ Wso~te~ in this 40!nt of

$81r56000. beet thu actual obligation of any, individual

guarantor could easily have been le8s than what th4V actually

guaranteed,

it cannot be arbitrarly determined by either the Atkins

Cwmmittee or the Commission just how the over collateralizatiok

might affect the obligation of any single individual. It is Just

as possible to conclude the fourteen individuals noted by the

Commission were NOT providing excessive contributions since their

alleged excessive contributions totaled only $2,726.75 and the

over collateralization was $6,560.00.

The Commission's own letter to the fourteen individuals

suggests the problem clearly. For exawles a letter to Ms,.

Martha DeWarr one of the individuals allegedly making excessive

contributions, received fro the Comission stated in part,



0

.# three

-4
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N

c

lBach guarantor is deemed to have contrib~ate4
-portion of the total amount of the loan for. 4b

he or she agreed to be liable in a written. a ~~to
Ida If such agreement does, not stipulate tb*w ,q*"tion
of the loan for which each guarantor is U*1e,'
guarantee is considered a loan by each guarmAtor,
in the sam proportion to the unpaid balance t't
each guarantor has to the total nudwbr of guetrs
Id*. Because Respondent was one of 82 guarat
for a $75,000 loan, Respondent is considered to have
contributed $914.63 by guaranteeing the loanotm

Following this logic, Ns. DeWar would not have made an excesive
contribution because she only contributed $20.00 in cash during

the general election.

Second, the loan in question was actually a $25,000 loan made

during the primary which was then refinanced and added to a

$50,000 loan made during the general election. The situation of

potential excess contribution by the fourteen guarantors would

not have been an issue had the Atkins Committee's understanding of

the debt being a $25,000 primary debt and a $50,000 general

debt been accepted rather than our being informed by the Audit

team that the $75,000 in total had to be considered a general debt.

The $25,000 loaned in the primary was spent for the purpose of

purchasing media for the primary election. At the time, the bank

did not ask for guarantors for the loan. When the Atkins

Ccmmittee sought to borrow an additional $50,000 after the primary

to purchase media for the general election, the bank asked that

the $25,000 be consolidated'into a new $75,000 loan with individual

guarantors. Accordingly, $25,000 worth of guarantors should have

1f f.0 1 P.S
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been desigmsted fo the prmary .Abd not, thbe Isnra eU~A*V nder

these circumstances, it is clearly possible that no exCestv1

contributions took place.,

Thirdo the Comlission, in its interim audit reports

suggested four possible alternatives to reduce the liability

of each contributor to within thes contribution limit for the

general election and to reduce the amount of collateral to

the amount of the loan. The Atkins Commttee, acting in good

faith and at the suggestion of the Cmission and its Audit

Division, undertook not only one but three of the methods

Nsuggested in the interim Audit Report (II.,r A. , Recinndation,

a., c. and d.).

The Atkins Comit tee did repay $5,000.00 in principal on

the loan, more than a sufficient Amount to insure that none of

the guarantors were in a position of excess contribution

cc ($2,726.75 was the amount of potential excess contribution).

(Recommendation, A.)

The Atkins Committee, at the suggestion of the Commlission

provided new instructions to the bank to reduce the loan

guarantees to the amount of the actual loan and to take into

account the reduction in the principal of the loan. The

resulting changes in the obligation of each individual guarantor

was reported to the bank and the Commission in the Atkins Committee's

aindmnt of January 31, 1986. This, again, insures that there

/f f -(I P.6C



page five

is no, si tuittp 44 excss contributilon ,by any of the fourteen

individuals 1% question. (RecONdaioMW.

As of jutie 30,p i"* the 10a, in qiostion with the

Arlington Trust Cpnyhas been refinanced with another and

the collateral guaranteeing the loan in now the home of

Congressman Atkins, Thus, all the remaining guarantors have
been relased froma their obligation/contributIon. to the

00 ~Atkins Cwittee in the torm of a loan guarantee. ?his action

V comlies with the third suggestion of the Coemission in Its

W Interim Audit pvort. (Reclom edation, d.).

~~4 Fourth, the IER #2127#* General Counsel's5 Factual and Legal

Analysis, Sumary of Allegations, B. states in part,

"The Audit Division reports that the Coattee's
partial repayment of the loan, has reduced the
contributions of seven of the 14 guarantors sothat they fall within the $1,000 contribution

N limitation.0

cc The Atkins Committee cannot understand how the Audit Division

might determine that this action has reduced the obligation

of only seven of the fourteen guarantors in question. It is

clear from the actions undertaken by the Atkins Committee as

described above in point three that this is not the case.

Fifth, the Camission has indicated to the fourteen

individual loan guarantors that,

"the Commission determined to take no further
action and closed its file as it pertains to you,'

4AI f7



page six'

This f inding and the small amunt Of p10Stble exa~c ~ uio

($2t726.75) would Seen to. indicate a sitilar finding in

relation to the Atkins' Commttee voul be, aprpiate.a

SiXth, the citation of Massachusetts state law with regaz'd

to banking procedures is not relevant to the discussion of

whbether excesive contributions have, been received and ouldA

be stricken from the public record.

Conclusion. Based on the above factual material, It

is the opinion of the Atkins Comitte that'it has acted in good

faith to mnset the requests and needs of the Comission in

this matter. In addition, based on the above,, a clear

conclusion cannot be reached that would, in fact, establish

that there were excessive contributions made by the fourteen

individuals in question. Based upon the representations of

cc the above material and the Atkins Committee's response to

the Commission's Interim Audit Report, we believe no further

action on the part of the Commission is required.



page seven

The Commission I owod, that, -five individuals in the primary
and two in, the gneral. election a"* excessive contributions.,

The Commission decided to take no further action.

£M~~a.Though no further action is to be taken, the
Atkins Cwittee is cooelled to reply to the General Counsel's

Factual and Legal Analysis an several points and strongly objects

to several of the Carissionts statents,

First, the Commission stated at page one of MUR #2127 that,

*The Final Audit Report states that before the
%r primary election, the Atkins for Congress Comttee

(the "Cmittee8) received direct contributions
o from five persons exceeding the $1,000 limit...

qcr The Final Audit Report, dated January 13, 1986 makes no such

statement or reference.

Second, the Commission stated that Linda Hartkes one of the

excessive contributors, never produced her check. The Atkins

Comittee's files indicate that there was no request made in

writing or verbally which asked for the cancelled check of

Linda Hartke. The Audit team had available to them, at request,

photocopies of all of the checks deposited in the Atkins

Committee's account and those copies are still available to the

Commission. The Commission's inaccurate statement of facts

should be corrected before the MUR is released.

Ittf



Respectfully,

/8/ Richard C. Butt
Richard C. Butt
Treasurer
Atkins for Congress Cmittee
P.O. Box 487
Concord, MA 01742
(617) 369-8256

41f I, /I P /0

page eight

Third, and final ly, the Cosission's reference that#.

"despit, thie factf that Kartk* was the Comitt0*4S
apdapspeson during! the adit and is Atkin'sa
Adpinistrativet Assistant#

is totally irrelevant to the argumnt and material presente4.

The current position of ezW previous contributor is completely

irrelevant to the issue at hand, and, in light of the factual

misstatement noted in the prior paragraph, should be stricken.

WNCL2ION

We believe this femorandu demonstrates that no additional

action should be taken against me or the Atkins Comittee.
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Dear Mrt. Raich:

I am writing# in accordance with out recent telephone
converstion, to , pa1nd upon the position of the Atkins for
Congress Comittev, as get forth in its letter of July 2, with
respect to the allocation of loans Made to Congressmn Atkins
and guaranteed by eighty-two indvidual guarantors, as between
Congres sma n Atkins* 1984 primary campaign, and the campaign in

N the general election of that year.

As you will recall, Arlington Trust Company extended a
loan in the amount of $25,000 to Congressman and Mrs. Atkins on
September 10, 1954. The proceeds of this loan were advanced to
the Atkins for Congress Coimittee and were expended in the
course of the primary campaign, for the purchase of television
advertising time prior to and for the primary election.

On October.22, 1984, Arlington Trust Company advanced
an additional $50,000. The proceeds of this loan were used in
the gemeral election campaign, for the purchase of television
advertising tise prior to and for the general election.

As a matter of housekeeping, and as is the customary
practice of banks In situations such as this, at the time of the

/fj! p1



Robert Raich, Req.,
July 31, 1986
Page 2

second advance the two loans were consolidated into a 51091,1
promissory note, In the amunt Of $75,000. If this is
ered a guaranteed loan for purposes of the general eleot ,
each of the eighty-two guarantors could be considered to&a#ev
made a guarantee of his or her pro-rata share of thea"".put
$914.63, for general election purposes. However, it IS the vial
of the Comittee that it is inappropriate to treat theloni
that fashion, and that despite the consolidation of theto
loans into a single note, they retained their separate identity
and should be treated as such.

First, It is clear that the execution of a singles note
was simply, as noted above, a matter of bank housekeeping. I ao
enclosing a copy of a letter from J. Richard Murphy, Senior
Vice-President of the bank, to Congressman Atkins dated April
16. 1985 in which Mr. Murphy notes the separateness of the two
advances and the maintenance of separate records by the bank
with respect to the two advances.

V% Second, as I indicated in our telephone conversation;
under Massachusetts law the consolidation of the advances Intoa

or single note would not have affected their separate identities.
In an enforcement action, there would have been important
respects in which the bank's rights and the rights of creditors

.v of the guarantors would have differed as between the two
portions of the guarantee. Under Massachusetts General Laws

"Chapter 109A* Section 3, the term Ofair consideration* is
defined. Fair consideration is given for an obligation 6When
such obligation is received in good faith to secure a present

fe advance or antecedent debt in amount not disproportionately
small as compared with the value of the property or obligation

ck obtained." A guarantor, at the time of executing his guarantee,
did so only for the purpose of obtaining for the Atkins for

NCongress Coimmittee the benefit of the new $50,000 advance. With
er respect to the outstanding advance, there was no consideration

for the guarantor's guarantee. This is not to say that the
guarantee would have been unenforceable against the guarantor to
that extent; however, had it become necessary to enforce the
guarantee, and had the guarantor been unable to satisfy the
guarantee, the bank would have been on a quite different
footing, vis-a-vis creditors of the guarantor, with respect to
the two pieces of the guarantee. The portion of the guarantee
which was not given for ofair consideration* could have
potentially been preferential, and it is certainly likely that
other creditors of a guarantor would have asserted this defense
in an attempt to have that portion of the guarantee set aside.

Accordingly, It is the view of the Atkins for Congress
Committee that the guarantees should retain their separatie char-
acter for purposes of the Federal election laws, just as they

41. / f -p It



0 0
Robert Raiche Zsq.
July 31v 1986
Page, 3

did for relevant enforceability provisions under KasachuIts.1
law, This would result In each guarantorso pro-rata sh~il,,,,
the guarantee for purposes of the general election beifel 9r
6609.76, and would eliminate the excess contribution prob~wt
all but two of the, guarantorso both of whom are familly
Additionally, the amounts of the excess guarantees would be8q.
nificantly reduced,, to an aggregate of less than $1i000o
would be the earnest hope of the Atkins for Congress Coitt .W
that under the circumstances, a finding of no further actila
could be recomne to the Comission. The Conmittee certainly
feels that such a finding would be appropriate.

Thank you very much for your consideration of the
positions set forth by the Comittee in this letter. You Will
un-lerstand, of course# that by submission of this letter the
Committee does not intend to waive its position on other Issues
raised in this proceeding, as previously set forth.

Sincerely yours.

Michael A. Austin

MAA: bqt

44. (I At. B~



LAW~~jNC! OAASSACHflJSETTS 01342

April 16, 1985

Rpsetative Chete G. Atkins
Mrs. Cozy Atkins
15S40 Monment Street
Concord, Na 01742

Dear epresentative and Mrs. Atkins:

in response to your request of this date that ye furnish copies ot all
documests (applications, approvas ofs,G correspondence and any otbw

terial) in our f ilea enclosed is a copy of your note as exctd 1 under-
W~j stand that you are in possession of copies of all guaranties to said notes

so therefore I have not included an additional set.

Please note that the note dated Octber 22& 1964 in the amounit of 55,000
Wr represents the total of tw advacs CO* in the amount of $25,a000 me

---ancd on Spier 10, 1964 and the second, in the amount of $50,000 *ts
advanced on October 22, 1964.

The opening dates for each of the accounts you listed are stated below:

General #003-371S 4.11-8
ePrimary #08 7-8111 2-14-65

VEscrow #003-3723 4-11-84
Money Market #096-5383 6-8-84

e7
Additionally, as regards the escrow account #003-3723,l our records

Nindicate that there never was at deposit made to that account and therefore
cc a statement has never been generated for that account.

In the event that you need independent verification of all of the above
facts, please feel free to contact our auditing department.

1

truly ytrg~

J. Richard Murphy
Senior Vice President'

JUM: lfh)



BY FEDERAL EXPRESS

Robert Raich. Esq.
Federal Election Commnission

%0 999 E Street MN..
Washington* D. C. 20463

LVr
Cr Re: MIR 2127

11r Dear Mr. Raich:

Pursuant to the conversation which yu had with our
counsl*l Michael A. Austin, yesterday, the Atk ins for Congress
Commnittee hereby indicates its desire to enter into negotiations
directed towards reaching a pre-probable cause conciliation
agreement with respect to the matters set forth in Chairman
AikensO letter of June 11, 1986. In accordance with the
provisions of 11 CFR Section 111.18(d). The Committee hereby
designates Michael A. Austin of the firm of Choate, Hall &

Stewart, Exchange Place, 53 State Street, Boston, Massachusettse

1 02109 as its counsel for purposes of that proceeding. 
Mr. t

Austin will be forwarding a supplemental statement of the
Coimmittee's position with regard to these matters within the
next few days.

Thank you very much for your cooperation.

Sincerely yours,

Richard C. Butt
Treasurer, Atkins for Congress
Comittee,

RCB: km
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RU NR 2.127
The Atkins for Cowgles
Comittee and Riob~ed
Butt, as treasurer

bear Mr. Austizu

on Junle "m9~tR Covimission found reason to believe thatw The Atkins or C O4vk4 A itte6 and Richard Butt, as tesrrviolated.2 U.S.C 4Z") At your request, the Commission
W determined on' 10IA96, to enter into

negotiattnis dirocto4duwd roach ing a conciliation agreementV~ in settlemenit Of: tt matter prior to a finding of probable cause
to believe.

Enclosed is a conciliation agreement that the Commission has
approved In settlement-at this matter. If you agree with the

0 provisions of the enclotod'agreement, please sign and return it,
along with the civil Penalty, to the Commission. in light of the

S fact that conciliation negotiations, prior to a finding of
e probable cause to believe, are limited to a maximum of 30 days,you should respond to this notification as soon as possible. if
S you have any questions or suggestions for changes in the

agreement, or if you wish to arrange a meeting in connection withcc a mutually satisfactory conciliation agreement, please contact
Robert Raich, the attorney assigned to this matter, at (202) 376-
8200.

Sincerely,

Charles N. Steele
General Counsel

By: Lawrence M. Noble
Deputy General Counsel

Enclosure
Conciliation Agreement
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Robert Raich, Esq. CAn
Federal Election Commission0 999 E Street N.W.

%r Washington, D. C. 20463

Cr Re: MUR 2127

Dear Mr. Raich:

A Pursuant to the conversation which you had with our
counsel, Michael A. Austin, yesterdaye the Atkins for Congress
Committee hereby indicates its desire to enter into negotiations
directed towards reaching a pre-probable cause conciliation
agreement with respect to the matters set forth in Chairman
Aikens' letter of June 11, 1986, in accordance with the
provisions of 11 CFR Section 111.18(d). The Committee hereby
designates Michael A. Austin of the firm of Choate, Hall &
Stewart, Exchange Place, 53 State Street, Boston, Massachusetts
02109 as its counsel for purposes of that proceeding. Mr.
Austin will be forwarding a supplemental statement of the
Committee's position with regard to these matters within the
next few days.

Thank you very much for your cooperation.

Sincerely yours,

Richard C. Butt
Treasurer, Atkins for Congress
Committee

RCB,: km

Paid for by the Commite to Reelet Cheo Aildis *4Wi



Dear Mr. fta-Cho*

I aM Writig acoreaoo vdt our recent telephone
C!conversation, to .zp4 op the "'of o the Atkins for

Congress Camittee , sowtforth in ,tsj~ttor of July 2,r with
respect to the allocatilon of loans aofe to Congressman Atkins
and guaranteed by eighty-1-tvo Im~vidual guarantors, as between
Congressman Atkins* 1984 primary ca- a.n and the campaign in

N the general election of that year.

As you will recall, Arlington Trust Company extended a
loan in the amount of $25,000 to Congressman and Mrs. Atkins on
September 10, 1984. The proceeds of this loan were advanced to
the Atkins for Congress Comsittee and were expended in the
course of the primary campaigns for the purchase of television
advertising time prior to and for the primary election.

On October.22. 1984. Arlington Trust Company advanced
an additional $50.000. The proceeds of this loan were used in
the general election campaign. for the purchase of television
advertising timi& prior to an8 for the -geeral election.

As latter of ana in the customary
practice of b*k On~tv$esih asthi., at the time of the



Robert Raich, Bsq.
*July 31. 1966
Page 2

second advance the t"~ loans were consolidated into a sm4
Promissory, note. in tbo amount of $75,000. If this is-d
ered a guarevaeed loan. for purposes of the general@lt**
each of 'the ighty.-,twQ: guarantors could be considered, to _1%0
made a guarantee of UiS or her pro-rats share of that
$914.63. for general election purposes. However, it is 1tbeW'gV.
of the Committee that It is Inappropr~iate to treat the1Qti
that fashion* and that jdespite the c~rnsolidation of the 'W
loans into a singl 16unk', Sey-retained their separate identity
and should be treatled as such.

First* it is clear that the execution of a silnote
was Simply, as noted above, a matter of bank housekeeping I am
enclosing a copy of a letter f rom J. Richard Murphy, Sen1o
Vice-President of the bank, to Congressman Atkins dated A* 1l
16, 1985 in which Mr, Ibirphy notes the separateness of the twol
advances and the maintenance of separate records by the banki
with respect to the two advances.

Second, as I indicated in our telephone conversation,
under Massachusetts law the consolidation of the advances Into a

Cr single note would not have affected their separate identities.
In an enforcemnt action, there would have been important

V respects in which the bank's rights and the rights of creditors
of the guarantors would have differed as between the two
portions of the guarantee. Under Massachusetts General Laws
Chapter 109As Section 3, the term *fair consideration" is
defined. Fair consideration is given for an obligation OWhen
such obligation is received in good faith to secure a present
advance or antecedent debt in amount not disproportionately

V small as compared with the value of the property or obligation
obtained." A guarantor, at the time of executing his guarantee,
did so only for the purpose of obtaining for the Atkins for

N Congress Committee the benefit of the new $50,000 advance. With
respect to the outstanding advance, there was no consideration

or for the guarantor's guarantee. This is not to say that the
guarantee would have been unenforceable against the guarantor to
that extent; however, had it become necessary to enforce the
guarantee, and had the guarantor been unable to satisfy the
guarantee, the bank would have been on a quite different
footing, vis-a-vis creditors of the guarantor, with respect to
the two pieces of the guarantee. The portion of the guarantee
which was not given for "fair consideration* could have
potentially been preferential, and it is certainly likely that
other creditors of a guarantor would have asserted this defense
in an attempt to have that portion of the guarantee set aside.

Accordingly, it is the view of the Atkins for Congress
Committee that the guarantees should retain their separate char-
acter for purposes of the Federal election laws, just as they



Thank you very much for your consideration of the
positions set forth by the Comittee in this letter. You.:will
understand, of course, that by submission of this letter tbo
Comittee does not intend to waive its position on other issuess
raised in this proceeding, an previously get forth.

Sincerely yours,

Michael A. Austin

MAA: bgt

Rlobert Reich. IRs,
July 31. 1956
Page 3

did for relevant enforceability provisions unr Nassachq*t.*
law. This would result In each guarantor's pro-rCata. share$
the guarantee for purposes of the, general election being
*60,9,76t and iaOuld eliminate the eacess contribution *al1 but two of the gusrantors, both of whom a* Lamily ;
Aditionallyr the amounts of the excess quoarftees'h't Iol he ti:
nificautly re~cd to an aggregate of lessttisn $1 00 *t'c
would be the earnest hope of the Atkins for Cwigres ot
that under the circumstances,0 a filading of no further .ct5**&
could be reco-ede to the Connission. The Committee certaiinly
feels that such a finding would be appropriate.
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LAWRENCE, 'MASSACHUILSETTS 01842

April 16, 195

Represntative Chester G. Atkins
Mrs. Cory Atkins
1540 M~onment Street
C)oord* MR 01742

Dear Representativ, and Mrs. Atkins:

In response to your request of this dat-e that we furnish copies of all
do~mets(applications lapprovals, notes, correspndnce and any other

material) in our file, enclosed is a copy of your note as excue 1 under-
stand that you are in possession of copies of all guaranties to said note,
so therefore I have not included an additional set.

Please note that the..note dated October 22, 1984 in the amount of $M5900
WC represeints the total of two advances. Ones in the amount of $25A00 was

CAvancedi% on Spebr10, 1964 and the second, in the- amount of $50#9000 was
advanced on October 22, 1964.

NThe opening date. for each of the accounts you listed are stated below:

General #003..3715 4-11-84
CPrimary #087-8111 2-14-85

Escrow #003-3723 4-11-84
9rMoney Market #096-5 383 6-8-84

Additionally, as regards the escrow account #003-3723, our records
N indicate that there never was a deposit made to that account and therefore

cc a statement has never been generated for that account.

In the event that you need independent verification of all of the above
facts, please feel free to contact our auditing department.

ry truly

J. Richard Murphy
Senior Vice President

JRM: lfh



Uliabeth 1I
s0 West, Rat *o Z R

MRt35 2327

Dear Ms. pays
This rplieetoyu letter to Cbian Joan aikens dated

JuneO 19,s 1986. YOU .**ssed concerna thot You mAY be' misinformed
about how to designate ootributtions for particular elections.
and you requested a ttmetoplaining the regulations.

if you contribute prior to the date of th primary election
W and there is no specific designation on your check or in an

another document, your contributionviii be presumed to be for
the primary election. if you contribute after the date Of the
primary election and there Is no specific designation, your
contribution will be presumed to be for the general election. In
order to alter these presumptions# you must specifically
designate, on the check or in another document, that you wish the

Ce contribution to go to the primary election or the general
election. See 11 C*F.R. 5 110.1(a).

C Note that there are both primary election and general
election campaigns. Because a designation simply for welection

N campaign' (as you wrote on your check to The Atkins for Congress
Committee) can be interpreted as referring to either the primary
election or the general election, it is necessary for you to
indicate unambiguously the election for which you intend a
contribution to be used.

I hope this eliminates any confusion you may have had

concerning this matter.

Sincerely,

Charles N. Steele

General Counsel

C Lwroce M1, Noble
Deputy General Counsel



Ks. Joan Do Aikeas, f13)ir
The Federal Electi* ComLdOO&OU
999 1 Street, N*W*
Washingtonr D.C. 20463

Dear Chairman Aik*nst

%0 Enclosed is the rem-' oftw tkfts for C 0sprOO
Comittee to the Pfdral Xlolw Um~#@' ~?
I hope that you f a it 1 1it@S"

or ~adequately demnstrateS th~t no, :farthr action, should be
taken against so and the Cofitte1

If you have any furtber qutjSMs, please do not
N hesitate to contact ae at the addrses above, the

Comittee address, or by ph=*e at (617) 369-6254 evenings
or (617) 570-6507 days. Thank you for your assistance.

C Sincerely yourse

AI C&#
Richard C. Butt
Treasurer
Atkins for Congress
Comittee

Enclosure

M,

a.
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BEFORE TME FEDRAl. ELECTON CONRXBSZOR

MEMORANDUM SUBMITTED BY THE
ATKINS FOR CONGRESS COMMITTEE

IN RESPONSE TO
MUR 12127 OF THE

FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION

Richard C. Butt
Treasurer
Atkins for Congress

Camit tee
P.O, Box 487
Concord, MA 01742
(617) 369-8256

9. ~
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AYIW n~t RUMRS To1:Y
EJM # 2127 OF INS

FEDERAL Z.3ION COMSfIBON

This memorandum is submitted on behalf of the Atkins for

Congress Committee (Atkins Committee), the authorized 1984

congressional campaign committee of Congressman Chester G. Atkins.

The Atkins Cm, mittee received a copy of the Federal. Election

Commission's (Commission) MUR #2127 on June 14, 1986. The Atkins

Committee was given an opportunity to respond in writing to the

MUR within fifteen days of its receipt, After phone conversations

with Mr. Robert Raich of the Camission, he indicated that this

filing would be timely if received by July 2, 1986. The Atkins

Committee wishes to submit the following factual materials in

response to the points raised in the MUR,
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The missien found reason to -believe that the &tkix* Ctttee

accepted excessive contributions with respect tO loan u"raate*s

made by fourteen individuals during the course of the 10#4 Veral

election caaign.

RA82m, ,First, the Commsission fails to note that the

V75,000 loan was over collateralized when it was procured* The

loan in question was for $75m,000 and was guaranteed by 82 seperate

individuals, each of whom guaranteed between $900 and $1,000.

W Thus, the loan of $75,000 was collateralized in the amount Of

IN $81,560.00. Therefore, the actual obligation of any individual

guarantor could easily have been less than what they actually

o guaranteed.

It cannot be arbitrarly determined by either the Atkins

0 CCmittee or the Commission just how the over collateralization

might affect the obligation of any single individual. It is just

as possible to conclude the fourteen individuals noted by the

Commission were NOT providing excessive contributions since their

alleged excessive contributions totaled only $2,726.75 and the

over collateral ization was $6,560.00.

The Comission's own letter to the fourteen individuals

suggests the problem clearly. For example, a letter to Ms.

Martha DeWar, one of the individuals allegedly making excessive

contributions, received from the Commission stated in part,
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"Bach guarantor is deemed to have contributed that
portion of the total amount of the loan 'for whtft
he or she agreed to be liable in a written agro'*mant.
Id. If such agreement does not stipulate the portion
of the loan for which each guarantor is liable, a
guarantee is considered a loan by each gutrantor
in the same proportion to the unpaid balance that
each guarantor has to the total number of guarantors.
Id. Because Respondent was one of 82 guarantors
for a $75*000 loan, Respondent is considered to have
contributed $914.63 by guaranteeing the loan."

Following this logic, Ms. DeWar would not have made an excesive

contribution because she only contributed $20.00 in cash during

o the general election.

Second, the loan in question was actually a $25,000 loan made

during the primary which was then refinanced and added to a

$50,000 loan made during the general election. The situation of

Potential excess contribution by the fourteen guarantors would

not have been an issue had the Atkins Committee's understanding of

C' the debt being a $25,000 primary debt and a $50,000 general

debt been accepted rather than our being informed by the Audit

team that the $75,000 in total had to be considered a general debt.

The $25,000 loaned in the primary was spent for the purpose of

purchasing media for the primary election. At the time, the bank

did not ask for guarantors for the loan. When the Atkins

Comaittee sought to borrow an additional $50,000 after the primary

to purchase media for the general election, the bank asked that

the $25,000 be consolidated into a new $75,000 loan with individual

guarantors. Accordingly, $25,000 worth of guarantors should have
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been designated for the primary and not the general *lctf-u 'usider

these circumstances it is clearly possible that noeze;*

contributions took place.

Third, the Commission, in its interim audit reporte

suggested four possible alternatives to reduce the liability

of each contributor to within the contribution limit for the

general election and to reduce the amount of collateral to

- the amount of the loan. The Atkins Committee, acting in good

faith and at the suggestion of the Commission and its Audit

Division, undertook not only one but three of the methods,

suggested in the Interim Audit Report (II., A., Recommiendation,

p. a., c. and d.).

The Atkins Committee did repay $5,000.00 in principal on

the loan, more than a sufficient amount to insure that none of

the guarantors were in a position of excess contribution

($2,726.75 was the amount of potential excess contribution).

(Recommendation, A.)

The Atkins Committee, at the suggestion of the Coummission

provided new instructions to the bank to reduce the loan

guarantees to the amount of the actual loan and to take into

account the reduction in the principal of the loan. The

resulting changes in the obligation of each individual guarantor

was reported to the bank and the Com mission in the Atkins Committee's

ammendment of January 31, 1986. This, again, insures that there
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is no situation of excess contribution by any Of the fovrtten

individuals in question. (Recmrwdatiom, c.)

As of June 30, 1986, the loan in question with the

Arlington Trust Company has been refinanced with another and

the collateral guaranteeing the loan is now the bai of

Congressman Atkins. Thus, all the remaining guarantors have

been released from their obligation/contribution to the

Atkins Committee in the form of a loan guarantee. This action

N complies with the third suggestion of the Commission in its

Interim Audit Report. (Recomumendation, d.).

Four th, the NOR #2127, General Counsel 's Factual and Legal

Analysis, Sumary of Allegations, B. states in part,

C,% OThe Audit Division reports that the Comittee's
partial repayment of the loan, has reduced the

qW contributions of seven of the 14 guarantors so
that they fall within the $1,000 contribution

C771 limitation.

N The Atkins Committee cannot understand how the Audit Division

might determine that this action has reduced the obligation

of only seven of the fourteen guarantors in question. It is

clear from the actions undertaken by the Atkins Committee as

described above in point three that this is not the case.

Fifth, the Commission has indicated to the fourteen

individual loan guarantors that,

Othe Commission determined to take no further
action and closed its file as it pertains to you.0
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This finding wnd the small amount of possible excess cofltr~ibWoon

($2#726.75) would seen to indicate a similar finding in

relation to the Atkins Committee would be appropriate.

Sixth* the citation of Massachusetts state law with regard

to banking procedures is not relevant to the discussion of

whether excesive contributions have been received and should

be stricken frm the public record.

Pik, Conclusion. Based on the above factual materials it

W, is the opinion of the Atkins Committee that it has acted in good

faith to meet the requests and needs of the Cmission in

this matter. In addition, based on the above# a clear

e conclusion cannot be reached that would, in fact, establish

that there were excessive contributions made by the fourteen

individuals in question. Based upon the representations of

N the above material and the Atkins Committee's response to

the Ccomission's Interim Audit Report, we believe no further

action on the part of the Commission is required.
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II. Designated Gontributions

The Commission found that five individuals in the primary

and two in the general election made excessive contributions.

The Comission decided to take no further action.

Response. Though no further action is to be taken, the

Atkins Committee is compelled to reply to the General Counsel's

Factual and Legal Analysis on several points and strongly objects

to several of the Commission's statements.

Cr First, the Commission stated at page one of MUR #2127 that,

*The Final Audit Report states that before the
primary election, the Atkins for Congress Committee
(the "Committee") received direct contributions
from five persons exceeding the $1,000 limit...

The Final Audit Report, dated January 13, 1986 makes no such

statement or reference.

Second, the Commission stated that Linda Hartke, one of the

excessive contributors, never produced her check. The Atkins

Committee's files indicate that there was no request made in

writing or verbally which asked for the cancelled check of

Linda Hartke. The Audit team had available to them, at request,

photocopies of all of the checks deposited in the Atkins

Committee's account and those copies are still available to the

Commission. The Commission's inaccurate statement of facts

should be corrected before the !4UR is released.
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50 Wesat Bare 1H111 Rd.

is1a V1F rva me 0141
Juno 19. 1986

The Honorable Joan Do Likens
Federal Election Commission
Washington DO 201463

Dear Chairman Aikenes

In your letter of June 11. 1986& you stated that the CommissiOn
found rason to believe that I violated 2 U. oS* C. Para 4410 (a) 4 33 (A)
of the Federal Election Campaign Act.

I gather that the Commission reached this decision because I ago
tributed $1#000 to the primary campaign of Congressman Atkins "d
another $14000 which I intended for the 1tocampaign. Car&
trary to my intentionp the staff dete="Sidpithat y second
contribution is attributable to the primary.

In my mind the second $1#000 was clearly intended (or the sleetion
campaign and I so indicated to the recipient. I explained this Ins,
tention in my letter of September 23, 1983. This letter was considered
"a non-contamporaneous designation.** The fact is that I did indi-
cate my intention quite clearly on the check itself dated
September 12. 19811. 1 enclose a xerox: copy of the cancelled check
which says *election campaign" in my own handwriting.,

You say that the file will be made a part of the public record
within 30 days after this matter has been closed., I trust that
my explanation will remove any doubt of my real Intention and that
my name will not appear as one who has violated either the letter
or the spirit of this laws

'May I say as a loyal suppofiter of the work of the Federal Election
Commission that It is very difficult for contributors away from
Washington. to obtain clear indications of how the law is to be
enforced. I asked not only this time but often before exactly
what the law allows and how it will be enforced. Evidently I
was not fully informed about how to indicate my intention in a way
that would not be misunderstood., I suggest a clear statement of
the rules for the benefit of local contributors to avoid uninten-
tional misunderstanding and to protect the Congressmen who depend
on local contributors., I should be glad to receive such a
statement at this time.

Elizabeth S. May

-- ~

Copi st RobeUrt IRa.I.hJ aituiswj

Congressman Chester A$kins
.0
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The Honorable Joan Do Aikens
Federal Election Commission
Washington DO 201163

Dear Chairman Aikenh'

In your letter of June Up, 1986# you stated that the Coumiss,:
found rason to believe that I violated 2 U. So C. para 441a~ 3~(~

of the Federal Election Campaign Act.

I gather that the Commission reached this decision because I>
tributed $1.000 to the primary campaign of Congressman Atkipa j
another $1,000 which I intended for the eleincampaigne
trary to my Intentions the staff dtriethat mysecond .

contribution is attributable to the primary.*~-

In my mind the second $19000 was clearly intended tor the election
campaign and I so indicated to the recipient. I explained this In-
tention in my letter of September 23, 1985. This letter was cesteidered
"a non-contmporaneous designation." The fact is that I did indi-
cate my intention quite clearly on the check Itself dated
September 12, 19811. I enclose a xerox copy of the cancelled check
which says "election campaign" in my own handwriting.

You say that the file will be made a part of the public record
within 30 days after this matter has been closed. I trust that
my explanation will remove any doubt of my real intention and that
my name will not appear as one who has violated either Athe letter
or the spirit of this law.

May I say as a loyal suppo.ter of the work of the Federal Election
Commission that It is very difficult for contributors away from
Washington to obtain clear indications of how the law is to be
enforced. I asked not only this time~ but often before exactly
what the law allows and how it will be enforced. Evidently I
was not fully informed about how to indicate my intention in a way
that would not be misunderstood. I suggest a clear statement of
the rules for the benefit of local contributors to avoid uninten-
tional misunderstanding and to protect the Congressmen who depend
on local contributors. I should be glad to receive such a
statement at this time.

Cordially,

Elizabeth S. May

Copies a Robert Raich, attorney
Congressman Chester Atkins

50 West Bariftil1 td
Harvard Ma 014i51
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FEDOW tt tFCTION'C0MMiS$,11ON
WAS tNCTOKVYC$ 3

'DATE:

The follovin9 letter. KWRM7 wa" returned.
Please write a mm to Ithe file aad advise us on what
you want to do. if you wish to resend the letters

0please have the envelope(s) mad qgree card (s) sade.

"q, Thanks
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June l1, 1986

Ras NUR 2127
The Atkins for ConpOAW
Comittee and
Richard Butt# as
treasurer

on J2e6,1986, the Federal Election c~~o
goaui 1,ea6" to jb*U eve that Yb. Atkins for Congress CoMt1"
as" Uoa rarr ited 2 U.s .C. 5 441a (f) by aocpMIM-g
"ruttin eapesve contributions and excessive loan guaranteso
After considering the circumstances of this matter,, the

Canssioi determined to take no further action with respect to
the designated contributions* The Commission, however, will,
prceeid with an investigation concerning the loan guarantees.
The General Counsel's Factual and Legal Analysis,, which formed a
basis for the Comission's finding, is attached for your

C Information.

N Under the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971, as amended,

cc you have an opportunity to demonstrate that no additional action
should be taken against you and the Committee. You may submit
any factual or legal materials which you believe are relevant to
the Comission's consideration of this matter. Please submit any
such materials within fifteen days of your receipt of this
letter.

in the absence of any additional information which
demonstrates that no further action should be taken against your

cmittee and you, as treasurer, the Commission may f ind probable
cause to believe that a violation has occurred and proceed with
conciliation.

If you are interested In pursuing pre-probable cause
conciliation, you should so request In writing. See 11 C.?.R.
S 1.1() Upon receipt of the request, the OfY1rce of the
General Counsel will make recommendations to the Comission
either proposing an agreement in settlement of the matter or



w V2

r*04amending declining that pre-probable cause conciliati@S
p~ued. The Of fice of the "enral Counsel may recOiMsid
ptprobable cause conciliation not be entered into at ti

* tht i ~ cmplte Its investigation of the matter.
Iburther, requests for Pro-probable cause Conciliation vil~
entertained after briefs on probable cuase have been malZ
the respondent.

Requsts or etenions Of time will not be routin~~i~
grnted' Requests must be made In writing at least five
Prior to the due date of the response and specif ic good ouse,
must be demonstrated. In addition, the office of the Geseral-
Counsel is not authorized to give extensions beyond 20

If you intend to be represented by counsel In this matt er#
please advise the Commission by omleting the enclosed 't
stating the name, address and telephone number of suchNww ro~p1
and a statement authorizing such counsel to receive any
notifications and other communications from the Commission.

The investigation now being conducted will be confiitA' -l

inacracoih2rSC 547ga 4 3 n 3ga(2C~

or unless you notify the Commission in writing that you wish the
Investigation to be made public.

N For your information, we have attached a brief description
of the Commission's procedures for handling possible violations

%r of the Act. If you have any questions, please contact Robert
Raich, the attorney assigned to this matter, at (202) 376-6200.

C
Sincerely,

N Joan D. Aikens
Chairman

Enclosures
General Counsell's Factual and Legal Analysis
Procedures
Designation of Counsel Statement



17 Davis JWWadI
Belmont, a~ 01112

Dear ms. Mase:

beliLeve tha u violate'd 2 WAX.C $'-4414(a~) (A):* 61"*o
of the Fed rxalitocttoi 40*6190. Act of 1L97,1, Rs S004 -(tbe
Acte) now M-tt# 'Otet rino ttb i4tin*f~t
matter, the- A St0sou detMAinA to take' ftiefurthe 11!! an
closed its, fix* as' 'it ~*to 10 to you. The Gene"ral~S is
Factual and, Leqal A siwhich formed a basis Ito e
Comiss ion'ls findoqa # is attached for your laformatios.

NThe flie will be mad prt of the public record within- 30
days after this matter has been closed with respect to all other
respondents involved. Should you wish to submit anty. aterials to
appear on the publcrecord, please do so within 10 days of your

C receipt of this letter.
I~r The confidentiality provisions of 2 U.S.C. SS 4379g(a) (4) (B)

e and 437g(a) (12) (A) remain in effect until the entire matter is
closed.

Cr The Commission reminds you that loan guarantees are
contributions under the Act. You should take immediate steps to
insure that guaranteeing a loan does not cause you to make an
excessive contribution in the future.

if you have any questions, please direct them to Robert
Raich, the attorney assigned to this matter, at (202) 376-8200.

Sincerely,

oa DAikens4
Chairman

Enclosure
Legal and Factual Analysis



boa me U00,40

on ~~~~~~4P , 1066 
o o"t

oratr Aeops~o

of ther ethis #m1$P has n bo of to 1ll os4(ther

closedisf~~ It o~ Ybok ~ Os1t3t4C01.l

receip ofi wllederto teb~crcodvtbn3

The confidentiality provisions of 2 U.S.C. SS 437g(a) (4) (3)
C and 437g(a) (12) (A) remain in effect until the entire satter Is

closed.

Cr The Commission reminds you that loan guarantees are
contributions under the Act. You should take impdiate steps to
insure that guaranteeing a loan does not cause you to make an
excessive contribution in the future.

if you have any questions, please direct them to Robert
Raich, the attorney assigned to this matter, at (202) 376-8200.

Sincerely,

Joan D. Aikes
Chairman

Enclosure
Legal and Factual Analysis
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Onlev thaYou 6 * l1 th 0ops io f0s

Of the Ie lt e~i Iap~g Ac of17, san.e
Act') UoVtqt ae itQu"t ~ ~
mtterv t6heAM
closed Its asi tat", t6 y7. ha000rl '
Factual and Lega1 MW Atis which fored bAsis 'tide-
Co-Mi SIOGI' a Uoe iU attached for yor uomtt.

The file' 001l: be meo pert of the public reorid witin3
days after this *Mtt*C has been closed with respect to all Other

i resondets inol"4. should you wish to submit ay metet ims to
appear on the pubic re ;cord, please do so within 10 days of your

C receipt of this letter.

The confidentiality provisions of 2 U.S.C. 55 4379(o) (4) (3)
and 4379(a) (12) (A) remain in effect until the entire matter is
closed.

N. The coamission reminds You that loan guarantees are
cc contributions under the Act. you should take imediate steps to

insure that guaranteeing a loan does not cause you to make an
excessive contribution in the future.

If you have any questions# please direct them to Robert
Raich, the attorney assigned to this matter, at (202) 376-8200.

Sincerelyr

oanD.Aikens
Chairman

znclosure
Legal and Factual Analysis



WAS**Ab

lot Rn 2127
Nary Jane PoweZIL

on :is 196,the ca"ssion0 Iod" I~
believe tDOWt you v'IOLated 2 U.S.C. S' 4 Ita() (1) (AV*#$f
of the Fed~i4 Ileottio Campaig Act, of 1971, aS adn Ib
Acts). It~s 0 after 3oapt4,10" the " tramstaiiaS*1 tisi
matter , the C0I*A5S10S Jt*~IM", to tate' 'flO furthe ",o n
closed its file as It Pertot'ns to you, "'M en~) ~a~l
Factual and 111Ailsihchformed a basis f' t

aj4 stthed for "or Intot$S

The file ill be, made part of the public record within 30
days after this matter has been closed with respect to all other
respondents Involved,* Should you wish to submit any materials to
appear on the public record, please do so within 10 days, of your

e receipt of this letter.

The confidentiality provisions of 2 U.S.C. 59 437g(a) (4) (8)
C and 437g(a)(12)(A) remain in effect until the entire matter is

closed.

a! The Comission reminds you that loan guarantees are
contributions under the Act. You should take immediate steps to
insure that guaranteeing a loan does not cause you to make an
excessive contribution in the future.

If you have any questions, please direct them to Robert
Raich, the attorney assigned to this matter, at (202) 376-8200.

Sincerely,

oanD.Aikens
Chairman

Unclosure
Legal and Factual Analysis



Iatri'ia P

74 8*-nleE

that 100 viol I aS

believe tht7-iltd2USC S42A(~&.*tiif
Of the iedetal PR*tiulaign Act ot7,as

Act'). Um~t~ after oo It#Log th wnae5$ ti
a* matter . the C 6 it 11* 1med to@ a .0, q~ht~~

Closed Ito, f 1]6 it pe "ttaet o.~e emrlC5
Factual and e. MW iswicfredabgsi forth
Coemissiong sf m4$ija is &ttached for your inforuatuo.

Th Yb. f *, Will be maepart of the, pubic eC Ord Within 30
days after this matter bas been cloe wihrsettVl te
respondento involved. Shuld-4 you Wish 'to submit any materijals to
appear on the ~pablic record, Please do so Within 10O days of your
receipt of this leitter.

The confidentiality provisions of 2 U.S.C. is 437g(a) (4) (9)
e and 437g(a) (12) (A) remain in effect until the entire matter is

closed.

cc The Comission reminds you that loan guarantees are
contributions under the Act. You should take inmediate steps to
insure that guaranteeing a loan does not cause you to make an
excessive contribution in the future.

if you have any questions, please direct them to Robert
flaich, the attorney assigned to this matter, at (202) 376-8200.

Sincerely,

Joan D. Aikens
Chairman

Enclosure
Legal and Factual Analysis



A~

100 11#%V

believe' that v$ym 2RC %OE 44C*O. 0)S,

Oft@1 theOI El ! he.nl

closed its Mti1W VM to
Factual and 1491 AI~t.wihfm e O
Comission's, rl' 1 t isAttaaed for yost

The f ile vit~t t*e uede t Of the0 public uteoor4 d#~ 30:
days after this se&tter has beent closed with VespeCt,,to 411, other
respondents in@*. holyowihtsiita' stiett1s1 to

appear on th pbicrcord, plaseo do so within 10 dalys of yovur
C receipt of this lettoe

qr The confidentiality provisions of 2 U.S.C. is 437g(a)(4)(3)
and 437g(a)(12)(A) remain in effect until the entire, matter Is
closed.

The Comiss ion reminds you that loan guarantees are
contributions under the Act. you should take iinediate Steps to
insure that guaranteeing a loan does not cause you to make an
excessive contribution In the future.

if you have any questions# please direct them to Robert
Raich, the attorney assigned to this matter, at (202) 37648200.

Sincerely,

2oa DAikens
Chairman

Enclosure
Legal and Factual Analysis

Know



4 t

John

LiOlfiso

- 23*?
Jobs 3. i~enob

Dear UN:.

on
believe tb*t,
of the
ActO).

Closed Itsf

*6 the fwisae~ 96,004 reesn to
2 ~LC.S 41a~)%l(&) ~ tovision

~4!ima heas ~ cto n
*.t~ o ~b 4e4 VWssl'

~,thtc Adb~tttW6
attc Ie tr youc I"~s@ .

,rhe fil viU11 be made part of the public record within 30
days after thiw sftter Ihas been closed with respect to all other

0 respondents i*Wclved. Should you wish to submit afty materials to
appear on the public record, please do so within 10 days of your
receipt of this letter.

e The confidentiality provisions of 2 U.S.C. SS 4379(a)(4)(8)
and 437g(a) (12) (A) remain in effect until the entire matter Is
closed.

W The Commission reminds you that loan guarantees are
contributions under the Act. You should take immediate steps to
insure that guaranteeing a loan does not cause you to make an
excessive contribution in the future.

if you have any questions, please direct them to Robert
Raich, the attorney assigned to this matter, at (202) 376-8200.

Sincerelyt

Joa D.Aikens
Chairman

anclosure
Legal and Factual Analysis

0
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Xarth& Di*&t41*
R34 Lancastr t* 000-1

Dear Ms. Die**
on atwo the 140mass10 tmsi rei 1Wt

believe that A ~ wLpwte #A *ESC 1 4)(a ))1 &pfsi
of the Federal21 W*~tios ftupsipb AtOf 30071t' u4(b
Acts). Nw r c"wd*gth 1ru#t!0*V Wt
matter, the V"*e1~ to so 6Wba
closed Its ffl* Con"Aetaae o e k#Xe#

Factual and L4Ak A"a118-1 W1bfre be*%f h
Cmision 8 ~ f14 0Is WStbe for 7 ~ rifout

The file0 Mill noe maepet Of the pbireodwithin 30
days af ter this matter baa been closed with reset to, all ,other
respondents inW~ d Should you wish to submit auiyMteritals to
appear on the public record, Please do so within 10 4ay4 Of Your

ereceipt of this lette

The confidentiality provisions of 2 U.S.C. IS 4379g(a) (4) (5)
eand 437g (a) (12) (A) remain In ef fect until the entire natter is

closed.

The Comission reminds you that loan guarantees are
contributions under the Act. You should take Inmediate steps to
insure that guaranteeing a loan doe not cause you to make an
excessive contribution In the future.

if you have any questions, please direct them to Robert
Raich, the attorney assigned to this matter, at (202) 376-6200.

sincerely#

uD ikens
Chairman

Inclosure
Legal and Factual Analysis



'~t~r'

d

SeatrW H e I Tr

J1lVO ti 0 W.teCm~~fudr't
of the VIO*C ic#Z"

iA esi4t Ia~ t*uVbe f
alosed i t l 111 ast prttel*~yu h ~10
Pe Fctual M14 xwoll" 1*.9 which o f0md betIA for the,

9he tile vii be' ma prt of the biceodwtb*O
days after Ithis matter bas been. closed itlh respect to 'oil other
respondents ivL M-40. Should you wish to submit any-interials to
appear on the public, record, please do so within 10 days of your

Creceipt of thisletter.
119rThe confidentiality provisions of 2 U.S.C. SS 437g(a) (4) (9)

and 4379g(a) (12) (A) remain in ef fect until the entire matter is
closed.

The Comission reminds you that loan guarantees are
contributions under the Act. you should take imediate steps to
insure that guaranteeing a loan does not cause you to make an
excessive contribution In the future.

if you have any questions# please direct then to Robert
Raich, the attorney assigned to this matter, at (202) 376-6200.

Sincerely,

oan D.Aikens
Chairman

anclosure
Legal and Factual. Analysis
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Deart MS So127

ona Weui er

believe thet ybu ab~~itlateA 2 "is.C. 4a()()(A rvso
of the Ies al o0t~ef Campaign Act. of 1971, S aM"nd ('the

Act) 3~~ a~t *n~*eingtho CIrcmtances of tb t
Ok mtter, the ew'5'e o aeui xte at* amd

elose ittel. s it pattas to yo.The General Coonsel.
Fata1,d.f A"7lysis0 whichb formed a beets for the

Comisio' * gis atace for yor isformat ion.O

T"e file slltbe made part of the pbic record wi thin 30
%r days after thiasmatter has been closed with resec t llote

respondents inwolved., Should you wish to submit any materials to

C appear on the public record, please do so within 10 days of your
receipt of this letter.

Tr The confidentiality provisions of 2 U.S.C. S5 437g(a)(4)(3)
e and 437g(a)(l2)(A) remain In effect until the entire matter Is

closed.

The Comission reminds you that loan guarantees are
contributions under the Act. You should take iinediate steps to
insure that guaranteeing a loan does not cause you to make an
excessive contribution In the future.

if you have any questions, please direct them to Robert
Raich, the attorney assigned to this matter, at (202) 376-8200.

Sincerely,

Joan D. Aikens
chairman

Enclosure
Legal and Factual Analysis
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2*

-~ ~L4. ~ 4

-I
ft. AtJ

Deor KC.

WamisONef~bd lor is~mthe

N Th fi* wil ~ug~ t~'of the! pulc o within16 30

days after this mttar beS buClosed. ith CeST to dl other
repond@tS iw~l~. Soul yo wis, t6 subeit MnY m-eito

appear an the public rcoWrd, pl~ease do so w it hitn 10 E1ays of your
C receipt of this: lett

The COOfidentiality provisions of 2 U.S.C. 55 4379 (a) (4) (3)
and 437g(a) (12) (A) remain in effect until the entire matter Is
closed.

The Comission reminds you that loan guarantees are
contributions under the Act. you should take imediate Steps to
insure that guaranteeing a loan does not cause you to make an
excessive contribution In the future.

if you have any questions, please direct then to Robert
Raich, the attorney assigned to this matter# at (202) 376-6200.

Sincerely.

Joan D, Aikens
Chairman

anclosure
Legal and Factual Analysis



44

Yd

-, U52127

Deer. Allan

O1 amn 1#S4 the fo~r ' he
believe that il _1014ted 2 V4.1S C. 34le (1)LI, talt 14on
of the rftdr4l W*at Lo 64~iq A~o Rl p ~the

Act').VO 'Os~,ttor s rt9he*o to
matterg the AAt * 4WiMad -to, tes no, '*tbii a"d
closed its113 A'se l tl ptaitn to pow. is. 10tL

cc Factual a 46 'Ama~ lot which kome a beet* for h
conusson 7 attached tQ ourifrain

The f ile Will be sade part of the public recat'O.rd M6t,~ 30
days after this mattejr has been closed with respect to 4ll Other
respondents iUV9WlVWWd. Should you wish to submit any materials to
appear on the Public record, please do so within 10 days of your

C receipt of this )etter.

Yb. confidentiality provisions of 2 U.S.C. SS 4379(a) (4) (8)
and 437g(a) (12) (A) remain in effect until the entire matter Is
closed.

The Commission reminds you that loan guarantees are
contributions under the Act. You should take Immediate steps to
insure that guaranteeing a loan does not cause you to make an
excessive contribution In the future.

If you have any questions, please direct then to Robert
Raich, the attorney assigned to this matter, at (202) 376-8200.

Sincerely,,

Joan D, Aikens
Chairman

Enclosure
Legal and Factual Analysis



DOWiN ?uroc
24 Grove St
Lowell, N&M

44I

Deer t ar

on4 t $A A
believe tht i uegSjJ 9 44f L(

of hereft.'AmWw'-Of 19710a e

closeit' a"~r Vp oed , t
q COOMIssiop ' f is twat tot your i~.#ie

Tbe f Ilei vto i4440 pt "of. the wb. Vaeoto w ktn 3
days af ter this satter, boo been closed wit respoct to -all other

respondents Sbould .you wish to sbit anY ~trast

0 appear on t1e vblc record, please do so within 10 daYs of your
C receipt of this letter.

1w The confidentiality provisions of 2 U.S.C. 95 4379(a)(4)(9)
e and 437g(a)(12) (A) remain in effect until the entire matter is

closed.

The Comission. reminds you that loan guarantees are
contributions under the Act. You should take Imediate steps to
insure that guaranteeing a loan does not cause you to make an
excessive contribution In the future.

If you have any questions, please direct then to Robert
Raich, the attorney assigned to this matter, at (202) 376-8200.

Sincerely,

2danD Aiken*
Chairman

Nnelosure
Legal and Factual Analysis
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blieve tb
of the ?"

aatter,# th
closed Its
?aotuol -

N Thefi0*0PV
%r days after this

respondents SsIn*
appear on th,11

0 receipt of Is

M~tt has bee 200"e with respect to. Ai bte r
pe6' Should yuwish, to s006it. any Materials to
Lic0 coMrd, f please do so within 10 days of your

The confidentiality provisions of 2 U.S.C. SS 437g(a) (4) (3)

Cand 437g(a)(12)(h) cemain In effect until the entire matter is
closed.

cc The Coinission reminds you that contributions to candidates
in excess of $1,000 per election are in violation of the 

Act and

that non-contewporafleous designations of contributions 
to a

different election do not legitimise otherwise excessive

contributions. Tou should take iinediate steps to insure that

this activity does not occur in the future.

if you have any questions, please direct them to Robert

Raich, the attorney assigned to this matter# at (202) 376-8200.

sincerely,

canDDAikens
Chairman

znclosure
Legal and Factual Apmalysis



0 believe that, 2 *~j -

matt actwion

coeds itsf

noe f Ile will to, Auft pertO 0 h ulcror within 30
days after ti atrM benls wthrepedt to a&l other

C! respondents ino*e.*bwe o ws to m et aMy materials to
appear on the PC bll rebetd. sos d within 10 days of your

qr receipt of this letter.

The confidentiality provisions of 2 0,8.C X,1 437g (a) (4) (B)
and 437g(a) (12) (A) remain in effect until the entire matter Is

The Comission reminds you that contributions to candidates
in excess of $1,000 per election are in violation of the Act and
that non-contemporaneous designations of contributions to a
different election do not legitimize otherwise excessive
contributions, You should take joiniat* steps to insure that
this activity does not occur In the future,

If you have any questions, pleaseL direct them to Robert
Raich, the attorney assigned to this matter at (202) 376-8200.

in D, ikens
chairman

Enclosure
Legal and Factual Anaysis



The file wX4, be *so part of te ebio record within 30
days after t':tt~ b '.e- -I~i wit Iepc ao other
respondents Av~i4 SbO44 joelol *!s tow MYai any neteals to
aperon ft aibi Isord p4asdos ahi 0 ys of your

V receipt of this letter.

The confidentiality provisions of 2 U.S.C. 55 4 79g(a) (4) (3)
Nand 437g(a) (12) (A) remain In effect until the entire matter Is

closed.

The Comission reninds you that contributions to candidates
in excess of $1#000 per election are In violation of the Act and
that nonconmutesporameolls designations of contributions to a
different election do not legitimize, otherwise excessive
contributions. You should take iUmediate, steps to Insure that
this activity does not occur In the future.

if you have any questionsr please direct then to Robert
Raich, the attorney assigned to this titter, at (202) 376-8200.

?Oam 0 ikens
Chairman

anclosure
Legal and Factual analysis



I"e fileO Will beVaerpt- of the pblic roeord wthin 30
yafte*t tht* *tter bees Closed with rsetto, "liother
repeet& 1aw"01ed. Sbeul yo wis to &001t any materi&a to

0 aear aft the pubL ~rpeSe do so within 1 days Of 'Your
receipt of ti etr

C'The confidentiality provisions of 2 U.S.C. IS 437g(a)(4) (5)
and 437g(a)(12)(A) cemain in effect until the entire! matter is
closed.

The Comission reminds you that contributions to candidates
in excess of $1,000 per election are in violation of the Act and
that non-contemporaneous designations of contributions to a
different election do not legitiaise Otherwise excessive
contributions. You should take iewdiate steps to insure that
this activity does not occur in the future.

if you have any questions, please direct then to Robert
Raich, the attorney assigned to this matter, at (202) 376-8200.

Joan D. Aikens
chairman

Enclosure
Legal and F1actual jWalysis
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Dear MNYs

beleve04* US.C. ## 4l;)0 Wt

C! and
closed It M~ W ~tFactual 404 "W,9 ad$r** uk* biEr

%,r Caoinisato af**# *~h o ~~tO 4

N The: file etU1 be 00,0 part of thepuli record4 WMthn 30
days after this .matte ha boen cl.e w&tf $epc o~1 other
resPondeto in"104e Should you wish to sebmit any asterL iaS to
appear on the POblic' record please do so, within 10 day's of- your
receipt of this letter.

The confidentiality provisions of 2 U.S.C. 5S 4379(a) (4) (8)
and 437g (a) (12) (A) remain In ef fect until the entire matter Isa
closed.

The Comission reminds you that contributions to candidates
in excess of *1.000 per election are In violation of the Act and
that non-contemporaneous designations of contributions to a
different election do not legitimize otherwise excessive
contributions. You should take immediate steps to Insure that
this activity doe not occur In the future.

if you have any questions, please direct them to Robert
Raich, the attorney assigned to this matter, at (202) 376-8200.

Joan D, Aikens
Chairman

Enclosure
Legal and Factual Analysis



*LELECTIONCOMMISSION

Jaan U, 196

me' Malvin S0eOl ,-

113 NWR 2127
Melvin Scovell

Dear Mr. Scowv~
on 4%04 t 196, the Commission found r

believe tb~YOU voted, 2 U,.S.C. S 4 41&a(a) (1) (A), a W
of the Fee'rial Elect,1io mpaign Act of 1971, as amended
Act3).VO~ 3omer fter coUSidering the circumstances oft%

matter, the CIss dtermCined to take no further act
o closed its ve sIt pertains to you. The General omt

Factual and Legal'Analysis, which formed a basis forte
a CoMmissions finding, is attached for your information.

The file will be made part of the public record with $WS0
Ndays after this matter has been closed with respect to all 'tber

respondents involved. Should you wish to submit any materials to
%r appear on the public record, please do so within 10 days of 'oat

receipt Of this letter.
C!

I~r The confidentiality provisions of 2 U.S.C. 55 437g(a)*(4)(9)
and 437g(a)(12)(A) remain in effect until the entire matter is
closed.

N The Comission reminds you that contributions to candidates
in excess of $1,000 per election are in violation of the Act and

CC that non-contemporaneous designations of contributions to a
different election do not legitimize otherwise excessive
contributions. You should take immediate steps to insure that
this activity does not occur in the future.

if you have any questions, please direct them to Robert
Raich, the attorney assigned to this matter, at (202) 376-8200.

Sincerely,

Joan D. Aikens
Chairman

Enclosure
Legal and Factual Analysis
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boot
the Commi~ssige found~*

I~ 44lAWa (1) (Aat

-a tt*- 00 turth4Et so ~d
to mo.e "* fetMml

Cto.~ a bts tog
@0for yIlouriw om

Thefil vZ. ke ed.pat of the public record within 30
daysaftr t~n has b~e losed with respect to al Other

0~ ~ a repnetk inOhuid yuwish to sbIt any: satetias to
appearm&,# 94"te pek$ rcore, please do so within 10 days of your

receipt of 'this -1*ttet.*
C Theo confidentiality provisions of 2 U.S.C. SE 437g(a) (4) (2)
N and 437g(a)(12)(A) remain in effect until the entire natter is

closed.

The Commission reminds you that contributions to candidates
In excess of $1,000 per election are in violation of the Act and
that non-conte-moaneous designations of contributions to a
different election do not legitimize otherwise oeessive
contributions. You should take Imme diate steps to insure that
this activity does not occur in the future

if you have amy questions, please direct them to Robert
Raiche the attoriney assigned to this matter, at (202) 37660200.

Sincerely,

,"atD, ikens
Chairman

Legal and Factual Analysis

WIN
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The£ie il b sd.pat further publior itIts3
TAy aftoo fbstatrbsb c ose vtaepeto 1other

Ce r5OGeLt Invoved. Should, 'ou wis 1fto submit any materials to
aIPear 4M the* PUi recowd, please db so within 10- days of your
receipt of, thin lettler.

C The confidentiality provisions of 2 U.S.C. 55 4379(a)(4) (3)
and 437g(a) (12) (A) remain In effect until the entire matter is
closed.

The Commission reminds you that loan guarantees are
contributions under the Act. You should take Immediate steps to
insure that guaranteeing a loan does not cause you to make an
excessive contribution In the future.

if you have any questions, please direct them to Rlobert
flaich, the attorney assigned to this matter, at (202) 376-8200.

Sincerely,

*,Aiken*
Chairman

anclosure
Legal and Factual Analysis
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CBRIFICATION

I, Marjorie w. Euuons, Secretary of the Federal

Election Commission, do hereby certify that on June 6,

1986, the Commaission decided by a vote of 6-0 to take

the following actions in MUR 2127:

1. Find reason to believe that The Atkins for
Congress Committee and Richard Butt, as
treasurer, violated 2 U.S.C. S 441a(f) with
respect to the designated contributions and,
take no further action with respect to this
violation.

2. Find reason to believe that Melvin Scovell,
Elizabeth May, Peter Cove, Anita Smith, John
Connors, Jr., Linda Hartke, and Stan Rosenberg
violated 2 U.S.C. S 441a(a) (1) (A), take no
further action, and close the file with respect
to then.

(continued)

b

C

0



3. Find reason to believe that fteAtk*, Em
Congress Comittee and, Pichatd t0ftt* ,.

treasurer, violated 2 U.#OC. S ~1t th
respect t h on94*A

4. Find reason to believe that Val,4#

(1) (A take no further action, an lo"e
file with respect to then.

5. Approve the Legal and Factuial Anlys**# as
recommended in the First General Counel '
Report signed Nay 30, 1986.

6. Approve and send the letters attached-to *ho
First General Counsel's Report signed My 30*

0 1986.

Commidssioners Aikens,, Elliott, Harris, Josef iak,*

McDonald and McGarry voted affirmatively for this deicision.

Attest:

Date f-)-Marjorie W. Emmons
Secretary of the Commuission
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RELEVANT STATUTES:

INTERNAL REPORTS
CHECKED:

FEDERAL AGENCIES
CHECKED:

INTE RVALLY GX:,. Z3RA T 2

The Atkins for Congros-O C441*Ut0e *u
Richard Butt, as treasurteit
Melvin Soovell
Elizabeth May
Peter Cove
Anita Suith
John Connors# Jr,
Linda Hartko
Stan Rosenberg
Virginia Allen
Henry Atkins
Nancy Atkins
Paul Beard
Martha DeWar
Martha DiNatale
John French
Marilyn Hartke
Patricia McGovern
Mary Jane Powell
Melinda Roberts
Gina Rossano
Catherina Rouse
David Turcotte

2 U.S.C.. 55 441a(a) (1) (A) and 441a(f)
11 C.F.R. SS110.1(a) (2)p

10 2. 9(e), and 10 0. 7(a) (1) (i)

Index of Disclosure Documents, 1983-84
Index of Disclosure Documents, 1985-86
Amended Statements of Organization
MUR 1637
MUR 1588

None
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This matter was referred to the* *,fg i* o~f the Gen*U~

CoianselI following Commission approval of a 'ia Audit Report

(Attachment 1) coveri~g the period from 1*broary 10# 106i through

December 31, 1984.

euaift r or aaz

A. De~sigaeontributions

The Final Audit Report states that before the primary

election, the Atkins for Congress Committee (the OCommittee)

received direct contributions from five persons exceeding '0e

$1,000 limit imposed by 2 U.s.c. s 441a(a)(l)(A). A list of

those five persons and the amount of their excessive

contributions follows:

Melvin Scovell $ 25

Elizabeth May 1000

Peter Cove 75

Anita Smith 200

John Connors, Jr. 35

TOTAL $1,335

These monies were either deposited directly into the

Committee's general election account or deposited into the

primary election account and then transferred into the general

election account before the primary election. In response to the

Audit Division's recommendation in the Interim Audit Report, the

Committee produced copies of letters from the five contributors.

(Attachment 1, pps. 6-10) The letters are all dated September

23, 1985, and each recites that the excessive portion of the

contribution was intended for the general election. The primary

election was in September, 1984.
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In addition, after the primary elcintbo comittoo

received excessive cOn'trIbutidfts fr** two Watiuls I3

Uartke and Stan. Rosenberg. The *Xicestv pOrtioiiE * thbose

contributions were-,$650 and $300r: reqp.@tiveW. In r*espMOfe to

the Audit Division',s rocamendatini, te COMItt. prd d

copies of letters from the two contributors. (Att~byeftlt 1,pps.b

12-13) Both letters are undated, and each recites that the

excessive portion of the contribution was intended for the

primary election. (The Committee bad outstanding obligations

from the primary campaign.) The letter from Linda Uarttke*

contains only a blank space where it purports to quote the

e instruction she made on her contribution check. The Committee

never produced the check--despite the fact that Hartke was the

Committee's spokesperson during the audit and is Atkin's

%r Administrative Assistant.
4C

B. Loan Guarantees

According to the Audit Division, during the general election

N campaign, the Committee received a $75,000 loan guaranteed by 82

cc guarantors. The guarantees varied in amount from $900 to $1,000.

The guarantees, when combined with the direct contributions of 14

individuals,!! created excessive contributions by those

individuals. The excessive portions of the contributions varied

in amount from $15 to $1,000, and totaled $2,726.75.

Y1 Those 14 individuals are: Virginia Allen, Henry Atkins,,
Nancy Atkins, Paul Beard,, Martha DeWar, Martha Dinatale, John
French, Marilyn Hartke, Patricia McGovern, Mary Jane Powell,
Melinda Roberts, Gina Rossano, Catherina Rouse, and David
Turcotte.



the AuiIt 0ivis Ion, aeet that the, Committee'Vs p*i
repayment of the loan ha. educad the ottr ibutio"s of sti"
the '14 garantorm sotatte fall vItith 10

contribution limitation, in addition, onk lay- 10, 1985, 8

CQNittee asked the, lending bank to reduethe amunts of 't-h

guarantees for various guarantors, including the guarantees .for
each of the 14 guarantors who made excessive contributions.

(Attachment 1, pps. 14-16). The reduced guarantees would lqwer
the contributions for each of the 14 excessive contributors to

within the contribution limitation., However, on October 1, 1985,

__the bank responded that it had no objection to the reduced

guarantees, but Massachusetts law required a written consent from
each of the 82 guarantors, and a few had not yet consented,

(Attachment 1, p. 17)

FACTUAL AIM LEGAL ANALYSIS

A. Designated-Contributions

No individual may contribute more than $1,000 per election

Nto a candidate and his authorized committees. 2 U.S.C.

cc S 441a(a)(l)(A). No political committee may knowingly accept an
excessive contribution. 2 U.s.c. S 441a(f).

According to 11 C.P.R. 5 110.1(a), a contribution is
attributable to the primary election if made before the primary

election and attributable to the general election if made after

the primary election; that presumption is altered only if the

contribution Is designated in writing for a particular election

by the contributor. The Commission has taken the position that



such wr ite de#4at bas ift IWO bit the
contribution. a~tog 11 -CJT UJ 12.9C)(*ihrqi

seaate accontg to 4itoiue e~e piarS& au*

election contributions receivod bef4Wr tb6 jiaary) 4efers t

*contributions. deiiteb teaniatatisoh4*

authorixed comittee4s). for use In cotineatidn wi th" the general

election," this phrase shoul&. not be Construed las peraicsiox;. 'Jtr

the recipient comittee to assign contributions to a particu3*t

election. Such independent designation by the Committee coulid

contravene the contributor's intent as well as the rules for

designated and undesignated contributions at 11 CF.R.4

S 110.(a) (2).

The Commission has supported the view that despite the

N confusing language of 11 C.F.R. 5 102.9(e), this regulation

should not be interpreted to mean that the recipient can

determine election designations. However, in application, the

Commission has declined to proceed against a recipient committee

N which had accepted contributions for the primary or general

election in a manner that ensured compliance with 2 U.S.C.

S 441a. In 14UR 1648 (Riegle), 14UR 1696 (Sarbanes) and M4UR 1637

(Kennedy), the Commission found reason to believe and

subsequently, based on 11 C.F.R. 5 102.9(e), closed the file

rather than finding probable cause against the recipient

candidate committees that designated pre-primary contributions to

the general election. Moreover, the Commission recently closed

the file after finding reason to believe against a recipient

committee that designated post-primary contributions to the
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ptr1uiawy *e.aiou. 10 1SO$6 (Fwii

Acordingi.y, tbhienta1 0Cou49198 *ffice rQOfd ,

theei~ionfin ~sonto b!U4, Th Aok s £Qfr coi,9

0"Witte~ and! RIXUha4 Butt, as tV0asurer, vio 0 4d1W

S 4a&f) with re4pst to the designated ontxibut*,*,ns and40)k*

no further action, The General 'Counsel's Office also 2ecomaeit

that the Commission find reason to believe Melvin Soovell,

Elizabeth may, Peter Cover Anita Smith, John Connors, Jr.# I4VA&

Hartke, and Stan Rosenberg violated 2 U.S.C.1S 44lafa) (1) )

and, in light of the relatively small amounts of their excessive

contributions, take no further action and close the file vitwh

oh respect to these respondents.

B. Loan Guarantees

A loan guarantee is a contribution. 11 C.F.R.

5 100. 7(a) (1) .

C The 14 guarantors made excessive contributions by

contributing, in the form of loan guarantees, more than $1,000,
C

in violation of 2 U.S.C. S 441a(a) (1) (A). The Committee accepted

those excessive contributions, in violation of 2 U.S.C. 441a(f).

The partial repayment by the Committee and the attempt to reduce

the amounts of the guarantees would be merely mitigating

circumstances. Accordingly, the General Counsel's Office

recommends that the Commission find reason to believe The Atkins

for Congress Committee and Richard Butt, as treasurer, violated 2

U.S.C. S 441a(f) with respect to the loan guarantees. The

General Counsel's Office also recommends that the Commission find
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HoeVirginia &llen, Jtitinst 000"tknl

M ar~tha Dolfor, Martha Vin&"is# J~hn. ftr

*I~,w~t~4e QpvrnMary Jan*

*ftsaso, Ctherima Rouse, and 1,i ~t wilat"'

2 l# C 441ea -(1) (A),# and, in -11M t% ttL.~V ml

000 t-of their excessive contributionis, take no ft~rther acti14n,

*tI*"-1 the file with respect to these to, ate**.

1. Find reason to believe that The Atkins forccagress,

Comittee and Richard Butt, as treasurer, Violated

2 U.S.Ct S 441a(f) with respet to the designated

a contributions and, take no further action with respect

Tr to this violation.

IN 2. Find reason to believe that Melvin Scovell, Elizabeth

%r May, Peter Cove, Anita Smith, John Connors, Jr., Linda
C=

Hartke, and Stan Rosenberg violated 2 U.S.C.P

S 441a(a)(l) (A),, take no further action, and close the

N~ file with respect to them.

cc3. Find reason to believe that The Atkins for Congress

Committee and Richard Butt, as treasurer, violated

2 U.S.C. S 441a(f) with respect to the loan guarantees.

4. Find reason to believe that Virginia Allen, Henry

Atkins, Nancy Atkins, Paul Beard, Martha Dollar, Martha

DiNatale, John French, Marilyn Hartke, Patricia

McGovern,, Mary Jane Powell, Melinda Roberts, Gina

Rossano, Catherina Rouse, and David Turcotte violated



take tno further aot iont. and

bat to, thos.

ki. and Fatutal Analygme5.

kdhe8 letterp.

Charles N. Steele
General Counsel

BY: Ia .Ooennet, A. Gross
Associate General Counsel

Maw AttacbMents
1. Referral from Auit Dbivi sion

a 2. Letters to repom nuto
3. Legal and Factual M'alyses
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FEDERAL ELECTION,
WASHINGTON. DC. 20463

~HALESN. S
31U1RAL COUNS

JOW C. SUR
STAFF DIREC

RoomT J. CoBs
ASSISTANT ST Or
AUDIT DIVISI

ATKINS FOR CONGUUISOSZW3

On January 10, 1986, the CoMmiSSlOU 60Koin toh tinl audit
report of the Audit Division on the Atkins for cOnwr**s
Comittee. Attached as Exhibit A is a Satter noted-1n the final
audit report which the Commission also voted to refer to your

eoffice for review and consideration.

'7 Should you have any questions regarding the matter addressed
in this report, please contact Tom Nurthen or John Namone at 376-

C'5320.

Attachment as stated

4_#1 t, P.'/
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C-tiutostram !ndJLyiduals In 3,ace gi IA jalama

The act- provides at 2 U.S.C. 1 441104) ())to
shall make cOntributiono to any candlts 4 Wile a apolitical Committees with respect to" any *altion fo
office which, in the aggregat, 9eeed P.0W.

In Oddition, 11 C.?.R. 9 lO0.7 (0 (1)-0)(M stat In purt
that a loan Is a contribution by each eo erOr guarantor*''
Bach endorser or guarantor shall beIen to have oontzil" Wte
that portion of the total amount of the Joa for whichhe oxr ee
agreed to be liable In a written agreement.

The Audit staff performed testiffim to Insure that the #10.00
contribution limitation for individals was noteced.
Apparent excessive contributions were noted ith respc obt

K the primary and general election campaiqas as discuse below.
now-1I Primary Election
0Five Individuals appear to have contributed $l 335 In

excess of the contribution limitation. Of thosep two
contributions (excessive portions $1,02$), vr* received prior to
the primary election but d sited directly Into the Camittee's
general election account.!l The remaining three contributions
(excessive portions $310), were deposited Into the primary
election account# then transferred to the general election
account prior to the date of the primary election. The Cm ittee

q7 did not attempt to obtain written verification from the five
C7 individuals that the contributions were Intended for the general

election.

2. General Election

The Audit staff identified 14 individuals whose loan
guarantees and contributions exceeded the contribution limitation
by $2e726.75.

in addition, two individuals made contributions to the
general election which exceeded the contribution limitation by
$950.

The Comm ittee was given a schedule of the apparent
excessive contributions at the conclusion of the audit fieldwork.

!/The Cm ittee maintained separate checking accounts for
primary and general election activity.

/1/i,,oL



Xxhibit A
Page 2 of 3

With repeto 1. and 2. above the Audit staff rMcC-~-td
obat the, Comttee present evidence which demonstrates tht
o.ntrikations are Dot In excess of the limitations, or retfn 'the
*uoe~iveportions of the contributions, to the appropriate

@@Stribetors and provide photocopis (both front and back) of-the
negotiated refund checks alon with copies of the relevant bO.k

With respect to the loan guarantors noted In 2. the Audit
staff recommended that the Comittee reduce the liability of each
endorser to within the contribution limitation through one of the
following alternatives:

a* Repay sufficient principal plus interest so that the
balance of the loan for which each endorser Is liable will no
exceed $1,000 when aggregated with other contributions made hiy
the endorsersj

b. Obtain additional endorsers so that the endorsements
when aggregated vith contributions made by the endorsers will not
exceed the limitationi

IrCIO Collateralise the loan iL& an amount sufficient to
reduce the endorsements and contributions to within the

N limitationi or

d, Replace the Individual excessive endorsement amounts
with the candidate's endorsement for the remaining amount of the

eloan,

On September 26,, 1985, the Comittee submitted its response
Cto the interim audit report. With respect to 1., the Comittee
Nprovided copies of (apparent form) letters, signed by the

contributors and dated September 23,, 1985. The letters all state
that the excessive contributions were intended to be deposited in
the Committee's account for the purposes of the general election.

With respect to 2., the Comittee provided copies of signed
but undated letters from the two contributors. rn both instances
the contributors state It was their intention that the excessive
portions were contributions for the primary election. Further#
one contributor indicated that she 'marked on the check
Indicating my wish that $650.00 was a contribution for the
Committee primary election efforts and, in this case, primary

4M A1, )ps
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eleCtion debts and Obligations.*!/ The other contributor
Indicated he Instructed the Committee that the contribution w"
Intended for the primary election. (see Attachment 1).

it should be noted that neither a copy Of the one,
contributor's canceled check, nor a copy of the other
contributor's Instruction concerning the contributions Were,
submitted vith the Committee's response.

With respect to the loan guarantors noted In 2.. the
Committee provided evidence which Indicated that they repaid
$5,000 on the loan to reduce the outstanding principal to
$70,000. The loan payment reduces the amount of each
Individual's guarantee by $61.30 !./ and results in 7 Individuals
(contributions) now being within the limitation.

in an attempt to resolve the excessive portion of thecontributions, the Comm .ttee petitioned the bank to reduce the
amount of the guarantees for the 14 Individuals who contributed
In excess of the limitation by an amount sufficient to brine, the
14 contributors within the limitation. Subsequent to the 45.000
loan payment and the reduction of the amount of the guarteeothe loan balance ($70,000) would be secured by Individual-guarantees totaling $75#000,!!9f

On October 1, 1985, the bank notified the Committee that Ithas no objection to the changes. However, the bank stated th atestablished case law in Massachusetts regarding suretyship leadsfinancial Institutions to obtain the written consent of All
guar antors on a loan before making any change in the terms of theloan (see Attachment 2, page 4 of 4). The bank further statede that It has contacted all of the guarantors to obtain their

Nr consent and most have replied.

it Is our opinion that the Committee has not complied withthe Interim audit report recomm- endation since its attempt to
N resolve this matter is Incomplete and 7 contributors (excessiveportion $2,092.75) are still in excess of the limitation (seecc Attachment 3).

Recommendation

The Audit staff recommends that this matter be referred to
the Office of General Counsel for further action.

V1 This contributor Is the Administrative Assistant to the
Congressman,, Treasurer of his former state senate committee,
and Cinmmittee spokesperson during the audit. Furthermore,
the letter from this contributor appears to be altered by an
omission of a phase/term concerning the annotation on her
original check.

Z~For those Individuals who guaranteed the loan for $1,000.
±~/The original loan for $75,000 vas secured by 82 Individual

guarantees totaling $81,565.

t4#0, A



Federal Election Couiuission
1325 K Street, NW.
Washington, D.C. 20463

Dear Friends z

You reported five contributions in the priaar )$to
which appeared to be in excess of the $1#000.00:~iitp
individual.

In each case, the contribution or portion of t0,
contribution in excess was deposited directly or tX~~~E.
into the general election account. You will find
signed statements from each of the five contributors
indicating their intentions that the excessive pzt
of their contributions prior to the primary elet@
were to be deposited in the Atkins for CongressCtt* , '
general election account.

Si eely u$

Richard t
Treasurer
Atkins for Congress COam-ittee

Attachments: Scovell
May
cove
Smith
Connors

?f#/Il') /)s



September 23,1S

Atkins for Congress Cosmmittee
P.,O. box 487
Concord, MA 01742

Dear Friends:

The contribution I made in the amount Of $25.0,0
on June 30, 1984 was intended to be deposit"d 4 th
Cosmittee's account for purposes of the genez*2.
election. My contribution of the maximum a O f~ @
$1,#000.-00 for the primary election was mad* t@ot
Committee on April 4, 1984.

Sinc r y yours.

Address: / 33 64 LL/ Atf '1)
- -4/444q1#M 0?/fI

C
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AMMONu~ 2,

September 23* 1965

Atkins for congress Committee
1.0.lbox 487
Concorde VA 01742

Dear Frriends:s

Of the $1#000.00 Contribution I made to the Cotte
On September 13. 1994# $925.00 vas intended for 0se10
the C0MMittee for the primary election and $75.00.vms
intended for general election purposes. Prev4GiI1, @6
July 19. 1984, 1 had contributed $75.00 towards 04~ pwrary
election. This insures that I contributed themai
amount of $100.00 towards the primary election and'
$7500 towards the general election.

Sincerely yours,

Peter Cove

Address: jbS cJK e 1;7

,4A I p1 . F
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Atkins for Coogress CIitUo
P.O. JIM 407
Concord, VA 01742

Dear Friens:s

The contribution I a e to the COMinttso In tbe amckntof $200.00 on Xay 11. 1904 ws Intendod to bo,
In the CoMitt.'.* account for the Purposon *tf;
general election. Npt contribution'of the malml
amount of $11.000.a00 for the primary election vas; ~eOn
April 4 1964.

Sincerely your$#

Address: E6 *,j,64'IA.@m.

AWA~ L~ di-

A4Mellp 7



September 23P 1935

Atkins for Congress Cowaittee
P.O. box 437
Concorde R 01742

Dear Friends:

Te contribution I made to the Committee In t0.
amount of $35.00 on July 31# 1984 was intended t Impdeposited in the Comitteel' account for the IF Jp0SPR
of the general election. My contribution of the
maximi amount of $1#000.00 for the primary ele@U
was made on May 7., 1984.

0.0

Address: /J 1 ,~ Ol/

Sincerely, yours1 -

J46hi 14. C0nnorSt Jr.
*'.4*

'2 - - - -________________ - f.....~- I

.1' / /*** , , *i01

/ . ..j'/i.;r&./~,~ 2A C
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V
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Federal lectionk COMIssion
1325 a street* *weV
washingtone D.C. 20463

Dear Mrehnds:

With regard to two apparent excessive cofttrbzwh""
the general electione IZa attaching, letters fromk *beiftuviduals involved which are meant to Indicatet**<

itnions that the excessive portion of their contrifbwere intende-d to be used by the Committee for primaryelection purposes.

As you are aware* after the primary eliectiont act-,4tin the primary election bank account was termintall primary activity (receipts and expenditures) veraand still are handled through the general election book.
flaccount, as is customary and allI abe under FEC rev -0,80s

Si cerely yours,

IqRichar Bu
Treasurer
Atkins f or Congress Comittee

Attachmnts: Hartke
C, Rosenberg

cc



Atkins for Congress Comumittee
P.1O. Box 487
Concord . NA 01 742

Deer Friends:

This letter Is to confirm my intentions when 9wrote- I
check In the amount of $1,650.00 on November 7, 1.04f made eUt
to the Atkins for Congress Committee. I marked "

on the check Indicating my wish that $650-00 was a contribotten
for the Committee primary election efforts and In this cane
primary election debts and obligations. The balance of the
check, $1,000.00 was Intended as a maximum contribution for,

Cv the general election.

L nds t.-Ha ike-
26 Hancock Street, #1.

tip. Soston,*%A 02124.

4#1, J 6 IL
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Atknsfor 1CongreiSS 10tt~e
P.O.*on407

COsoagi,- "Ol 01742

*do letter is to cosfiz aw intentiol a
to the Cmittee at, the tim I woet a check, 11$300.00 on etmbr30, 1914. "bis check Va"Ibe a Contribution, to the C"ittees primry 010eand in this Case to be applied to primary eleti.
and obligations. Susqety -- contribted theNamount Of $1,000.00 to ur th cemittsgeal .1
efforts. oteC~t**gnrl*

.4~y

sincerely a#rs

3nRosenber
164 Columbia Drfive
Ahrstt PA 01002

I'. Ii



Arl RoesTwet I~s

beer Hr.. DeLuca:

Let so 7first I' ha oafe orko 0Stance to OW ""01
The Atkins fo"r C1ft*s0 COW14toe with superiorsevcad nr#

ut S of your tIm.

,feof the rOPPOOieg ftoavsthelweoal Election COMmijelap .
toweattemipt to 00*Ihtw Ot. i S- theo fact 0t War. Of fft
ovr uranteed ' ,O,,,the $7,O.0 lobn. Attache o if0 alit o4te1 ini It? WAokv erv the note,#h

q mmant they had prvtft*1y "erwOtOW* hecvrrent geet ~c
th Committee asks you to #*edua eaich persof to end theaostf
the change. This will brin, the guarantee to $75,000.00 and solvwe
any problems we might have. We will report these changes In
forthcoming reports with the, Federal Election Comisson.

If you have any further questions, please do not hesitate to
qW call wie at: (202) 225-1411. Again, thank you.

Sincerely yoare,/

Linda J. IHartk'

Enclosures
cc: J. Richard Murphy

4#11 Pe (



page two

Name

ABRAS3u*

ARENA, ra 0t
ARENA, Join So Jw
ARENM r

*ARENA-HRMt *0&49,U.
*ATKINS, 11wst N.
*ATKINS *KarUte V,.
ATKINS, Nancy ,V&
ATKINS. Timothy
BARBARO, Jium

o * BARBAO, q t~m*BEAMD, EdmwAW4
BRATNWAIT19 Brea.7

*BRAYqQUINNO, ftrtea
VP. BUOIOII!S9 hymoed J.

*BUCKLEY,. Daniel P.,
*BUCKLEY, Gloria L.
BUCKLEY, Jobs J.7. N.
'BUCKLEY, karsaret J
-BYW;S. Patty
CAIQANA,9 Eduad

IT CAMPANA. Frances
'CAWANA, Marlon

C CATALDO. Carla C.
* COFFIN, Charles W.

CONLON. Walter N.
c -DALTON. Peter

%DEWvAR, Martha E.
'DINATALE,, Louis, Jr.
%DINATALE,0 Louis, Sr.
* DINATALE, Martha
DINATALE, )bry~nn j.
FRECR, John A.

*HARTKE, Carolyn s.
'NARTKL, Janet S.
KHARTKE, Jerome L

'IIARTKE, Marily2 K
R EFFENAN NaIry E.
oH0BBS9 Caroline: A.
'MOlES, Dean S.
NHOBBS, Kenneth A.

- KLLAKOS, Thomas
%KING, Edward J.
*KING, Eleanor B.
*-KING, Janes a.
-KING, Sean C.
KNVX9 Jill #!f I

19006.0

1 900.so

19 000 00
9 .00.00

1,000.00
1,000.00
19, 0Q4.00/
19000.00~

9500.00 4 f~
1900.00 1 /
19200.00

1,000.00
1,000.00 *.

1,000.00
3,000.00 1
39000.00
1,000.00
16000.00
1,000.00
1,000.00
1,000.00
1,000.00
1,000.00
1,000.00
1,000.00
1.000.00
19000.00

1,000.00
1,000.00
19000.00
1,00000

10000
19000.00

1,000.00
1,00000
1, 000.00
1,000.00

10000
0.00

1,000.A00
1000

1,000.00
1,000.00

70.00
1,000.100.

1,000'.00

950.00 4k rr
900.00 A
920.00t -

1,000.00
1,000.00
1,0000.00
1,000.00
1,000O. 00
1,000.00
1,000.00
19000.00

960.00
1,1000.00
11,000.00

900. 00
1,000W.00

500.00
1,000.00
500.00 -

19000.00
900.00

1,0000.00
1,000.00
19000.00
1,000.00

500.00
1,000.00
3,000O. 00
1,000O. 00
11,000.00
1000.00

Change

$ 0.00
0.00
0.00

20.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

1,000.00
0.00

1,000. 00
-1,000.00

0.00
0.00

-300. 001e
0.00
0.00

- 100.00

0.00o
0.00
0.00
0. 00
0.00
0.00c
0. Lin

o.oc
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

40.00
0.00
0.00

1CA0.00
0.00

500.00
0.00

500.00
0.00

100.00
C. 00
0.00
0.00
0.00

5010.0 0
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
C. 00

Om A

Ap *p v



q -w - pr o
page three,

Na7mr

HAWS CALO

mum$t

PWELL, ar
?YREZ, St e~
ROERS, N.2U
ROOSEVELT, 4
ROSSANO09l.
ROSSAXtO, Jutt4U

- ROUSE, Alice LL
ROUSE,Arht .
ROUSE, Arthur, Jr.'

0 ROUSE, Catherl"a
STELLA, Georp"'
STELLA, Katim
STEVE!IS, Kenmetb
SULLIVAN-, Artb~w C., 3r.

%r SULLIVAN, Estbar 1.
SUILLIVAN,9 Call F,

C.7! TURCOTTE, David A.
1Kr TWOHEY9 Beth

TWOMEY, Jennifer
e1% WALLAGA, Sharon

total

A"o

$Ws

19000 10

19 0000
1,000.00
1,9000*10

900.00
1,000.00
1,000.00
1,000.00
1,000.00
1,000.00
1,000.00

FI . 5

0I7I'

900.00
1,000.00
1,000.00

900.00
1,000.00
1,000.00

$75,000.00

$ 0.00
0.00

40 100.00)
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

400.00
0.00

400.00
200.00

- 100.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

100.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

100.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

NOTES:

1Guarantees ptovided to Arlington Trust, Co. for original loan of
October 22. 1964.

2 Guaratees as asmded effective May 10, 1965.

4/I, p.1I



,A'

1419'it#m~s officet* A"JAI, "

Peor &liSE:

gi".rCt.. to 70~ rG-to 9 ff I Au 11 e he-E

Iat abhah-Pe case low A iNeaaachvaetsemp"g Warn 8awetsp P 's
fiancial. innaturon to obtain the wrtge 0W4fe. of all' gwata on
a looCp beft5@ a&Sklar any chow in Lt he tonw* of e -a w 4 . howe Contaefl
all of U-0 rL*Z'ter to obtan their commt an# soft Psavol *epU..

Tr ftwever~~~..... thor r o a a*at r 7I Ead an o ~ b assured
O*bCrk2.ff bjf A; htOt SOMS Chor COSeA"0*Ct~ yOU

C can rz~waie an c~eaiuu thece final towaottra of cousaen would 60 gtj1v

F.&o*s* to .aissE~ thae We w!aIi provide you uwith Iit-40*n notice *a S@o?
a& 60 haV* 0btaiAed the COnsent Of al1 #*adaete* for the cPrAi'ge Vorn. P-OV*
"ru~sted. I

JRN:Itb

I "taftQ J* CMrle 6"Pc~A#0t/ I f. 17



Attachment 3
Page 1 of 2

Inau~t &zoesive Contibutiona

Cotributo

*wginia N. Allen

,MYUN. Atkins

my V. Atk ina

rtba a. Deusr

rtba Diuatalf

16/22/6
122/6

10/22/04
10/31/64
11/2/04

16O/22/64
11/19/04

10/22/04
16/36/64

14/2M4
11/31/64
131296/64

10/26/64
3/1466,

21,6666

250.66

10OO.00*

~S. reac 16/I/6 1.66O00*6
11/04 25."6

Baceseive

620.00

500.00

1000.00

150.00

20.00

15S."0

2S.00

af feat of Principal
Payment on Individual

Guarantee

(61.30)

(61.30)

(61.30)

(61.30)

161.30)

(61.30)

(61.30)

zucessive Portion
of Contribution
after Principal

PayMntt

-0-

$ 438.70

936.70

66 .70

-0~*

-0'*~

-0***

*aw ot 440"t of
QWgibli goulb"ISM



ftparent anceaaive Cotributions

Attachment 3
Page 2 of 2

awmt of

itar i Ira Sac tb

Mary Jane Powell

He Ga Mobects

catber inas3ome

David Yeraottle

rate Loa MNGOVOr

10/2/4
12/20/64

9/30/84
19/22/84
10/24/814

11/2M6
11/8/84

10/22/34
1026/84

1016/164
10/22/6

10/22V#4
3./21/14

10/2/4
11/21/64

250.00

100.00

351.75

70.06

1e00.O*
S0.00

lasumse

350.00

351.75

50.00

100.00

70.00

50.00

aff(oct of Principal
Payment on Individual

Guarante~e -

(61. 30)

(61.30)

(61.30)

(61.30)

(61.30)

(61.30)

(61.30)

*2.726.75

xcesiv* Portion
of Coattibeation
after Principal

taumnt

266.70

290.45

-0-

38.70

6.70

-

$2.092.65

PmAas of som m"e by the esetrlbetr date
is*" is ~t *10muinteur digne by

*6 -

z ti 0 0U



RE: MUR 2127
The Atkins to**sges
CommItt* 'ad
Richard Butt9 ao'

to treasurer

on Go~96 the Federal Election Comission
foud ra~ 24 th~at;T~ Atkn for Congress..Coinsittee

N and you, as 4r 'to IUted 2 U.S.C. S 441a(f) by accepting
certain *#M**.i acontributions. and excessive loan guarantees.
Af ter con#*40ibio thwecIrcumstonces of this matter, the
Commisuioft-,4.raied -to take-no further action with respect to

0 the fesigni*t8 Contributions. The Commission, however, will
proceed with an Investigation concerning the loan guarantees.
The General Counsel's Factual and Legal Analysis, which formed a

C basis for the Comission's finding, is attached for your
Cinformation.

Under the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971, as amended,
cc you have an opportunity to demonstrate that no additional action

should be taken against you and the Committee. You may submit
any factual or legal materials which you believe are relevant to
the Commission's consideration of this matter. Please submit any
such materials within fifteen days of your receipt of this
letter.

in the absence of any additional information vhich
demonstrates that no further action should be taken against your
committee and you, as treasurer, the Commission may find probable
cause to believe that a violation has occurred and proceed with
conciliation.

If you are interestedin pursuing pre-probable cause
conciliation, you should so request In writing. See 11 C.F.R.
S 111.18(d), Upon receipt of the request, the Of1TMe of the
General Counsel will make recommendations to the Commission
either proposing an agreement in settlement of the matter or



-2-

recommending declining that pre-probable cause conciliail@n b# ,
pursued. The Office of the Gental Counsel my recommend ,i
pro-probable cause conciliation not be entered into at h L*
s0 that It may comelete Its investigation of the Satter*
Further# requess a or pre-probable cause conciliation. W4_1', '
entertained after briefs on probable cuase have been atiU
the respondent.

Requests for extensions of time wili not be routine4i
granted. Requests must be made in writing at least five.4oys
prior to the due date of the response and specifice good" w
must be demonstrated. in addition, the Office of the 00 &2,
Counsel is not authorized to give extensions beyond 20 Eai~i*

If you intend to be represented by counsel in this matteir,
please advise the Commission by completing the enclosed fr
stating the name, address and telephone number of such oouu, It
and a statement authorizing such counsel to receive any
notifications and other communications from the Commission.

M The investigation now being conducted vill be confi4entIal
in accordance with 2 U.S.C. 55 437g(a) (4) (B) and 437g(a)(1,2)(&),

0' unless you notify the Commission in writing that you wish the
Investigation to be made public.

For your information, we have attached a brief description
of the Commission's procedures for handling possible violations

1r of the Act. If you have any questions, please contact Robert
0 Raich, the attorney assigned to this matter, at (202) 376-6200.

Sincerely,

N Joan D. Aikens
Chairman

Enclosures
General Counsel's Factual and Legal Analysis
Procedures
Designation of Counsel Statement



"DOW tLCTIONtoQMp

WAHr.TN 0CtR 00

133 Collins *W"
Waban, IMasaostts. 02168

R2% IUM 2127
Melvin, 4cv 11~~

Dear Kr. Scovl:t
On , ~L198, the commission found e~

belieove that 100 violated 2 U.SC. S 441a a)()Aa
of the Fedeta2. Slection Campaign Act of 1971, as amei*'th.
Act'). Howv_ after considering the circumstances Q4.. thi~s
matter,, the COMitsion, determined to take no further&0 '0~ *Ad
Closed itg'il 0U . it pertains to you. Thol General Co"6*14
Factual and'LOO1 Analysis, which formed a basis for tbe'
Commission's finding, is attached for your Information*

qT The fIle viii be made part of the public record within. 310
N days after this matter has been closed with respect to alt other

respondents involved. Should you wish to submit any materials to
appear on the public record, please do so within 10 days of your
receipt of this letter.

The confidentiality provisions of 2 U.S.C. 55 437g(a) (4) (3)
and 437g(a) (12) (A) remain in effect until the entire matter is
closed.

N The Commission reminds you that contributions to candidates
Cr in excess of $1,000 per election are in violation of the Act and

that non-contemporaneous designations of contributions to a
different election do not legitimize otherwise excessive
contributions. You should take immediate steps to insure that
this activity does not occur in the future.

If you have any questions, please direct them to Robert
Raich, the attorney assigned to this matter, at (202) 376-8200.

Sincerely,

Joan D. Aikens
Chairman

Enclosure
Legal and Factual Analysis

A#tfhL P.).



Bs. 10r
Warvard,.

Dear Me.

believe tb~
cc of the

closed I t *
Oh Factual anit

W~h *R*2),

F 1.4 CommiIo t*o1iA to
md20e8' -WSC. S 44la(*) (1) (A)FO -*LmOn

ign MtOf 19714 e

to tete f t 9 had
t tM a Vfo V . ?m G~twral d os
vbltt ab fo too-tn i f at oI .

N1 The file wi3 be made part of the public record within 30
days after tbl. maotter has been closed with respect to all other

'. respondesto invoiwed. Should. you wish to submit any materials to
appear on tb* public record, please do so within 10 days of your
receipt of this letter.

The confidentiality provisions of 2 U.s.c. 55 437g(a) (4) (B)
C! and 437g(a) (12) (A) remain in effect until the entire matter is

Nclosed.

The Commission reminds you that contributions to candidates
in excess of $1,000 per election are in violation of the Act and
that non-contemporaneous designations of contributions to a
different election do not legitimize otherwise excessive
contributions. You should take immediate steps to insure that
this activity does not occur In the future.

if you have any questions, please direct them to Robert
Raich, the attorney assigned to this matter, at (202) 376-8200.

Sincerely,

Joan D. Aikens
Chairman

Enclosure
Legal and Factual Analysis

4"h



y

on i4 Ithe Csiion fo"M , reason t6
t*&vt tte 2 U.B*Cw 4~)()()jpve~

act, ot fl * w
Ratter, the4Pt~rmno to to~t

closed- its HUie a' 4* pettains o V6ou r* Wh e~t1co""e
V.CtU. &*I*4 AM i O.s w h forcod" a b"asi %09, tbo

CdOLOIO9. fLa I* Is1 attaabed ,for YOUr informtI

The file will-be made part of the public record within 30
days after this RSater has been closed with respect to all other

c respondents inw44ted. Should you wish to submit any xterials to
appear on the public record, please do so within 10 days of your
receipt of this letter,

C The confidentiality provisions of 2 U.S.C. 55 437g(a) (4) (B)
and 437g(a) (12) (A) remain in effect until the entire matter is
closed.

The Commission reminds you that contributions to candidates
in excess of $1,000 per election are in violation of the Act and
that non-contemporaneous designations of contributions to a
different election do not legitimize otherwise excessive
contributions. You should take immediate steps to insure that
this activity does not occur In the future.

If you have any questions, please direct them to Rtobert
Raich, the attorney assigned to this matter, at (202) 376M8200.

Sincerely,

Joan D. Aikens
Chairman

Enclosure
Legal and Factual Analysis



3*7:27
Anita' 4with

Dear No. Baitbt:

Of X, the Commission found reason to
bel~v.tFat4,':1 tltd 2 - S4' 441a1(a') (1.) (A) , a to#*sion

Ac 10 * = too the ciafut'oe t
mate, the Com1*1r 4Apa iaff to take fur tutbert ion@ and
closed its E$~ It Peatuts to go**, ?be G6Ebr*). COMsSOV s

q7 Factual anid. a~, ' i otiob, ibtkoi a ,batia, ftg
Commissioni a pg, is "attehed for yur fntriation.

The file will be made part of the public record within 30
days after this matter has been closed with respect to all other

C respondents io~nvolved. Should you wish to submit any materials to
appear on the public record, please do so vithin 10 days of your

qW receipt of this letter.

C The confidentiality provisions of 2 U.S.C. SS 437g(a) (4) (B)
and 437g(a)(l2) (A) remain in effect until the entire matter is
closed.

The Commission reminds you that contributions to candidates
in excess of $1,000 per election are in violation of the Act and
that non-contemporaneous designations of contributions to a
different election do not legitimize otherwise excessive
contributions. You should take immediate steps to insure that
this activity does not occur in the future.

if you have any questions, please direct them to Robert
Raich, the attorney assigned to this matter, at (202) 376-8200.

Sincerely,

Joan D. Aikens
Chairman

Enclosure
Legal and Factual Analysis



Kr. Stan R*4
164 Columbia
Asherst, Has t *w

8toft *bz
Dear Mr, Rose aberqes

On 1.*444, the. CaM1is o fOUVA b49% toou
- believe that a. V wt*lt~i4 I .. ~4.L~)(~A

of the redor~li * ti t c of I"fl s 6
Acta). Uoe8 V *tr ajgte*~~d ~
matr the ~* ~~* *r$l tO t&k. 0 ttO r heOdt1O 0l'closed its file -as.it %ortalti to you, "ae (I!weewl **=SW*,.

V ratualand ZenOM 'AuA Ia si' ;*Mb formed a -b"ir 0 to o
Commisions fj :0 6ttoabh" for your U11fo3rmatLOMO

The file will be made part of the public record within' 30%r days after this, matter has been closed with. respect t al other
C! respondents involved, Should'you wish to submis n sttial8 toappear on the public record, please do so within 10 days of your
IV receipt of this letter.

C The confidentiality provisions of 2 u.s.c. 55 437g(a) (4) (B)
and 437g(a) (12) (A) remain in effect until the entire matter is
closed.

cc The comission reminds you that contributions to candidates
in excess of $1,000 per election are in violation of the Act and
that non-contemporaneous designations of contributions to a
different election do not legitimize otherwise excessive
contributions. You should take immediate steps to insure that
this activity does not occur in the future.

If you have any questions, please direct them to Robert
Raich, the attorney assigned to this matter, at (202) 376-8200.

Sincerely,

Joan D. Aikens
Chairman

Enclosure
Legal and Factual Analysis



FEIWXAL X~CTI0K COMMI$$SIN
WASt#W,%tdN DC

26 ano tif
Boston, 3SaS4i aouttW 0@2124

331:NUR21-27

Dear No, Uartk*2

on , 196, the commisso t@djRfRt
believe that you violated 2 U.SC. 5 4410(a) (1) 03;M, vwv i itI*on

N of the Federal Election Camaigetfn act, of 19V'n Ca~4~(tb@
"cto). HweverL aftercouie n h ~*E.9

,atr tbe Comisio e0termifed togk o £#bI ~~ n
closed Its file as It petin to yu The 0e0emrs0. S1'
Factual and Legal Anlysis, whiich formed a basis, tot the'
Coms sIon's1a f inding, 'is!attached for your -informa~tions

NThe file will be "made part of the public record within, 30
days after this matter has been closed with respect to0a0l other

4' respondents involved, Should you wish to submit any matorialsr to
appear on the public record, please do so within 10 days of your
receipt of this letter.

The confidentiality provisions of 2 U.S.C. 55 437g(a) (4) (3)
cand 437g(a) (12) (A) remain in effect until the entire matter is

closed.

cc The Commission reminds you that contributions to candidates
in excess of $1,000 per election are in violation of the Act and
that non-contemporaneous designations of contributions to a
different election do not legitimize otherwise excessive
contributions. You should take immediate steps to insure that
this activity does not occur in the future.

If you have any questions, please direct them to Robert
Raich, the attorney assigned to this matter, at (202) 376-8200.

Sincerely,

Joan D. Aikens
Chairman

Enclosure

Legal and Factual Analysis

4f Are



-ww

/o'0 aso~s Inc.

RN: MR 2127
John U. Connorts, JV.

Dear Mr. Cot o t

On* 1960 the Comission found reason to
believe "hay* V-10td 2--V.#.C. 5 441a(a) (1) (A),j a PreVAison

qW Of the Veftrfa 19a*~ Act of 1971, as 'aende ('*the
A~t'). tovw~, afr abs 4keing the circumstancesofti

0 matter, the a'si~ dsbarmined to take no further action and
Closed It.s tL1*-* s At per taina-to you. The GeneralCoses

Factua asj-, A"1yTi whjich formed a basis forte
Comisson fnd~tftj is attached for your information.

The file viii be made part of the public record within 30
days after this matter has been closed vith respect to all othero respondents Involved. Should you vish to submit any materials to
appear on the public record, please do so vithin 10 days of your
receipt of this letter.

The confidentiality provisions of 2 U.S.C. 55 437g(a) (4) (B)
N and 437g(a) (12) (A) remain in effect until the entire matter is

closed.

The Commission reminds you that contributions to candidates
in ex~cess of $1,000 per election are in violation of the Act and
that non-contemporanous designations of contributions to a
different election do not legitimize otherwise excessive
contributions, You should take immediate steps to insure that
this activity does not occur in the future.

if you have any questions, please direct them to Robert
Raich, the attorney assigned to this matter, at (202) 376-8200.

Sincerely,

Joan D. Aikens
Chairman

Enclosure
Legal and Factual Analysis L A 9



~OE ECTION, MMIS$AQN

Dear 14. AlUan

on , $# b ~~~t o#reas"t
belieove that, YOU ViOlAtd 2 Owso.C' I 441a (a)40 A) , 4 .Lpt sion

of heFe~alElcton C"NOpaIgn Act of 1971l. as am~ended 'the

7 matter, the Cao sio ts~e~i"" teMt4 aondb
closed I t fi11e. as it portelt* to The Geuirall"
Factual a" Iea leswhc formed a bislo for 0)

Comisio~a 'atn ac for- yur Itfoveation0
The fil w1 ill be made part of the public record withbin.30

Ndays after this matter has been closed with respect to all other
respondents Involved. Should you wish to submit any materials to
appear on the public record, please do so within 10 days of your

c receipt of this letter.

The confidentiality provisions of 2 U.S.C. 55 437g(a) (4) (3)
and 437g(a)(l2)UA) remain in effect until the entire matter is

C! closed.
N The Commission reminds you that loan guarantees are

cc contributions under the Act. You should take immediate steps to
insure that guaranteeing a loan does not cause you to make an
excessive contribution in the future.

if you have any questions, please direct them to Robert
Raich, the attorney assigned to this matter, at (202) 376-8200.

Sincerely,

Joan D. Aikens
Chairman

Enclosure
Legal and Factual Analysis

Afto



Plymouth, NA

* A. Atktts

Dear Mr. Atkth*e
On *96,teCS$LofI too~ t

believe that you wito1*td t .. ~S4l#ai(hap o#0
of the Fedteral" '"leetift- Caup 0aigs Act of 1*71. as 8016 #44 ftbe
Act). Hove~ro afteroniriitb*tct1s of Itd
matter, the Coaiss11onI1 -01t941,0atta '1 ;,u , -'r ,ot ,ad
closed its fitle as I.t- pertstina't yU wthe tser ounl'ss

a Factual and Le~a Anialys is wbich %fttm4a' basis" for the'
Commission's I ivtdi,,is *attached for, yor if~ain

The f ile Will, be made part of the public record within '30
days after this matter has been closed with respect to all other
respondents involved. Should you v ish to submit any material,* to
appear on the public record, please d o so within 10 days of your

c receipt of this letter.

The confidentiality provisions of 2 U.S.C. SS 437g(a)(4)(B)
and 437g(a) (12) (A) remain in effect until the entire matter is

C closed.

The Commission reminds you that loan guarantees are
contributions under the Act. You should take immediate steps to
insure that guaranteeing a loan does not cause you to make an
excessive contribution in the future.

If you have any questions, please direct them to Robert
Raich, the attorney assigned to this matter, at (202) 376-8200.

Sincerely,

Joan D. Aikens
Chairman

Enclosure
Legal and Factual Analysis

4I.~r I, p. #I



b4~stoD MA

RE9 OW2127,
Mary V. AtkIlin

Dear Ms. Atkins:,

On , ~ :,*% the Cosftpun4 reason to
believe that you violated 2 E1.SC0 40la (1~) (A. aPE'@vtiof
of the Feftr3 Election ..mnAct, of -1971V , as apndd (utR

Act'). ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ I a~W* U0* ofe ~S~ n Ueermtt~Q this
m aor the C@R$ig mat~id to, tWnd further action 'Aud
closed its iea it Plettaifs to. y. 764 b* Oew~ral Cowel t
Factual and Le6111 Analysiew o.which formed' a basi-s foet* 0h
Commissionos *indiw-q is attached for: your: infoetion.,

The file will b* made' pert of" the public r**,Ord,: within 30
days after this matter has been closed with respect to all other
respondents involved. Should you wish to submit any saterials to
appear on the public record, please do so within 10 days of your

C receipt of this letter.

The confidentiality provisions of 2 U.S.C. SS 437g(a) (4) (B)
C! and 437g(a) (12) (A) remain in effect until the entire matter isC closed.

The Commission reminds you that loan guarantees are
cc contributions under the Act. You should take immediate steps to

insure that guaranteeing a loan does not cause you to make an
excessive contribution in the future.

if you have any questions, please direct them to Robert
Raich, the attorney assigned to this matter, at (202) 376-8200.

Sincerely,

Joan D. Aikens
Chairman

Enclosure
Legal and Factual Analysis

4/fl., f/Lw



st in're, 4.R, UtfZ

Paul a~w4 w

on 1 4" the, cqviseis ou rs1
biolieve that Y ysV101046n 2 04~,C-6 I 41~)()()

N of the F*der t$*c81"t CiptnAtof 1971,- &at'). 801iw* kf-er OMMIdori*. thW Oteuptanoes tld*
matter, the ~wt~ ~~re otk otrbt oft -ndCloe it tt2 aa it rtais to you. fte Gneral ftuoel's0P Factual arid t~ptaz Al i's wIh fmed el o h
Commission'A I tndnq, 1 attachbed for yourtostri

The file4 will be'made part of the public record within 30
days after this matter has been closed with respect to all other
respondents involved. Should you wish to submit any materials to
appear on the publIc record,, please do so within-10 days of your

o receipt of this letter.

Ir The confidentiality provisions of 2 U.S.C. SS 437gtaaH4) B)
and 437g(a) (12) (A) remain in effect until the entire matter isCclosed.

The Commission reminds you that loan guarantees are
cc contributions under the Act. You should take immediate steps to

insure that guaranteeing a loan does not cause you to make an
excessive contribution In the future.

If you have any questions, please direct them to Robert
Raich, the attorney assigned to this matter, at (202) 376-8200.

Sincerely,

Joan D. Aikens
Chairman

Enclosure
Legal and Factual Analysis

'$4, IM/ 1,A



atrth sobe~

Dea r Us. Delar:a

On10 ZOO, h ~iiw foulA r"*"- to
believe that you violated 2 0.R.Cal S 44*I)(1) (A), v Aprovision

* of the Fedogal 3I40tics.-(ampalge Act of 1971 tc a--~d -E (athe
At'). 3ovWWW a& ter com"$4iniw tb* airam.,1I0 *f, this
matter, the os$n **4t tk, to t%-rr."W o and
closed its f Ilea it pertoiw* to YOU. Th "rlC1*e'

0 FculadLegal Anal~liis wbih ,formed a baes -for, th*
Commission~s. findi * e-s atteobid for Your Iftformatoct

caThe f ile will be sade part of'the public record: within 30
days after this matter',has been closed with respect toall other
respondents involved.'e Should you vish to submit any materials to
appear on the public :record, please do so within 10 days of your
receipt of this letter.

VThe confidentiality provisions of 2 U.S.C. 55 437g(a)(4)(B)
c and 437g(a) (12) (A) remain in effect until the entire matter is

closed.

The Commission reminds you that loan guarantees are
contributions under the Act. You should take immediate steps to
insure that guaranteeing a loan does not cause you to make an
excessive contribution in the future.

If you have any questions, please direct them to Robert
Raich, the attorney assigned to this matter, at (202) 376-8200.

Sincerely,

Joan D. Aikens
Chairman

Enclosure
Legal and Factual Analysis

4/A, ptoio



Noarth& 0liOUIA4
134 Lnase
Leominster, & "$

Deor Ms. Di~atale:

on 0 3IM O the comi#o 00~ to't
believe that you vjot* 2 UWO0qCo S 14411a, 1 A, rvs
of the Federal X. t4 aL Act of -1971, o* .I.In4ed (tb
Acts) niowe",a ~ ~ h tu~an~ ttmatter, the Co61 dwsrt.)M to ~ku~f~b t~ n

a Factual and Legal Aml*lss, -whiab formed a boo I fr 6be
Commission's fili, is attached. for your infoeio

The file will be made part of tbe public reeOrd vlttil 30
days after this matter has been closed with respect to-all other
respondents involved. -should you wish to submit any materials to
appear on the public record, please do so within 10 days of your

C receipt of this letter.

qtrThe confidentiality provisions of 2 U.S.C. SS 4379(a) (4) (8)
Cand 437g(a) (12) (A) remain in effect until the entire matter Is

closed.

The Commission reminds you that loan guarantees are
cc contributions under the Act. You should take immediate steps to

insure that guaranteeing a loan does not cause you to make an
excessive contribution in the future.

if you have any questions, please direct then to Robert
Raich, the attorney assigned to this matter, at (202) 376-8200.

Sincerely,

Joan D. Aikens
Chairman

Enclosure
Legal and Factual Analysis



4. 4..

Rig~ s, MR 212

coer Mr. ftenoi,,Joe. re'

belJ*C tb 14 th commssionfound t t

QfteP ofg &*t 11 91t.
-Act#). Otor1*9t*
matter , the ." Ob ftmined1 to tokte W h and

Factu~al aauT 41- i"fto4j "ila formed a sI o
Comision ~ isat~tchedfor your Itformatin

The file viii be made part of the public record within 30
days after this.,smtter has been closed with respect to all other
respondent's involve Should you wish to submit any materials to

C appear on the public record, please do so within 10 days of your
receipt of this letter.

C The confidentiality provisions of 2 U.S.C. 55 437g(a) (4) (9)
and 437g(a) (12) (A) remain in effect until the entire matter is

Nclosed.

The Commission reminds you that loan guarantees are
contributions under the Act. You should take immediate steps to
insure that guaranteeing a loan does not cause you to make an
excessive contribution in the future.

If you have any questions, please direct them to Robert
Raich, the attorney assigned to this matter, at (202) 376-8200.

Sincerely,

Joan D, Aikens
Chairman

Enclosure
Legal and Factual Analysis

iff tLo /.I



8Udburyt &

#arilyft orn

Dear Me,. Iartbe:

On*1*,the CO*SIO * rtosmP to
believe tbatp'ou Vit** 2 08.c S, 441416)(11-10), PtOWidft

Act) ia#q~Ato ~ ~ a.dd(te
w Matter, th'to to* A*atr ie, n

closed its ft il tai" to h -'e G cola CMOVne'
0 Factual_ an Z M* tlyiss vhiab formed. a 'b" to for. 'the
~q Cosson, -sat~e for yrLiOformatton

The f ile will be maode patrt of 'the publ ic record within 30
days after this matter has been closed with respect to all other
respondents iuwolIve. Should you wish to submit any materials to
appear on the public record, please do so within 10 days of your

C receipt of this letter,

The confidentiality provisions of 2 U.S.C. 55 437g(a) (4) (B)
and 437g(a)(12)(A) remain In effect until the entire matter is
closed.

The Commission reminds you that loan guarantees are
contributions under the Act. You should take immediate steps to
insure that guaranteeing a loan does not cause you to make an
excessive contribution in the future.

If you have any questions, please direct them to Robert
Raich, the attorney assigned to this matter, at (202) 376-8200.

Sincerely,

Joan D. Aikens
Chairman

Enclosure
Legal and Factual Analysis

4# qu e./



Patrictsa'Pr

Lawrence, . 14

Dear Ms9. Mcovmrat.

on 19l06, the Comat"stalk found' 9"" to,:
believe that you violated, 2;V#j.C. R44ls1(It l(A),~ro~~
of the Federl Ilction C 4 Act of 1971,p ago ano~ fMW the

Act)* *i Howve, tj~ Q0*14ig tho'4, 4t~A 4 tbts
mar, the .e o d*%:Owe antt Q ~ t~ n
closed Its fi ii peitains toy. ?eQn~ 0w~'

0Factual and lo9. Analysis, which frormnedi a eft, for the
comissons tioigi attached for orifrain

NThe f ile will be made part of the public recotd Vitbin 30
days after this matter has been closed with respect to all other

%r respondents involved. Should you wish to submit any materials to

C: appear on the public record, please do so within 10 days of your
C receipt of this letter.

Tr The confidentiality provisions of 2 U.S.C. SS 437g(a) (4) (B)
and 437g(a)(12)(A) remain in effect until the entire matter is
closed.

cc The Commission reminds you that loan guarantees are
contributions under the Act. You should take immediate steps to
insure that guaranteeing a loan does not cause you to make an
excessive contribution in the future.

if you have any questions, please direct them to Robert
Raich, the attorney assigned to this matter, at (202) 376-8200.

Sincerely,

Joan D. Aikens
Chairman

Enclosure
Legal and Factual Analysis



Mary "0"1*Q~

=2 W,2 127,
MaOry Jane, Jovetl

Deor ms. Powell,

or, 191 the "ComaI"10fi01 on one OtMn to,
beliLeve, that you violated 2. U4,S.C. 5 441a (a),41) (A), a 'Provision
of the Feder MO1t4w Campaig Act, of 1971, as WousieG u (tbeAct). swov, tw o i4ig the I circustene C hi

EP' matter, the o* 4*ermiae to, talke no'il further *tlon iodclosed its 'file a stainstovo "W The*teZ ~le
0 Factual and toeg1A"I te vbicborued :a bapui a 1r the

4W Coiss iono 'aftdw.s attaced for youjr ipformatia

CM T'he f ile will be Made part of the public'recowd' within 30
days after this matter has been closed with respect to all other
respondents involved, Should you vish to submit any materials to

C appear on the public record, please do so within 10 days of your
C receipt of this letttr.

Nr The confidentiality provisions of 2 U.S.C. 55 437g(a) (4) (B)
and 437g(a) (12) (A) remain in effect until the entire matter Is
closed.

cc The Commission reminds you that loan guarantees are
contributions under the Act. You should take immediate steps to
insure that quaranteeing a loan does not cause you to make an
excessive contribution in the future.

If you have any questions, please direct them to Robert
Raich, the attorney assigned to this matter, at (202) 376-8200.

Sincerely,

Joan D. Aikens,
Chairman

Enclosure
Legal and Factual Analysis

4AAAA



A7 Oimber ~

Dear M4s. Roberts

On 19866 the Comistion f40uu4 rwasm Wo
believe that youa violated 2, U.S.C. S 4 4 laf.) (1) (A)# ~ oi'sion
of the ofdral 33ecttin Cam'tinut of,17,a i~e (*the
Act) . 9atr Of ater riqti ic~s~6f thito

math Csiai~ dte~iwedto takkt no rth~t timn and
closed Its tle as It pttal" to GO.Th eneral ICo0nsels

0 Factual and 10g41 Analysis, which forme basi'S tot tbe
Commission's, ftaii, is attacbed for your isforaati"19

N The file will be made part of the public record within 30
days after this matter has been closed with respect to all other

%r respondents involved. Should you vish to submit any materials to
appear on the public record, please do so within 10 days of your

C receipt of this letter.

The confidentiality provisions of 2 U.S.C. SS 437g(a) (4) (B)
and 437g(a) (12) (A) remain in effect until the entire matter is
closed.

cr The Commission reminds you that loan guarantees are
contributions under the Act. You should take immediate steps to
insure that guaranteeing a loan does not cause you to make an
excessive contribution in the future.

If you have any questions, please direct them to Robert
Raich, the attorney assigned to this matter, at (202) 376-8200.

Sincerely,

Joan D. Aikens
Chairman

Enclosure
Legal and Factual Analysis

4Mf ' k * /LD0



LRAf 'LiTIh "NComm~0Q

ara intree,1* ~ 0*

3,W* MR'217

Dear MS. osa:

on 11906 the Co"1isefa tolold reon t*
believe that. you violated 2 U.S.C. 44U a) (1) (A), s provision

~r o heF~1 '"oton:Cappa ign At, of: 1071# as Mhhded' ('the
Act'*). Ida~r bts o 4 I, thw, ltroWsa this
Lf~ materth ~ou4.on teftimd t'tak no rr b *oio and

closed Its file. s it:Vertaints to . the eial 40UMMl'a
Factual and Zteal Analysis, WhIch formebaa V-st- fOr the
Comissiou-10 fimdteg, is attached for your inafon, tioou.

NThe ftIle ill be made part of the public record within 30
%r days after this matter has been closed with respect to all other

respondents-invoLved. Should you wish to submit any materials to
appear on the public record, please do so within 10 days of your

C receipt of this letter.

The confidentiality provisions of 2 U.S.C. 55 437g(a) (4) (B)
C and 437g(a)(12)(A) remain in effect until the entire matter is

closed.

cc The Commission reminds you that loan guarantees are
contributions under the Act. You should take immediate steps to
insure that guaranteeing a loan does not cause you to make an
excessive contribution In the future.

If you have any questions, please direct them to Robert
Raich, the attorney assigned to this matter, at (202) 376-4200.

Sincerely,

Joan D. Aikens
Chairman

Enclosure
Legal and Factual Analysis



4< 1,v

17 Davis
Belmont, 0-2172

Dear Ms.: ftuse

On , the Coeio o*4rabmoto
believe that 'you vi1t ... S441a40aW (1) (A), ~VSO
of the ?eal ale4*IQS cosaigis Act. @t, 197, U a~etifd, (,tbe
Act'). IDowow., after cptidertnq the: at

r' matter, tbw Cm'taalou 66taftuto take wQOw ttou an

0 Factual a" * 1 Antalysis:, wbieh formed a basis fotrt,
Commision'a fnd isti attachedfor your Inraic.

The fi~ 11 ill11 be made part of the public record w ithin 30
days after this matter has been closed with respect to:all other

%r respondentst ,novd Should you wish to submit any materials to
appear on the public record, please do so within 10 days of your

C receipt of this letter.

The confidentiality provisions of 2 U.S.C. SS 437g(a) (4) (B)
and 437g(a) (12) (A) remain in effect until the entire matter is
closed.

The Commission reminds you that loan guarantees are
contributions under the Act. You should take immediate steps to
insure that guaranteeing a loan does not cause you to make an
excessive contribution in the future.

if you have any questions, please direct them to Robert
Raich, the attorney assigned to this matter, at (202) 376-8200.

Sincerely,

Joan D. Aikens
Chairman

Enclosure
Legal and Factual Analysis



26 Orov",.t~

Dear for.1tZcte

bel nv tha rose", cm i.te ~i4~ to
eiv htYoe vtlalte4 -2. a. S.C. - 441a (a) (2,) (A), a provision

r. of the Federal S81liOO CrL;9 Act oft 19710, a -(*%th*
Aet).Howevr, ~tag- tb* 'Vicu~t# 

matter, the am, Bo- 4*tmnod' to t*k6no fu thbt t~*
closed its, ft"le as It $*ztai'ns roo ., YbrEelCwe'

acaland Lega1 Analyst*# v~b, fcreed a basis forth
-~Comissionsofnt~ satce for your intorma*iin

The file wili be mde part of the public reWcrd wit bin 30
days after this matter has been closed with respect-t,* a ILOther
respondents involved. Should You vish to submit an mtelst
appear on the public jrecord, please do so within 10 days of your
receipt of this letter. y

The confidentiality Provisions of 2 U.s.c. 55 437g(a)(4)(D)
C and 437gca) (12) (A) remain in effect until the entire matter is
N closed.

The Commission reminds you that loan guarantees are
contributions under the Act. You should take immediate steps to
insure that guaranteeing a loan does not cause you to make an
excessive contribution in the future.

If you have any questions, please direct them to Robert
Raich, the attorney assigned to this matter, at (202) 376-8200.

Sincerely,

Joan D. Aikens
Chairman

Enclosure
Legal and Factual Analysis

AA. ,p.L
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GIWERM. C

RESPONDENTS The Atkins for gmt 0ea 9s4Mmtean#R~s4~

A. Designated Contribtos

The Final Audit Report states that before the primary

election, the Atkins for Congress C*itteo (the Cowii1ttee*)

received direct contributions from five V~zons exceeing ,the

0 $1,000 limit imposed by 2 U.s*c. 443a(a)'(1)(A). a list. of

those five persons and the amount of their excessive

contributions follows:

Melvin Scovell $25

IVElizabeth May 1000

Peter Cove 75

NAnita Smith 200

John Connors, Jr. 35

TOTAL $1r335

These monies were either deposited directly into the

Committee's genetal election account or deposited into the

primary election account and then transferred into the general

election account before the primary election. In response to the

Audit Division's recommendation in the Interim Audit Report, the

Committee produced copies of letters from the five contributors.

MA*17 P. I1



002-

The letters are all dated September 21', 1985, and each X*Qt1
that the exce*ssive portion of the contrib*to was intbd~ for
the general election, The primary *Uectton was In Sepk~e"z
1984.

rn addition, after the primary elctiun the Comitke
received e xcessive contributions from two individuals, rlnda
Hartke and Stan Rosenberg, The excessive portions of those'contributions were $650 and $300, respectively, In resino to
the Audit Division's recommendation, the Committee produced

o copies of letters from the two contributors. Both letters are
undated, and each recites that the excessive portion of the

0 contribution was intended for the primary election. (The
Committee had outstanding obligations from the primary ca"mign.)

N The letter from Linda Hartke contains only a blank space whore it
purports to quote the instruction she made on her contribution
check. The Committee never produced the check--despite the, fact
that Hartke was the Committee's spokesperson during the audit and

is Atkin's Administrative Assistant.

B. Loan Guarantees

According to the Audit Division, during the general election
campaign, the Committee received a $75,000 loan guaranteed by 82
guarantors. Thekguarantees varied in amount from $900 to $1,000.
The guarantees when combined with the direct contributions of 14
individuals created excessive contributions by those individuals.
The excessive portions of the contributions varied in amount from

$15 to $1,000, and totaled $2,726.75.

)I#W-, ., foAL



The Audit Division r~ports that tho-CoeMItteesa Partial
repayment of the loan, has reduced the contibutions of sow #
the 14 guarantors so that they fall vithbi th $1,000
contribution limitation. in additions, on May 100 1965,St

Committee asked the lending bank to reduce the amounts oft1i -
guarantees for various guarantors, Including the guarantees fao
each of the 14 guarantors who made, excessive contributions.,T
reduced guarantees would lower the contributions for each of tho
14 excessive contributors to within the contribution limitation.

However# on October 1, 1985, the bank responded that It had no
objection to the reduced guarantees, but Massachusetts law

& required a written consent from each of the 82 guarantors, and a

N

FACTUAL3118AND LDGAL ANALYSIS

A. Designated Contributions

I~r No individual may contribute more than $1,000 per election
C to a candidate and his authorized committees. 2 U.S.C.

S 441a(a)(l)(A). No political committee may knowingly accept an
excessive contribution. 2 U.s.c. 5 441a(f).

According to 11 C.F.R. 5 110.1(a), a contribution is
attributable to the primary election if made before the primary
election and attlributable to the general election if made after

the primary election; that presumption is altered only if the
contribution is designated in writing for a particular election
by the contributor. The Commission has taken the position that
such written designations must be contemporaneous with the



I o4"P

Contribijtion. Although 11 C44*R 1 102.9(0) (which requir*0
separate accounting to distinguish between primary and geher4t,,
election contributions received .before the primary) refers to
"contributions ... designated by the candidate or his or bet'
authorized committee(s) for use in connection with the general

election,0 this phrase should not be construed as permissions for
the, recipient committee to assign contributions to a particular
election. Such independent designation by the Comittee could
contravene the contributor's intent as veil as the rules for
designated and undesignated contributions at 11 C.?.R.

'C 5 110.1(a) (2).

The Commission has supported the view that despite the

confusing language of 11 C.!'.R. 5 102.9(e)t this regulation

should not be interpreted to mean that the recipient can

determine election designations. However, in application, the

Commission has declined to proceed against a recipient committee

c which had accepted contributions for the primary or general
N election in a manner that ensured compliance with 2 U.S.C.

S 441a. In ?4UR 1648 (Riegle), MUR 1696 (Sarbaraes) and HUE 1637
(Kennedy), the Commission found reason to believe and
subsequently, based on 11 C.F.R. 5 102.9(e), closed the file

rather than finding probable cause against the recipient

candidate committees that designated pre-primary contributions to
the general election. Moreover, the Commission recently closed
the file after finding reason to believe against a recipient



v,~

committee that 469., 60 # totb

primary elocti~g

Accord Ing'~ *~MS4

the Commission t 4vA fol

Congress Commit**,'vilae I

U.S.C. S 44la(f) va*Oot tot~4#g! ewbto~

and take no further ,"

B. Loan Guarant*"L,,.

A loan guaras * to, a 40atvibuttiote ' 1 24.*

S 100.7(a) (1)(Ci). VbRe 24, Iasatorw made **ui~v.
C contributions by aattbisti aeeta 300 nvoaino

0P U.s.c. 5 441a(a)(1)ta). Ybe Comitte acetdthose excessive
'U contributions, in violatibli of 2'9 U.S.C. 441&a(f). The partial

%r repayment by the Comittee and the attempt to reduce the amounts

of the guarantees would be merely mitigating cirumstances.
Accordingly, the General Counsel's Office recommends that

C the Commission find reason to believe The Atkins for Congress
P'. Committee and Richard Butt, as treasurer, violated 2 U.S.C.

W S 441a(f) with respect to the loan guarantees.
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RESPONDENT MlVin oel

This matter vas referred to the Office of the Genox&,aZ

Counsel following Commission approval of a Final Audit RlpQrto

The Final Audit Report states that before the priary

election, The Atkins for Congress Committee (the *Comm-ttse'

received direct contributions from Melvin Scovell exceeding the

$1,000 limit imposed by 2 U.S.C. 5 441a(a)(l)(A). Scowe1ll

N exceeded the limit by $25. The excessive portion of the

contributions was either deposited directly into the Committee's

C general election account or deposited into the primary election

account and then transferred into the general election account.

before the primary election. In response to the Audit Division's

recommendation in the Interim Audit report, the Committee

produced a copy of a letter from Scovell. The letter is dated

September 23, 1985, and recites that the excessive portion of the

contributions was intended for the general election. The primary

election was in September, 1984.

FACTUAL BASIS AND LEGAL ANLYSIS

No individual may contribute more than $1,000 per

election to a candidate and his authorized committees. 2 U.S.C.

S 4 4la (a) (1) (A).

04ff§ p7 Pe
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Accodingto 1 CJL S110.1(a), a contribution I$'

attributable to the pzl1*cy electiton If made before the prtl"YL

eletion and att I butabe 16t the general election if na4 W:e

the primtacy electiony that presumption Is altered only ifth*b

contribution is designated In writing for a particular .leutton

by the ~contributor. The Commission has taken the positioan that

such written designations must be contemporaneous with the,

contribution. Although 11 c.F.R. 5 102.9(e) (which requires

separate accounting to distinguish between primary and general.

election contributions received before the primary) reftrs to

"contributions . .designated by the candidate or his or her

authorized committee(s) for use in connection with the general

election,' this phrase should not be construed as permission for

the recipient committee to assign contributions to a particular

election. Such independent designation by the Committee could

contravene the contributor's intent as well as the rules for

designated and undesignated contributions at 11 C.P.R.

S 110.1(a) (2).

The Commission has supported the view that despite the

confusing language of 11 C.F.R. S 102.9(e), this regulation

should not be interpreted to mean that the recipient can

determine electfbn designations. However, in application, the

Commission has declined to proceed against a recipient committee

which had accepted contributions for the primary or general

election in a manner that ensured compliance with 2 U.S.C"

5 441a. In MUR 1648 (Riegle), M4UR 1696 (Sarbanes) and MUR

4I~ p7
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1637 (Kennedy)v the iVammispion f ound reason t~o beU#i* 4#a

subsequentlyr based- ovt~ U Clo'r** 102.9(e*)1 010694 th, tile

rather than fintdiaqg probable clause agoist tbe "I#Qtt

candidate committees. AccoErdinglyp the General, CouSOXI Offift.

recommends that the Comission- fitnd reasot ohe6vR1'i

Scovell violated 2 U.S.C. 441a (a) (1) (A)* and, IM light of the

relatively small amount of his excessive contributions tat* no

further action and close the file with regard.toh*s.

C
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RESPODENT lzabethWNa

This Matter vas referred to the Office of the Geneortl
Counsel following Commission approval of a Final Audit Upot,

The Final Audit Report states that before the priary

election, The Atkins for Congress Committee (the "Com lttw)
received direct contributions from Elizabeth May exceeding th#,

V $1,000 limit imposed by 2 U.S.C. 5 441a(a)(l)(A). May exomeded
-N the limit by $1,000. The excessive portion of the contributions
%r was either deposited directly into the Committee's general

C, election account or deposited into the primary election account
Tr and then transferred into the general election account before the

C
N primary election. in response to the Audit Division's

W recommendation in the Interim Audit Report, the Committee
produced a copy of a letter from May. The letter is dated
September 23, 1985, and recites that the excessive portion of the
contributions was Intended for the general election. The primary
election was in September 1984.

FACTUAL BASIS AND LEGAL ANALYSIS
No Individual may contribute more than $1,000 per election

to a candidate and his authorized committees. 2 U.S.C.

5 441a(a) (a) (A).

4w/H, p.~
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Accord ing to 11 C.r.R. S 110.1(a), a contribution, it
attributable to the primary election if made before the Ottm ry,
election and attributable to the general election if a
the primary electionts 'that presumption is altered Only If the
contribution is designated in writing for a particular i~t~
by the contributor. The Commission has taken the pos Itio 10that
such written designations must be contemporaneous with too
contribution. Although 11 C.F.R. 5 102.9(e) (which requires,

separate accounting to distinguish between primary and geoar Ial.

election contributions received before the primary) refers to

*contributions ... designated by the candidate or his or herr
authorized committee(s) for use in connection with the gieneral

election.* this phrase should not be construed as permission for
the recipient committee to assign contributions to a particular

election. Such independent designation by the Committee could

contravene the contributor's intent as well as the rules for

designated and undesignated contributions at 11 C.F.R.P

S 110.1(a) (2).

Cr The Commission has supported the view that despite the

confusing language of 11 C.F.R. 5 102.9(e), this regulation

should not be interpreted to mean that the recipient can

determine electftn designations. However, in application, the
Commission has declined to proceed against a recipient committee

which had accepted contributions for the primary or general

election in a manner that ensured compliance with 2 U.S.C.

5 441a. In HUE 1648 (Riegle), MUR 1696 (Sarbanes) and HUR

t/H . , p's10



1637 (Kennedy)p tbo Consion found reas on to bell;,0 aE4
subsequenatly, based, on 11 C.Ffti. 9 102t(e), CIOod th, file

rather than f lading probable ctuse* agA I ft the o01$014t
candidate committees. Accordingly, the G@eneca OmRm 'l IsfOftC'd
recommends that the Commission'find reon to be.It*'# *ltsabth
May violated 2 U,.c. 5 441a(a)(l) (A), and, in ligbt oft ho
relatively small amount of her excessiv*e ontrihetoti, tat* no
further action and close the tile with regard to. hek*
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Ras(NDN Peter Cove

This matter was referred to the Office of the General

Counsel following Commission approval of aFinal Audit Aeport.

0 The Final Audit Report state. that before the primory

K election, The Atkins for Congress Committee (the inCointteeu)

received direct contributions from Peter Cove exceeding the

$1,000 limit imposed by 2 U.S.C. 5 441a(a)(l)(A). Cove exceeded,
C4a

%r the limit by $75. The excessive portion of the contributions vas

C! either deposited directly into the Committee's general election

account or deposited into the primary election account and then

C transferred into the general election account before the primary

election. in response to the Audit Division's recommendation in

Cr the Interim Audit Report, the Committee produced a copy of a

letter from Cove. The letter is dated September 23, 1985, and

recites that the excessive portion of the contributions was

intended for thelgeneral election. The primary election was in

September, 1984.

FACTUAL BUIS AMD LUGAL ANALYSIS

No individual may contribute more than $1,000 per election

to a candidate and his authorized committees. 2 U.S.C.

S 441a(a)(l)(A).

4MI~ P/L
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Aocodin to11 J~f. S110,1(a), a contribution.i
attributable to the primary election If made before the
elec4ti and attributable to the general election if 2100,
the Primary election; that presumption Is altered only if tho

contibuton s deignted in writing for a particulr*eto
b-Y the coOntr ibutor. The Comission has taken the poMsitionl-tha
such written designations must be contemporaneous with the,
contribution. Although 11 C.r.R. 9 102.9(e) (which requiresk
separate accounting to distinguish between primary and gene al
election contributions received before the primary) refers to

contributions ... designated by the candidate or his or her,
I~r authorized committee(s) for use in connection with the general

election.* this phrase should not be construed as permission for

%r the recipient committee to assign contributions to a particular
election. Such independent designation by the Committee could
contravene the contributor's intent as veil as the rules for

C designated and undesignated contributions at 11 C.F.R.
N~ 11ll.1l(a) (2).

The Commission has supported the view that despite the
confusing language of 11 C.F.R. 5 102.9(e), this regulation
should not be interpreted to mean that the recipient can
determine electton designations. However, in application, the
Commission has declined to proceed against a recipient committee
which had accepted contributions for the primary or general
election in a manner that ensured compliance with 2 U.S.C.
5 441a. In BlUR 1648 (Riegle), BlUR 1696 (Sarbanes) and 14UR

ilt 8'/



"~37 (sonmedy), the 00"Ission found, X,00~
subsequenty, bas~ r~U ~ ~ O.9 ~ th

rather than avM4e Atgalt C@U09

candidate ccmmittese Acoojr~ing~1,, th* Couns~el a Office
recossend that, 4*16" find* l ~ iev* Pete, ov

Violated 2 U.S.C. 441ak(a) (1) (A) aad, is It t of the
re'latively' soall amount of his, oon'tziMutt" take no further
action and clog* the file vith regard to, hift.
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Men rt R41ch. (202)

RUSOII~uTAn ta -Smith

This matter was referred to the Office of the Generall-Il

COUnsel following Commission approval of a Final Audit RepOrt.

The Final Audit Report states that before the primary

election, The Atkins for Congress Committee (the 'CommitteeP).

received direct contributions from Anita Smith exceeding the
$1,000 limit Imposed by 2 U.S.C. 9 441a(a)(1)(A). Smith exceeded

the limit by $200. The excessive portion of the contributions

was either deposited directly into the Committee's general
C! election account or deposited into the primary election account

and then transferred into the general election account before the

primary election. In response to the Audit Division's

recommendation in the Interim Audit Report, the Committee

produced a copy of a letter from Smith. The letter is dated

September 23, 1985, and recites that the excessive portion of the

contributions was intended for the general election. The primary

election was in September, 1984.

FACTUAL BASIS AND LEGAL ANALYSIS

No individual may contribute more than $1,000 per election

to a candidate and his authorized committees. 2 U.S.C.

5 441a(a) (1) (A).



&0*di-ngto 13 ... S 1.() a contribution' is
attrilbutable- to the primarr e*otion If made before the pxiibsry
election and atttibutable to- the general election if mad* Ot~r
the primary election, that presumption Is altered only ifthe
contribution Is designated In writing for a particular Olection
by -the oontribu.r. The Comission has taken the position that,
such written designations must be conteporaneous with tbe

contribution. Although 11 C.F*R* 5 102.9(e) (which requires
separate accounting to distinguish between primary and general

OW election contributions received before the primary) refers to
P%. acontributions . . . designated by the candidate or his or her

authorized committee(s) for use in connection with the general
election.* this phrase should not be construed as permission for.
the recipient committee to assign contributions to a particular

election. Such independent designation by the Committee could
contravene the contributor's intent as veil as the rules for

designated and undesignated contributions at 11 C.F.R.
N S l10.1(a) (2).

CC The Commission has supported the view that despite the
confusing langjuage of 11 C.F.R. S 102.9(e), this regulation

should not be interpreted to mean that the recipient can

determine electi~n designations. However, in application, the
Commission has declined to proceed against a recipient committee

which had accepted contributions for the primary or general

election in a manner that ensured compliance with 2 U.S.C.

5 441a. In !4UR 1648 (Riegle), NUR 1696 (Sarbanes) and NOR 1637
(Kennedy), the Commission found reason to believe and
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MUR 30.-2'

RZSONDNT:John Connors, !r.

This matter was referred to the Office of the OwneEal
Counsel following Commission approval of a Final Akudit 'UpErto

The Final Audit Report states that before the primary

election, The Atkins for Congress committee (the *Cou.tt"0.

received direct contributions from John Connors, Jr. exaeeding

the $1,000 limit imposed by 2 U.S.C. 9 441a(a)(l)(A). Clowbrs

CM exceeded the limit by $35. The excessive portion of the

contributions was either deposited directly into the Committee's
C general election account or deposited into the primary election

account and then transferred into the general election account

before the primary election. In response to the Audit Division's
recommendation in the Interim Audit Report, the Committee

produced a copy of a letter from Connors. The letter is dated

September 23, 1985, and recites that the excessive portion of the
contributions was intended for the general election. The primary

election was in September, 1984.

FACTUAL ASIS AND LGAL ANALYSIS

No individual may contribute more than $1,000 per election

to a candidate and his authorized committees. 2 U.S.C.

S 4 4la (a) (1) (A) .
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According t4 IL1 Co'r* 2S 1G*l(a), a contribution L~
attributable to the riryeeto tadbfoetj~~

electibo and attributablo to the general *lection It M~~
the Ptrivry election1, thtpresumption If altered only %t**
contribtoni desgntn* In writing for aparticulr* t
byV the cofntributor. The 'Commission has taken the posttnht

Such written designations must be contempraneous wit h thin
contribution. Although 11 C.p.a. 5 102.9(e) (which requiresL

Separate accounting to distinguish between primary and general

N. election contributions received before the primary) refers to

'contributions ... designated by the candidate or hi's or ber

authorized committee(s) for use in connection with the'gnea
election.' this phrase should not be construed as permission for

%r the recipient committee to assign contributions to a particular

C, election. Such Independent designation by the Committee could
Nr contravene the contributor's intent as well as the rules for

designated and undesignated contributions at 11 C.P.R.

N s5 110.1(a) (2).

The Commission has supported the view that despite the
confusing language of 11 C.F.R. S 102.9(e), this regulation

should not be interpreted to mean that the recipient can

determine electfon designations. However, in application, the
Commission has declined to proceed against a recipient committee

which had accepted contributions for the primary or general

election in a manner that ensured compliance with 2 U.S.C.

S 441a. rn !4UR 1648 (Riegle), M4UR 1696 (Sarbanes) and !4UR

. f/, 
'. 1?-/



1E37(Rniind~, b Cimston. found' reason to b*Uv# 1&

SuibaeqUeut1Y, bamd On II C.. 10 2.9f(*), clom4tdtt*

rather iha'n ftindibg, -probable cause against ,thw r-04$lot

Candidate committees.8 Accordingly, the ftnore1 CAMs~ 01,6

r1*0c"mends that the commission find reas", -to believe,- ehn

Connors* Jr. violated 2 U.S.C. 44la(a) (1)(A), and, -in light,*$
the relatively small amount of his excessive conttributionip too*
no further action and close the file with regard to him.
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ONP at mals3' FSTAO MM&EGA ANIYSIs

STAFF 13263 & TEL. No*
M;&Mt Reich, (202) 376-829

RESPONDENT Linda Eartke

SU% Y MOM ALLEGAIO

This matter was referred to the Office of the Genral Counsel

following Commission approval of a Final Audit Report.

a The Final Audit Report states that after the primary election
3% the Committee received an excessive contribution from Linda Hartke;.

The excessive portion of that contribution vas $650. In response
to the Audit Division's recommendation, the Committee produced a

copy of a letter from Hartke. It is undated, and recites that
the excessive portion of the contribution was intended for the

primary election. (The Committee had outstanding obligations

C from the primary campaign). The letter contains only a blank

space where it purports to quote the instruction Hartke made on

her contribution check. The Committee never produced the check--

despite the fact that Hartke was the Committee's spokesperson

during the audit and is Atkin's Administrative Assistant.

*"FACTUAL BASIS AND LEGAL ANALYSIS

No individual may contribute more than $1,000 per

election to a candidate and his authorized committees. 2 U.S.C.

5 441la (a) (1) (A) .

6M.J 1 Awl
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Aceording to 11 C..aR. 5 110.1(a)f a contribution, Is

attribuable to the primary election if made before the Ptimaty

election and attributable to, the general election If made after
the primary electionj that presumption is altered only It the

contribution is designated in writing for a particular election,

by.the contributor. The Commission has taken the position that

such written designations aust be contemporaneous with the

contribution. Although 11 C.R. 5 Y,,02,9(e) (which requires

separate accounting to distinguish between primary and general

o election contributions received before the primary) refers to

or 'contributions . . . designated by the candidate or his or her
& authorized comittee(s) for use in connection with the general

V election." this phrase should not be construed as permission for

the recipient committee to assign contributions to a particular

4= election. Such independent designation by the Committee could

Tr contravene the contributor's intent as veil as the rules for

c designated and undesignated contributions at 11 C.F.R.

S 110.1(a) (2).

The Commission has supported the view that despite the

confusing language of 11 C.F.R. 5 102.9(e), this regulation

should not be interpreted to mean that the recipient can

determine election designations. However, in application# the

Commission has declined to proceed against a recipient committee

which had accepted contributions for the primary or general

election in a manner that ensured compliance with 2 U.S.C.

S 441a. In !4UR 1648 (Riegle), MUR 1696 (Sarbanes) and ?4UR
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1637 (Kennedy), the COMmission foun.d i*ason to: believe aind

subsequently, based on' 11C.1.R. 5,402,9(s), Closed the *11.

rather than finding probable cause ayatnst the recipi nt

candidate committees that designated pce-primayry contrib uttos to

the general election, Moreover, the Comission recently ,Zosed

the file after finding reason to believe against a recipitlt

couuittee that designated post-primary contributions to thes

primary election. See MUR 1588 (lenwick). Accordinglye, the

General Counsel's Office recommends that the Commission f ind

reason to believe Linda Hartke violated 2 u.s.c. 5 441aa)()A)

and, in light of the relatively small amount of her exoessive.

contribution, take no further action and close the file with

regard to her.

C74
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RBSPODsIW Stan Rosner

This matter vas referred to the Office of the General

Counsel following commission approval of a Final Audit Report.
The Final Audit Report states that after the primary

election the Committee received excessive contributions from Stan
Rosenberg. The excessive portion of the contributions was $300.
In response to the Audit Division's recommendation, the Committee

produced a copy of a letter from Rosenberg. The letter Is
undated, and recites that the excessive portion of the

contributions was intended for the primary election. (The
Committee had outstanding obligations from the primary campaign.)

FACTUAL BSIS AND LGALL ANALYSIS
No individual may contribute more than $1,000 per election

to a candidate and his authorized committees. 2 U.S.C.S

441a(a) (1) (A).

According to 11 C.F.R. S 110.1(a), a contribution is
attributable to the primary election if made before the primary
election and attributable to the general election if made after
the primary election; that presumption is altered only if the
contribution is designated in writing for a particular election

by the contributor. The Commission has taken the position that



such written 4es$tga*tions must be 0po411m~aneque with the
contribution. Although 11 CJot. S 10.2.9'(4) (which reqpzIVce
separate accountisg to distiuoguish betwn primary and&s~fa
election contributions rceived before the primary) refers to
'contributions .. designated by the ca*odidate or his or her
authorized comitte(s) for use In connection vith the general
election." this phrase should not be construed as permisslon for
the recipient committee to assign contributions to a particular

election. Such independent designation by the Committee couald

contravene the contributor's intent as well as the rulen for

designated and undesignated contributions at.11 C.F.R.

0 ~ S 110.1(a) (2). -

The Commission has supported the view that despite the

confusing language of 11 c.F.R. S 102.9(e), this regulation

should not be interpreted to mean that the recipient can

determine election designations. However, In application, the

Commission has declined to proceed against a recipient committee
N which had accepted contributions for the primary or general

election in a manner that ensured compliance with 2 U.sOc.

S 441a. in MUR 1648 (Riegle), ?4UR 1696 (Sarbanes) and NOR 1637
(Kennedy), the Commission found reason to believe and

subsequently, b8sed on 11 C.F.R. 5 102.9(e), closed the file
rather than finding probable cause against the recipient

candidate committees that designated pre-primary contributions to
the general election. Moreover, the Commission recently closed

the file after finding reason to believe against a recipient

Mf* '. 15.
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This matter was referred to the Of 1iQ. of the GO.nr-al

Counsel following Commission approval.of a Final Audit Report of

The Atkins for Congress COmmittee (the CoMmittee*)*

According to the Audit Division, during.1984 the general

election campaign, the Committee received a $75,000 loan

guaranteed by 82 guarantors,, one of whom was the Respondent. The

Respondent's guarantee, when combined vith Respondent's direct

contributions, created on excessive contribution by the

Respondent.

c FACTUALL BASIS AND LEGAL ANALYSIS

No individual may contribute more than $1,000 per election

to a candidate and his authorized committees. 2 U.S.C.

S 441a (a) (1)(A) . A loan guarantee is a contribution. 11 C.F.R.

S l00.7(a)(l)(i). Each guarantor is deemed to have contributed

that portion of the total amount of the loan for which he or she

agreed to be liable in a written agreement. Id. If such

agreement does not stipulate the portion of the loan for which

each guarantor is liable, a guarantee is considered a loan by

each guarantor in the same proportion to the unpaid balance that

each guarantor has to the total number of guarantors. Id.

AfrO), p.
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.'*cause Respdet was one of 82 guarantors for a $75f0#P

Responde't is considered, to, Wive contributed $914.63. by

guaranteeing the ]Loan.

Respondent made an excess ive contribution by contrib~ati nW

more than $1,00 in the fors of direct contributions and-a loaft

guarantee, Accordingly, the General Counsel's Office reqed

that the Comission find reason to believe Respondent, wi"ted 2

U.S.C. S 441a(a)(l)(A). The General Counsel's Office also

recomends that the Comission take no further action and close

the file with respect to Respondent,

Alt. .L
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33SODENTHenrX Atkins
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This matter was referred to the Office of the 0*8E4ot

Counsel following Commission approval of a Final Audit Report of
P.The Atkins for Congress Committee (the "Comitteea).

According to the Audit Division, during 1984 the 94ft'ral
election campaign, the Committee received a $75,000 loan
guaranteed by 82 guarantors, one of whom was the Respor3nt. The
Respondent's guarantee, when combined with Respondent's direct
contributions, created on excessive contribution by the
Respondent.

C FACTUAL BASIS AND LGAL ANALYSIS
No individual may contribute more than $1,000 per election

to a candidate and his authorized committees. 2 U.S.C.
S 441a(a)(l)CA). A loan guarantee is a contribution. 11 C.F.R.
S lOO.7(a)(l)(i). Each guarantor is deemed to have contributed
that portion of the total amount of the loan for which he or she
agreed to be liable in a written agreement. Id. if such
agreement does not stipulate the portion of the loan for which
each guarantor is liable, a guarantee is considered a loan by
each guarantor in the same proportion to the unpaid balance that
each guarantor has to the total number of guarantors. Id.

*4tH, A IL
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Because 7ep0 d~ va one of 42 guarantors for 'A o!$4q#

Respondent is constidered to haVeO Contributed $914.653-bfy.'

guaranteeing- 'tb*, 106n%
Respondenlt made an excessive, contribution1 bY Ca tt''t

more than $1000 In the form of direct omtributionS A06" A,
guarantee. Accordinglye the General Counsel's Office t

that the Comission find reason to believe Respondent viqlat* 2

u.S.C. 9 441a(a)(l)(A). The General Counsel's Office 410

recommends that the Commission take no further action,0 adCIO**

the file with respect to Respondent,

%qr
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a3p~J~ Mil RD ! ancy Atkins

SWOMM!OF ALL3 Pop
This matter vas referred to the Off iae of th Ganttl

Counsel following Commission approval of a rinal Audit 11tpott of

The Atkins for Congress Committee (the 'CO~mitt..').

According to the Audit Division,, during 1964 the, rael

election campaign, the Committee received a $75,000 loan

guaranteed by 82 guarantors, one of whom was the Respondent. The

Respondent's guarantee, vhen combined with Respondent's direct

C contributions, created on excessive contribution by the

Respondent.

FACTUAL BSMIS AND LEGAL AMLYSIS

No individual may contribute more than $1,000 per election

to a candidate and his authorized committees. 2 U.S.C.

S 441a(a)(l)(A). A loan guarantee is a contribution. 11 C.F.R.

S l0O.7(a)(l)(i). Each guarantor is deemed to have contributed

that portion of the total amount of the loan for which he or she

agreed to be liable in a written agreement. Id. If such

agreement does not stipulate the portion of the loan for which

each guarantor is liable, a guarantee is considered a loan by

each guarantor in the same proportion to the unpaid balance that

each guarantor has to the total number of guarantors. Id.



$*'Cause Rosom~*~ vone ot t qiaarsuators for a $70 0w

Rtesendnt isvonsiered to bevo"conttibuted $914.63

gaanteeing, t"e loan"

Respondent I'ad an excesve contribution by 006trtimuti1*9

More than $It'#BO to the form of direct contribution* And alooa,

guarantee. Accordingly, the General Counsel's Office- recomm

that the Comission find reason to believe Uespondent viboated-l2

U.S.C. 5 441a (a)(1)(A). The General Counsel's Office also

recomends that the Comission take no further action and close

the file with respect to Respondent.
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COMOmR.'S FACTUA A
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Ibis *otter vas referred to the Of f~l- of tho GeneralX

ComsQ following Commission approval of a final Audit: Retpot of

0 beAkt$u for Congress Committee (the OCofitt**eP'

AccotO.ng to the Audit Division,, during 19g4 the general

elec6tion efampaign, the Committee received a $'75,000 loan'

guaranteed by 82 guarantors, one of whom was the Respondent. The

Respondent's guarantee, when combined with Respondent's direct
contributions, created on excessive contribution by the

c Respondent.

N FACTUAL BASIS AND LEGAL ANALYSIS

No individual may contribute more than $1,000 per election

to a candidate and his authorized committees. 2 U.S.C.

5 441a(a)(l)(A). A loan guarantee is a contribution. 11 C.F.R.

S 100.7(a)(l)(i).- Each guarantor is deemed to have contributed

that portion of the total amount of the loan for which he or she

agreed to be liable in a written agreement. Id. If such

agreement does not stipulate the portion of the loan for which

each guarantor is liable, a guarantee is considered a loan by

each guarantor in the same proportion to the unpaid balance that

each guarantor has to the total number of guarantors. Id.



Because IRsp"Id~nt -was one of 62 guarantors for a $75jQ0Q S0a"IF

Respondent is considered to have contributed $914.63 by

Respondent. made an excessive contribution by contributitg",

more tban , 1,000 In the form of direct contributions and ' l2an
guarantee. Accordinqlyr the General Counsel's Office r@comeias

that the Commission find reason to believe Respondent violated 2

U.S.C. I 441a(a)(lH(A). The General Counsel's Office alsoW
recommends that the Commission take no further action and dloe

the file with respect to Respondent.
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SUMRY F JAMR 1. A1

This matter was referred to the Office of tbe G~t

Counsel following Commission approval of a Final Audit.46rart of

The Atkins for Congress Committee (the wCoomitte'!).
Oh According to the Audit Division, during 1984 the gveetl

election campaign, the Committee received a $75,000 loan11:3
4 guaranteed by 82 guarantors, one of whom was the Respondet. The

Respondent's guarantee, when combined with Respondent'so direct

ccontributions, created on excessive contribution by the
Respondent.

C, FACTUAL BASIS AMD LEGAL ANALYSIS

No individual may contribute more than $1,000 per election
to a candidate and his authorized committees. 2 U.S.C.

5 441a(a)(l)(A). A loan guarantee is a contribution. 11 C.F.R.

S l00.7(a)(l)(i). Each guarantor is deemed to have contributed

that portion of the total amount of the loan for which he or she

agreed to be liable in a written agreement. Id. If such

agreement does not stipulate the portion of the loan for which

each guarantor is liable, a guarantee is considered a loan by

each guarantor in the same proportion to the unpaid balance that

each guarantor has to the total number of guarantors. Id.

4tk~~, IS



Recause Rtespondent was one of 82 qtarantpojs,, for a $75 10&11

Respondent is considered to have contributed Mt4.61 by

guftanteoing th.e loan;

Re anet-made an excessive contribution by coattrs1-1ttUU

uore thaon $1,00 in the form of direct contributions' sf04 t e

guarantee. Accordingly# the General Counsel's office -0e00e16s

that the Comission, find reason to believe Respondent Yiolte

U.S.C. I 441a(a)(lH(A). The General Counsel's Office 014*0

recomends that the Comission, take no further action andi close

the file with respect to Respondent.

Vq.
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M3LCOIINSELS FACTUAL ASf

MtUR 1NO 12

STAFF Xmas.* A 3L

RasPDT Martha DiNatale

This matter was referred to the Office of the GE..
Counsel following Commission approval of a Final Aludit Report of
The Atkins for Congress Committee (the "CoinitteeN).

0 According to the Audit Division, during 1984 the qeneral
election campaign# the Committee received a $75*,00 loan

CM guaranteed by 82 guarantors, one of whom vas the Respondeont. The
Respondent's guarantee, when combined with Respondent's direct

o contributions, created on excessive contribution by the
1W Respondent.

C-ftFACTUAL BASIS AND LEGAL AALYSIS
N No individual may contribute more than $1,000 per election

to a candidate and his authorized committees. 2 U.S.C.
S 441a(a)(l)(A). A loan guarantee is a contribution. 11 C.F.R.
S 100.7(a)(1)(i). Each guarantor is deemed to have contributed
that portion of the total amount of the loan for which he or she
agreed to be liable in a written agreement. Id. If such
agreement does not stipulate the portion of the loan for which
each guarantor Is liable, a guarantee is considered a loan by
each guarantor in the same proportion to the unpaid balance that
each guarantor has to the total number of guarantors. Id.



3eaue p.~4q*~soteof,12 quret~stot a ioo#~ .n
Responfent.$,~ iee to Aav* contrtbutw *1443b
guarante 1 t) lo .

ReSpo 4a t Art &n eceeVw contr butloo byp ,o"tr Ibauti
more than $l,@W99 is the form Of 4 treat nrb*is*C3n
guarantee. Accordinglyv the General Counsel'a Of fioe r Qmmends
that the Commission find reason to belleve RsodetvZateE 2
U.S.C. I 441a(St(l)'(A)- The General Counsel's Office also
recomends that the Commission take no further action 'olClose
the tile with respect to Respondent*

C

411.4 A



* ~~ seSm. 3LUCIO O0IW~

NUR

a3sOD3 John French

This matter vas referred to the Otic 'of the Gener42

Counsel following Commission approval of a vinal Audit Report of

The Atkins for Congress Comittee (the "Caitte.*).

According to the Audit Division, during 1984 theqeel

election camign, the Committee received a $75pOQO loon

guaranteed by 82 guarantors, one of whom vas the Respondent. The

Respondent's guarantee, when combined with Respondent's direct

0 contributions, created on excessive contribution by the

Respondent.

FACTUAL BASIS AND LEGAL ANALYSIS

No individual may contribute more than $1,000 per election

to a candidate and his authorized committees. 2 U.s.c.

S 441a(a)(l)(A). A loan guarantee is a contribution. 11 C.F.R.

S 1OO.7(a)(l)(i), Each guarantor is deemed to have contributed

that portion of the total amount of the loan for which he or she

agreed to be liable in a written agreement. Id. If such

agreement does-not stipulate the portion of the loan for which

each guarantor is liable, a guarantee is considered a loan by

each guarantor in the same proportion to the unpaid balance that

each guarantor has to the total number of guarantors. Id.

Alfr i, p. 17



Because Re*p.;Wnt was one* Of 02 9Ou~titor* for a ,~
Rospond.,it is -0"1W*Ared. to- b6v* aouttb~toe *fl.4 by

Respondent, 'udo a44 exoesve contri to Mby
More than $,Roin -the tiru Of' 1 dreet ntributog
guarantee, Aocor*dAAngIY, the General counsels Offic
that the COMmt..ion fi10d reason to believe epWetv
U.S.C. 9 441a&(a) (l)(j). the General Counsel'Is Of fice 4100
recommends that the Comission take no further action, 406-loe

the file with respect to Respondent.

C

N



wawi r~.ca

This -Matter was referred to the Office Of the GenerAil
Counsel1 following Commission approval1 of a F Inal. Awt e~ of
The Atkins for Congress Comittee (the Comitte)

According to the Audit, Division, during 1984 the. gen0ras
a election campaign, the Committee received a $75,000 lban

guaranteed by 82 guarantors, one of whom wasl the R*0po"Mato the
Respondent's guarantee, when combined with Respondent's drc
contributions, created on excessive contribution by the

C Respondent.

Vqr FACTUAL BASIS D MM&A AALYSIS
C-1 No Individual may contribute more than $1,000 per election
N**

4r to a candidate and his authorized committees. 2 U.s.c.
S 441a(a)(l)(A). A loan guarantee is a contribution. 11 C.F.R.
5 lOO.7(a)(l)(t). Each guarantor is deemed to have contributed
that portion of the total amount of the loan for which he or she
agreed to be liable in a written agreement. Id. If such
agreement does not stipulate the portion of the loan for which
each guarantor is liable, a guarantee is considered a loan by
each guarantor in the same proportion to the unpaid balance that
each guarantor has to the total number of guarantors. Id.

'+f, f's W



-2
Because Respondent Woo, one of 82 guarantors for a $75POO#" ,
Respondent is considered to have contributed $914.6 -by
quaranteeinq the loan.

Respondet Made an excessive contribution. by cohctri4wtlng
more than $1,000 In the form of direct contributions j %.eti
guarante Accordingly, the General Counsel's Office're~pnd
that the Commission find reason to believe Responden ,t vi**6 * 2
U.S.C. S 441a(a)(l)(A). The General Counsel's office &Igo
recommends that the Commission take no further action and6u elo
the file with respect to Respondent,

4)fsj A4b

C

LN



OinURA 1OU3LS FACYVA AU W1U"S

RISPOOW Ptricia McGovern

This matter was referred to the Office of the :Janea1.
Counsel following Commission approval of a ?inal Audit'Report of
The Atkins for Congress Committee (the VO~amitt*')

According to the Audit Division, during 1984 the general

election campaign, the Committee received a $75,000 loan
guaranteed by 82 guarantors, one of whom was the Respondeant. The
Respondent's guarantee, when combined with Respondent's direct

ocontributions, created on excessive contribution by the
Respondent.

C FACTUAL BAIS AND LEG"L AALYSIS

No individual may contribute more than $1,000 per election
to a candidate and his authorized committees. 2 U.S.C.
S 441a(a)(l)(A). A loan guarantee is a contribution. 11 C.F.R.
S lOO.7(a)(l)(i). Each guarantor is deemed to have contributed
that portion of the total amount of the loan for which he or she
agreed to be liable in a written agreement. Id. If such
agreement does not stipulate the portion of the loan for which
each guarantor Is liable, a guarantee is considered a loan by
each guarantor in the same proportion to the unpaid balance that
each guarantor has to the total number of guarantors. Id.



-2-
Because Rspodet vas oe oft 62qaautsfoa$7 @ 1j,
Responde6t i44' eonisifred. to Cbe ut ctibuted, 1~4.4 4W
guaranteeing the lon.

Respondent made an exces*t,. efttribuattownby ontqribeng':
more than $1000O in the form of direct costributA$. 4
guarantee. Accordingly, the General Counsel's Off 1.rQte~
that the Commission find reason to bellev*e apnet VIiqUed
U.S.Co 9 441a(a)CL)(A). The General Counsel's Office also
recommends that the Commission take no further action aftn O6*,
the file with respect to Respondent.

4*1, ,0. %U~
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WwU* Jan aiqa

This Satter was referred to the Offic, of the e~tal

Counsel following Commiss ion approval of a Frinal Audit erto
M") The Atkins for Congress Committee (the *Conitte').

C ~According to the Audit Division, during 1984 the eel
Celection campaign, the Committee received a $75,00,0 loan,

LVO
guaranteed by 182 guarantors, one of whom was the ResO den Vhe
Respondent's guarantee, when combined vith Respondent's direct

o contributions, created on excessive contribution by the

17 Respondent,

C FACTUAL BASIS AND LEGAL ANALYSIS

No individual may contribute more than $1,000 per election

to a candidate and his authorized committees. 2 U.s.c.

5 441a(a)(l)(A). A loan guarantee is a contribution. 11 C.F.R.

5 lOO.7(a)(l)(i). Each guarantor is deemed to have contributed

that portion of the total amount of the loan for which he or she

agreed to be liable in a written agreement. Id. If such

agreement does not stipulate the portion of the loan for which

each guarantor is liable, a guarantee Is considered a loan by

each guarantor in the same proportion to the unpaid balance that

each guarantor has to the total number of guarantors. Id.



2-

fl~c~s*Ueeon4,~twas one of 82 guarantora for a $7S,Q0oei
Respondent c*%onsidered to have contributed $914.43 by
quaranteing the lo41i.

Responden 6 t made. an excessiv, contribution by contributing,
more tha $1000 In the form of r c ontributions and a Zoan
guarantee. Accordingly, the General Counsel's Offioe, recommends
that the Comission find reason to believe Respondent Vi01ated 2
U.S.C. 5 441a(a)Il)(A). The General Counsel's Off ice also
rec0onds that the Comission take no further action an4 clIose
the file with respect to Respondent.

*A At94
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JaeSU Melinda Roberts

Bsomyu or 10L~
This matter vas referred to the Off ice Of theo 0000~1

Counsel following Commission approval of a Final Audit:18 MWt "of
tO The Atkirs for Congress Committee (the OCoinittee)

A Acrding, to the Audit Division,, during 1984 the. 90"Oee

election campaign, the Committee received'a,$75,000 Lo
guaranteed by 82 guarantors, one of whom was the Respo"det, The

Respondent's guarantee, when combined with Respondent's direct

a contributions, created on excessive contribution by the

Respondent.

C FACTUAL BASIS AND LEGAL ANALYSIS

cc No individual may contribute more than $1,000 per election

to a candidate and his authorized committees. 2 U.S.C.

5 441a(a)(l)(A). A loan guarantee is a contribution. 11 C.F.R.

5 l00.7(a)(l)(i). Each guarantor is deemed to have contributed

that portion of the total amount of the loan for which he or she

agreed to be liable in a written agreement. Id. If such

agreement does not stipulate the portion of the loan for which

each guarantor is liable, a guarantee is considered a loan by

each guarantor in the same proportion to the unpaid balance that

each guarantor has to the total number of guarantors. id.

A"N ). IY
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Because Respondent was one of 82 guarantors for a M#00'O l~ow.
Respondent In considered to have contributed $914.63 by

guaranteeing the loan,

Respondent made an excessive contribution by contributing
note than $1,000 In the form of direct contribution* Ad a loan
guarantee. Accordingly, the General Counsel's Office recommnds
that the Comission find reason to-believe Respondent violated 2
U.S.C. S 441a(a)(l)(A). The General Counsel's Office also
recommends that the Comission take no further action a"d close-

the file with respect to Respondent.

C

N



NMO. 21~2

STAFF WSNER i aW

RSOUN P Gina Rossano,

Tbis matter wasn referred to the Off ice of the Gaa

Counsel following Comission approval of a Final Audit fl Otof

N The Atkins for Congress Comittee (the *COMmitte).

According to the Audit Division, during 1984 the q~e

M election campaign, the Comittee received a $75,000 loan

guaranteed by 82 guarantors, one of vhom vas the Respondet. The
Respondent's guarantee, vhen combined with Respondent's direct

c contributions, created on excessive contribution by the

q Respondent.

C FACTUAL BSMIS AND LEGALn ANALYjS

No individual may contribute more than $1,000 per election

to a candidate and his authorized committees. 2 U.s.c.

5 441a(a)(1)(A). A loan guarantee is a contribution. 11 C.F.R.

5 l00.7(a)(l)(i)o Each guarantor is deemed to have contributed

that portion of the total amount of the loan for which he or she

agreed to be liable in a written agreement. Id. If such

agreement does not stipulate the portion of the loan for which

each guarantor is liable, a guarantee is considered a loan by

each guarantor in the same proportion to the unpaid balance that

each guarantor has to the total number of guarantors. Id.

Af#f4 ft . 9-7



Because Respondent yes one of 62 guarantors for a $75 ,#00*.~
Respondent Is considered to have contibuted $9l4.3 by
guaranteeing the loan.

Respondent made an excessive contribution by otrtb.tt4:
more than $1,000 In the form of direct contributions and a
guarantee. Accordingly,, the General Counsel's Office, MeOOmmu
that the Commission find reason to believe Respondent violat
U.S.C. S 44la(a)(l)(A). The General Counsel's Office also.
recommends that the Commission take no further actionand dotei
the file vith respect to Respondent.

CO

C

17
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~SW.COUIONLIS PAMA. *"S

R6NSOUSVSW CatherinaRoe

Tbhis matter was referred to the Office Of the 01r
Counsel folloving Comision approval Of a Final Awdi6t, Report of
The AWNia for Congress Committee (the *Comsi.t. e).

0AccOtdIng to the Audit Division, during l 1S4 tnhe neral
election campaign, the Committee received a $75,000oan
guaranteed by 82 guarantors, one of vhom was the Respondent. sThe
Respondent's guarantee, when combined with Respondent's direct

C contributions, created on excessive contribution by the

Respondent.

CI FACTUAL DM18S AND LBGAL ANALyqSS

W, No individual may contribute more than $1,000 per election
to a Candidate and his authorized committees. 2 U.S.C.
S 441a(a)(l)(A). A loan guarantee is a contribution. 11 C.F.R.
S lOO.7(a)(1)(i). Each guarantor is deemed to have contributed
that portion of the total amount of the loan for which he or she
agreed to be liable in a written agreement. Id. If such
agreement does not stipulate the portion of the loan for which
each guarantor Is liable, a guarantee Is considered a loan by
each guarantor in the same proportion to the unpaid balance that
each guarantor has to the total number of guarantors. Id.



-2
Because tepondent, was one of 62 guarantors for a $75,00 1*4A#
Respondent to Qo1as6 Gre to hive oontrIiuto '$fl4 6:3 by
guaranteeing tb* a~

Respondenkt *ade an excessive* onstrbution 'by contb%,q
more than $1,000, In the form of direct,- cortributionse E, '
guarantee. Accordinglyt the General.counselt' Office 'roe*fnds
that the Comission find reason to believRepnntvo*d
U.S.C. S 441a(a)g1)(A). The General Clounsel's Offieas
recommends that the Comission take no further action-and 0246e
the file with respect to Respondent.

0

C



NUNN" M19TIOE MISow

m~~~~~& &013' FACTL A L A woo

amy Rua %.i.

RNPOW? avi Turcotte

This matter was referred to the Office of the ""Onr",

Counsel following Commission approval of a Final Audit- Report of

- The Atkins for Congress Clommittee (the OCommittee').

According to the Audit Division,, during 1984 tbo e*90r1-

C' election campaign, the Committee received a $75,000 loan

guaranteed by 82 guarantors,, one of whom was the Respoadent. The

Respondent's guarantee,, when combined with Respondent's direct

contributions, created on excessive contribution by the

Respondent.

C, FACTUAL BASIS AND LNGAL ANALYSIS

No Individual may contribute more than $1,000 per election

* to a candidate and his authorized committees. 2 U.S.C.

S 441a(a)(l)(A). A loan guarantee is a contribution. 11 C.F.R.

S lOO.7(a)(l)(i). Each guarantor is deemed to have contributed

that portion of thie total amount of the loan for which he or she

agreed to be liable in a written agreement. Id. If such

agreement does not stipulate the portion of the loan for which

each guarantor is liable, a guarantee is considered a loan by

each guarantor in the same proportion to the unpaid balance that

each guarantor has to the total number of guarantors. Id.

~i-ir pj?



Because Repoo was, *o of 82 gorah&tors, Sota$5Q
Responden~t Is conSidered to, have loQatrtlt"" $9146.6) by

gurnten Mde ian ss
Respondet md neos contribution by contributing

more than $1IF000 to the form of dirftt contributions t*nua bm
guarantee, Accordinglys the General Counsel's Office reA..Mk ds
that the Ctmaissiou find reason to believe Respondent vilolited 2
U.S.C., S 441a(a)(l)(A). The General Counsells Officealso
recomends that the Comission take no further action and close
the file with respect to Respondent.

IT
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FEDERAL ELECTOPI COMMI$SIOM"
WASHINGTON. D.C. A*,&,

April 10, 1956

CHARLES ff. STEELE
GENERAL COUNSEL

ATTIPT f":

nQ~:

SUBJECT:

ROBERT RAIC5E

LEE GARIIT -
COMPLIANCE ANHAL YST
COMPLIANCE BRANCH RPOT ANALYSIS DIVISION

MUR 2127

Please review the attached, luformational Notice which is to
be Sent to the Atkins for Congress Committee for the 1905 Year
End Report. Any comments which you may have' should be forwarded
to RAD by 10:00 a.m. on Monday, April 14# 1l1864 Thazhk'you.

COMMENTS:

Attachment

TO:



517033N THE FEDUIA ELECTIONICQ)USISSZQP

la~ the Matter of)

The Atkins for Congress Coutittee1  H UR 2127

A& al.

CRTIFICATION

I, Marjorie W. Eammons, recording secretary for the-

Federal Election Commission executive session of April 1,

1986, do hereby certify that the Commission decided by a vote

of 4-2 to return the March 20p 1986, report on M 212'7 to

the Office of General Counsel with a request that it be

rewritten to provide for the following:

1. A finding of reason to believe against the
seven individual contributors dealt with in

C Section A of the report, but take no further
action and close the file with respect to
these individuals.

C: 2. A finding of reason to believe against the
fourteen loan guarantors noted under
Section B of the report, but take no further
action and close the file with respect to
them.

Commsisioners Elliott, Harris, McDonald, and McGarry voted

affirmatively for the decision; Commissioners Aikens and

Josef iak dissented.

Attest:

Date U Marjorie W. Emmions
Secretary of the Commission



999 3 Street9 EW
Wa4hingtont DXC. 263

~j.

VZT 01

Dattwoiw ?is*. OfTransmit

'So= ,; Ams-

JUSP0VWB %AMS:

RLVNT STATUTES:

INTERNA REIRT
CHECKD:

FEDERAL AGENCIES
CHECKED:

index of Disclosure Docuinnts,. 1983-84
index of Disclosure Docuents, 1985-86
Amended Statements of Organization
MUR 1637
MUR 1588

None

GENERAIon or RATTER

This matter was referred to the Office of the General

Counsel following Commission approval of a Final Audit Report.

(Attachment 1).

SUMMARY OF ALGTORB

A. Designated Contributions

The Final Audit Report states that before the primary

tal

I N T E R N A L L Y 6,-Z 534A 3

The Atkins for Congress nftidt*e "aI
Richard Butt, as ttrU'
Melvin Scovt',ll
Elizabeth Nay
Peter Cove
Anita Smith
John Connors, Jr.
Linda Hartke
Stan Rosenberg

2 U.S.C. SS 441a (a) (1),(A) and 441a(f)
11 C.F.R.SflOla()

102.9(e), and l0O.7(a)(3.)



~*,the Atkins' ft Q te VCommit* CoU1*

VI*d direct contribttib ttos f ive ptsofla "co" .I tbo

~tatimposed by 441a( .1*t~ X

fi, eons and th* amount of their 0*6c. -IV*

tbutions folIov* t,

Melvin So0*.1l 25

Elizabe .th NatY 1000

Peter Cowe 75

Anita Smith 200

john Connors* Jr. 3

TOTAL $1,335

M These monies vere either deposited directly into the

Committee's general election account or deposited into the

primary election account and then transferred into the general

election account before the primary election. In response to the

Audit Division's recommendation in the Interim Audit Report,, the

N Committee produced copies of letters from the five contributors.

cc (Attachment 1, pps. 6-10) The letters are all dated September

23, 1985, and each recites that the excessive portion of the

contribution was intended for the general election. The primary

election was in September, 1984.

in addition, after the primary election the Committee

received excessive contributions from two individuals, Linda

Nartke and Stan Rosenberg. The excessive portions of those

contributions were $650 and $300, respectively. In response to

the Audit Division's recommendation, the Committee produced



Copies of letters from the two contributors, (Attachment,*pps.

12-i3) Both letters are undated, and each recites ta b

excessive portion of the contribution vas intended for tb*_e

primary election. (The Committee had outstanding oblijitiot"

from the primary campaign.) The letter from Linda Hfartk*

contains only a blank space where it purports to quote the

instruction she made on her contribution check. The Committee

never produced the check--despite the fact that flartke va* the,

Comittee's spokesperson during the audit and is Atkin's

Administrative Assistant.

B. Loan Guarantees

CAccording to the Audit Division, during the general election

UI~campaign, the Committee received a $75,000 loan guaranteed "by 82

guarantors. The guarantees varied in amount from $900 to $1,000.

The guarantees, when combined with the direct contributions of 14
C,
1W individuals, created excessive contributions by those

CI* individuals. The excessive portions of the contributions varied

N in amount from $15 to $1,000, and totaled $2,726.75.

Cr The Audit Division reports that the Committee's partial

repayment of the loan has reduced the contributions of seven of

the 14 guarantors so that they fall within the $1,000

contribution limitation. in addition, on May 10, 1985, the

Committee asked the lending bank to reduce the amounts of the

guarantees for various guarantors, including the guarantees for

each of the 14 guarantors who made excessive contributions.

(Attachment 1, pps. 14-16)



The reduced guarantees wmowd *Irte9013t#ow fOr adh Q'f

the 14 excessive contributedrs t* wvttbin thie 00"trbtibe

limitation. However, on 04O"t34JI r .p0~

it had no objection to the*6*4~utta V~3@unt

law required a wr itten, 77-i*~ 70*boft wano

and a few had not yet conented. (Attacmsent , p.17)'

A. Designated Contributimv~

No individual may contribute morett $1,O e eeto

to a candidate and his authorized committees., 2 U.S-..

S 441a(a) (1) (A). No politlcal committee may kniovily accept on,

excessive contribution. 2 00"S. C. 5 441a(f).

According to 11 C.I'.E 110.1(a), a contributiton Is

attributable to the primary election if made before the primary

election and attributable to the general election if made after

the primary election; that presumption is altered only if the

contribution is designated in writing for a particular election

by the contributor. The Commission has taken the position that

such written designations must be contemporaneous with the

contribution. However, the language of 11 C.F.R. 5 102.9(e)

permits a candidate or committee to designate contributions

received before the primary elelction for use in the general

election so long as an "acceptable accounting method" is used

(such as maintaining separate accounts for each election, which

the Atkins Committee did),



.1M500

Despite the lack of contemporaneous communications, th

Commission, on three occasions, has declined to proceed afto

f inding reason to believe against recipient committees, t"t

designated pre-primary contributions to the general election~.

&. NUR 1696 (Barbanes), MM 1648 (Riegle), and NUR 1637

(Kennedy). The Commission did so because of the language of

11 C.F.R. 5 102,9(e). Although the language of 5 102.9(e) re*.e

only to situations where a recipient committee designates pre-

primary contributions to the general election, the ComuiS~ion

recently closed the file after finding reason to believe against

a recipient committee that designated post-primary contributico

C to the primary election. See HUE 1588 (Fenwick).

M ~Accordingly, the General Counsel's Office recommends that

the Commission find reason to believe that The Atkins for

Congress Committee and Richard Butt, as treasurer, violated 2

U.S.C. S 441a(f) with respect to the designated contributions,

C71 and take no further action. Pursuant to the Commission's recent

N decisions, this Office will make no recommendations regarding the

M seven contributors until after receiving the Committee's

response.

B. Loan Guarantees

A loan guarantee is a contribution. 11 C.F.R.

S 100.7(a) (1).

The 14 guarantors made excessive contributions by

contributing, in the form of loan guarantees, more than $1,000,

in violation of 2 U.S.C. 5 441a(a) (1) (A). The Committee accepted



*0
those excessive contributions, In violation of 2 U.S.C. 441a~t)

The partial repayment by the Committee and the attempt t* C*40*c

the amounts of the guarantees would be merely mitigating'

circumstances. Accordingly, the General Counsel's Office

recomends that the Commission find reason to believe The Atkin#

for Congress Committee and Richard Butt, as treasurer# violated 2

U.S.C. S 441a(f) with respect to the loan guarantees. In accord

with the Commission's recent decisions, this Office will make

appropriate recommendations concerning the 14 guarantors after

receiving the Committee's response.

Mo3l I DIAT0 1

C 1. Find reason to believe that The Atkins for Congress

!P Committee and Richard Butt, as treasurer, violated

N 2 U.S.C. S 441a(f) with respect to the designated

contributions, and take no further action.

Nr 2. Find reason to believe that The Atkins for Congress

Committee anid Richard Butt, as treasurer, violated 2

N U.S.C. S 441a(f) with respect to the loan guarantees.

3. Approve and send the attached letter and Legal and

Factual Analysis.

Charles N. Steele

General Counsel

____________________BY:___________

Date Kenneth A. rs
Associate General Counsel

Attachments
1. Referral from Audit Division
2. Letter to respondents
3. Legal and Factual Analysis
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FEDERAL ELECTIC
WASHINGTON. 0 C. 20*63

I..

CHARLES N.
GENERAL CO

JOH3N C. SU
STAFF DIRE

ASSISTANT TIR U
AUDIT DIVISIN

ATKINS FOR C1NRR --- "C hhhI

On January 10, 1986, the Comission approved the final audit
report of the Audit Division on the Atkins for Congress
Committee. Attached as Exhibit A is a imatter noted In the final
audit report which the Commission also voted to refer to your
office for review and consideration.

Should you have any questions regarding the matter addressed
in this report, please contact Tom Nurthen or John Mamone at 376-
5320.

Attachment as stated

P,
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C~ntibuiow [arm Indi121dualf An 3xUM L,~#
The Act provides at 2 VASXC I 4*)

Mhall oake contributions to asay ca 04
political Comittees with respect to *n.4o4M
offic lo *wich, in the &gpegate s*V4Z

In addition, 11 C.F.I. l0O.7(0)(l)(i)(C) ste"sp In patt
that a loan to a contribution by each --Op ~se or 9Wwtntor
Raah endorser or guarantor shall be e0mod:to bave 464trttb~ft
that portion of the total amount of the, loan foric h~tiA *t "O O*'
agreed to be liable in a written agreement.

The Audit staff performed testing, to, inasog that -the~Zi*
contribution limitation for individuals wans not exceOOLd
Apparent excessive contributions were noted wi th resettobt

N the primary and general election campaigns as discuse below*

1. Primary Election

rive individuals appear to have contributed $1,335 inLMt excess of the contribution limitation* Oft those, two
contributions (excessive portions $14025), were received prior to

N the primary election but deposited directly Into the Ci=mittee's
general election account.!! The remaining three contributions
(excessive portions $310)p were deposited Into the primary

C election account, then transferred to the general election
account prior to the date of the primary election. The Committee
did not attempt to obtain written verification from the five
individuals that the contributions were Intended for the general
election.

2. General Election

The Audit staff identified 14 individuals whose loan
guarantees and contributions exceeded the contribution limitation
by $2,726.75.

in addition, two individuals made contributions to the
general election which exceeded the contribution limitation by
$950

The Committee was given a schedule of the apparent
excessive contributions at the conclusion of the audit fieldwork.

Vf The Comittee maintained separate checking accounts for
primary and general election activity.

if1, 1?



0 Uhibit A
Page2 of 3

SWitbgyzrt to 1. and 2. above, the Audit staff teabnae4thtthe eeo present evidence which demonstrate*ht t
Conttibutions are, not In excess of the limitations, or re0*w the
excessive, portions of the contributions to the approprioto
otributors and provide photocopie (both front and back) Ot4 the
negotiated refund checks along with copies of the relevantbs

With respect to the loan guarantors noted In 2. the Avdit
staff recommended that the Committee reduce the liability ot each
endorser to within the contribution limitation through one'-of the,
following alternatives:

a.9 Repay sufficient principal plus Interest so that the
balance of the loan for which each endorser is liable will not
exceed $1,000 when aggregated with other contributions made by
the endorsers;

be Obtain additional endorsers so that the endorsements
when aggregated with contributions made by the endorsers will not
exceed the limitation;

Lec. Collateralize the loan in an amount sufficient to
reduce the endorsements and contributions to within the

I'm limitation; or

a, Replace the individual excessive endorsement amounts
CD with the candidate's endorsement for the remaining amount of the

loan.

C ~On September 26, 1985, the Committee submitted its response
C to the Interim audit report. With respect to 1.t the Comitte

P- provided copies of (apparent form) letters,, signed by the
contributors and dated September.23, 1985. The letters all state
that the excessive contributions were Intended to be deposited in
the C osmittee's account for the purposes of the general election.

With respect to 2., the Committee provided copies of signed
but undated letters free the two contributors. In both instances
the contributors state it was their Intention that the excessive
portions were contributions for the primary election. Further,
one contributor indicated that she mnarked on the check
indicating my wish that $650.00 was a contribution for the
Committee primary election efforts and, in this case,, primary



election debts and obligations.'±/ The other contributor.
Indicated he Instructed the Committee that the contribu&ttmiv
Intended fot the primary election. (see Attachment1)

it should be noted that neither a copy of the owe
contributor's, canceled checke nor a coyothohe
contributorl's Instruction concerning tecontributionswt
submitted with the Committee's response,,

With respect to the loan guarantors noted In 2,th
Committee provided evidence which Indicated that they *1t11
$5#000 on the loan to reduce the outstanding principal t
$70,000. The loan payment reduces the amount of each
Individual's guarantee by $61.30 2./ and results in 7 1"01491415
(contributions) nov being within the limitation.

In an attempt to resolve the excessive portion of.t'contributions, the Committee petitioned the bank to redss M h
amount of the guarantees for the 14 Individuals who coattibilted
In excess of the limitation by an amount sufficient to'bra ng the
14 contributors within the limitation, Subsequent to ltb*e 00
loan payment and the reduction of the amount of the ute
the loan balance ($70,000) voul4 be secured by mndiv idue),guarantees totaling $75,000,i±..

On October 1, 1985, the bank notified the Comittee , tt it
has no objection to the changes. However, the bank atated that
established case law in Massachusetts regarding suretyshipleads
financial Institutions to obtain the written consent of all
guarantors on a loan before making any change in the terms of the
loan (see Attachment 2# page 4 of 4). The bank further stated

C that it has contacted all of the guarantors to obtain their
consent and most have replied.

it Is our opinion that the Committee has not complied withthe Interim audit report recommiendation since its attempt to
resolve this matter is Incomplete and 7 contributors (excessive
portion $2,092.75) are still in excess of the limitation (seeor Attachment 3).

Recommendation

The Audit staff recommends that this matter be referred to
the Office of General Counsel for further action.

V/ This contributor Is the Administrative Assistant to the
Congressman, Treasurer of his former state senate committee,
and Committee spokesperson during the audit. Furthermore,
the letter from this contributor appears to be altered by an
omission of a phase/term concerning the annotation on'ber
original check.

2/For those Individuals who guaranteed the loan for $1,000.
21The original loan for $75,000 was secured by 82 Individual

guarantees totaling $81,565.



federal Ziection Comission
1325 z street# xNW.
Washington, O.C. 20463

Dear Friends:

You reported five contributions in the priamrm )~o
which appeared to be in excess of the $1,000.00 -1**t P*
individual.

In each case, the contribution or portion of 0IMI
contribution in excess vas deposited directly or waf#*
into the general election account. You will find tmd
signed statements from each of the five contributo.e
indicating their intentions that the excessive portios,
of their contributions prior to the primary electL4J 1:.
were to be deposited in the Atkins for Congress Coinittefts,
general election account.

Sinely yor*

Richard t4
Treasurer
Atkins for Congress Committee

Attachments: Scovell
May
Cove
Smith
Connors

47q.1) P. S
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September 23, 11005

Atkins for Congress Caumittee
P.0, lox 467
Concord, NA 01742

Dear Friends:

The contribution I made in the amount of $'
on June 30, 1984 was intended to be deposited- W~*
Cumuittee a account for purposes of the gonera'7
election. My contribution of the maximum t
$1,000.00 for the primary election was made to tU.'.
Committee on April 4, 1934.

Sinc rgy yours#

Me inftv1 1

Address: /3 3 (,0 UL, t r qt)
U/ 64Qi# *0 L/(a

4*1.1, p



Atuin for, COW*"-,s Ciott"

cooed a @1L743

Dear ftindsS

"oe contribts £ ss t~l" , ,t ww vow"~.iRt
aon-t o9 $2, 00 00# on, Seto" 1$. 1904 v i d"

to be deposited in the Caat~ ccou"~ fore
purpose of the Vgnral eleICtiuwtotalling the m"amm "aut o46 100.tt
primary election hd been mad* Previously (4.pui1tod
4/2/S4* 6/5/640 4/5/64).

Sincerely yous,

Elizabeth May

Address: ';-A, !

A %. ' IJ~

-d

*~

P, 7

c

Lfl

IN

Atfo Ij
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September 23v 1985

Atkins for Congress Committee
1.o0. box 487
Concorde MR 01742

Dear Friends

Of the $1#000.00 contribution I made to the Cowmittee
On September 13* 1984. $925.00 vas intended for use by
the Committee for the Primary election and $75.00 yes
intended for general election purposes*. Previously# on
July 19. 1984. 1 had contributed $75.00 towards the primary
election. This insures that I contributed thema m
amount Of $1,000.00 towards the primary election &a
$75.00 towards the general election.

Sincerely yourst

Peter Cove

Address: 33~'bCW'~

41+.(, 1 i.g
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September 23, 1935

Atkins for Congee comittees
P.0, box 467
Concord, NA 01742

Dear Friends:

The contribution I made to the Comittee in tbo amount
of $200.00 on NaW 11, 1934 was intended to be dep4#0d
in the Comitte account for the purposes of the
general election, My- contribution of the miaxim
amount of $1#000.00 for the primary election was ade on
April 4e 1964.

Sincerely yours,

Q, S .~i
Anita Smith

Ad d re*ss: !6j VAL'f-t

Ar# I ff-vt ,?
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September 23, 1965

Atkins for Congress Coittee
P.O. box 437 .
Concorde NA 01742

Dear Priends:

The contribution I made to the Committee In Use
amount of $35.00 on July 31. 1964 vas intendedtoh
deposited in the Committee'sa account for the p s
of the general election, My contribution ofth
maximum mount of $1,000.00 for the primary oloation
vas made on May 7. 1964.

Address:.- IJCA /, . /-

Sincerely,-yours,.

J66i M. Connori, Jr.

,v do

4ff. 1) /3,10



Feeal, X3ecttos COsOMIOSSi
135S K Stret. N.W."
took gon DM.206

Dear ftiends:i

with regard to two ap, arat uies*-tbt~s*i
the general ietlt 2 an atachin lett fom two
individuals Involved Muich are mast to Andiate their
-intentions that thoenocessiVe portion of thei ontb1LOWm
vore intended to -be uaed ' b.# the Committee, for. priay
election purpoees.

As you are aware* after the priaryT 01ecttOa activilty
in the primary election beak acoM a emnt d u
all primary activity (receipts and expenditures) ware

- an stll re anded throughW- te general election bank
account#* as is customary and aoI bl under MIC regulatons.

Treasurer
Atkins for Congress C o= tte

Attachments: Hartke
Rosenberg

,*1P.1 I/,



Atkins for Congress Committe
P.O0. USE 1.87
ConcOrd, MA 0171.2

Deer friends:

This letter IS to confirm my Intentions when I wrote 0
check In the amount of $1,650.00 on November 7, 19iS84 made Oayable
to the Atkins for Congress Committee. I marked "

On the Check Indicating my wish that $650.00 was a contribution
for the Comittee primary election efforts and In this case
primary election debts and obligations. The balance of the
check, $1,000.00 was Intended as a maximum contribution for
the general election.

c 1i ncxdr Y S

L nda 4. HNarike-
26 Hancock Street, #4N 
oston.14A 02124

41!,~.IL



Atkins for Congress Committee
P.O. am= 407

CosooiMRu 01742

Dear Friens:

This letter is to confirm, mV Intentions and Iuas ttes
to the Comittee at the time I wrote a check in the MOOat of
$300.00O on September -30, 1904. This check was intendd to0
be a contribution to the Camittee's primary electieo forts
and in this case to be applied to primary election det,
and obligations, Subequly I contributed the maad=
amount of $100.00 to the Counittee's general election
efforts.

Sincerely yours,

164 Columbia Drive
Amherst, MA 01002

NOW
P: W

0. 11 P. #11



Nr. Robert J.4e
Senior VICe* rgte

ArI Ington Trust ~pa~
Lawrence 9 11 4

* ,.~,. .~>-

is C~Ittee

bear Mr. LucA:

Let mi f i-rst syti o fryw kin asel, n p'ovIding
The Atkins for Coa"40 .1ite wi1sgoirs~~adgnru
amoeunts of your ties.

One of the rsOI Ift Itm the fder 1- tlect" 90"'is40on asked
that we attmpt to stapt otIs: the fact: Oat we ore in fect
"over guaranftedL for th$5O@*)n taie o ilfind

a list of the 82 .11d14iduls Weo hve guergtee tthe nte, the
amount they hdpe 1t, 4zrnute I the"#ren g wwtee'Whic~h
the COuMIwttee asks you to, reduce each oaers"n to and the''amount of
the chanoe. This will bring the guarantee to S75.OO.OO and solve
any problems we might have. We wll report these changes In
forthcoming reports with the IFederal Election Couumsslon.

If You have any further questions, please do not hesitate to
call me at: (202) 225-1411. Again, thank you.

Sincerely yours,!

Linda J. Hmrtkie

Enclosures
cc: J. Richard Murphy

)'p, P. 11'



page two

Namme

ALLAN,#.SsR

*ARENA, Joha Jj 1 4,6

ATKINS,9 Karklj go.
'ATKINS, acyV
ATKINS* Timothy
BARBAR0, Ji"

*1) .BARIARO Marilyn
*BEARD EdUwnd,
BRATNWAITK. Brand* .

* BRATMA1TE, liosb
C'- BRANQUINHOO logo*
VJ'~ .BUCOIS JaymodJ

*BUCKLEY. Danjel p.
N 'BUCKLEY, Gicria L.

.BUCKLEY, Joln j., 9Jr.
'BUCKLEY. Mariare j.
-BYX;S. Patty
CAMAA Edmud

*CAiMMA, Frances
'CAVIANA, Marion

C CATALDO, Carla C.
N *COFFIN, Charles W'.

*CONLON, Walter N.
DALTON. Peter
DEWAR, vMart he E.

'DINATALE, Louis. Jr.
*DINATALE, Louis, Sr.
* DINATALE, Martha
DINAITALE, M a"yAm J,
FREIICH, Jolm A.

'HAR917X, Carolyn S.
qbHARTKE, Janet S.

NaRTKE,4im Jerome !..
*HARM, Marilyn 1p,
,b HEmlENAN ary 2.
6MOBBS, Caroline A.

'HOBBS, Dean S.
* HOBBS, Kenneth A.
- KLLAKOS, Thomas
--KING, Edward J.
-KING, Eleanor a.
*-XING, James B.
KING, Sean C.

*KNOX# Jill ,4ffI pIS%

1.00000

1,0040

92.00
1900.400

1900.001
1,000.00
1,1000.00
1.000.00
1,000.00
1,000.00
1,000.00
1,000.00
1,000.00
1,000.00
2,000.00
1,000.00
1,000.00
1,0. .00
1,000.00
1000.,00
3,000.00
11000-o0
1,0000.00
1.000.00
1 9000* 00
1,000.,00
1,000.00
3 .00000
19000.00

I.

IEIIsL

1,000.-0
1000,40

1.00
71,ooe

700.00 0

19000 0

950.00 4& I
900.00
920.00t

1,000.00
11,000.00
1,000.00
1,000.00
1,000.00
1,000.00
1,000.00
1,000.00

960.00
1,000. 00
1,000.00

900.00
111000.00

500.00
1,0000.00
500.00

11,000.00
900.00

1,000.00
1,00000
11,000.00
1,000.00

500.00
1,000.00
I,000.100
1,0oO. 00
1,000.00
1,000.00

$ 0.00
0.00
0.00

20.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

-m 1,000.-00
0.00

- 1,000.00
1,000.00

0.00
0.00

- 300.00.
0.00
0.00

100.00
0.00
0.00o

f 0.00
%v0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0. Lt.

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

4 0.00
0. 00
0.00

100.00
0.00

500.00
0.00

- 500.00
0.00

100.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

-m 5. .00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
C. 00

.k 
-



pase three - 41~#~f

JPOWJLL, Ibry Jose
IYRXZ , stpbo j.
ROERTSN9 *~
ROOSEVELT,
ROSSAN0, Gm '
R0SSP-I0, Jutge V.
ROUSE, AlIce'U.
ROUSE, Arthbw, Sir.
ROUSE, ArthuWq jjr.
ROUSE, cat horines
STELLA,9 Geerp
STELLA, KatbIegia
SIEVEIS , Kenueth R.
SLTLLIVAK, Arthta' C.,
SULLIVAN, Esther j.
SL'LLIVANq CSan 7.
TURCOTTE, Devid A.
TWOMfEY, Beth
TWO)IMY, Jennifer
WALLAGA,D Sharon

$3
II
1~
3'
1~
1,
I,
1,

Jto

total

190000
1,00.0
1900.:00

1,000.00
1,000.00
1,000.00
1,000.00
1,000.00

I---

Pei' 95 y7.

Cwweft

LWOWm~

6"000J

11000
100000
*0000
900.00

1*00.00
1900.00

1900.00
1,000.00

9000
1,000.00

1 5,000.00

0.00g
$ 0.00

00.00
- 10.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.*00
0.00

m 400.00
(). 00

- 400.00
200.0o
100.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

- 100.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

100.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

1Guarantees pViowded
October 22, 1964.

to Arlington Trust, Co. for orIginal loam of

2 Cuaragees as ammided of ftctive May 10, 1985.

'$Ihb p.IC
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eeog,...aa ctetie a. "Nos,*
141, &wagwrth hbso OI45 ~iea
Wasoeft~genta, DC. U

Attent ion: as. ClifE I.- ft*@

00e2 LinsE:

te CoMa tees a jtser Of N W5*% eevg UEthe 44A at1.0at Coapanyf is SWak *V~ e.v Ortonto ONVe r Wjp~#th PW. Id*I&e

guiarsaro, amou.nt to !w"fD,, 'Ohe V" -* he SW. OW ths,401? 4 th
r*A~ct.*f to ?f faararntersflea U

fat abi i sld CaSe Jeep In ftsSIhpM ~ "rewin savetIFhUP I****
,3Th*?staal azbtsturias to amain the otiteeewew of aUl fuert5t On
a loop~ b~fze B.aino &W change js tfe tam, of: sthe je" 64 have, conetod
all o V $e 9 &ftat or. to obtain their wMae enS met Acme* replid.f9ceevor. tfter* at* a tow eWo Aare ant got replied Soo you sem be, aeeae We
are bcz':'g sztft 0%tc hoot. to aeew" theiJr eeene.t ARV estritafte, Vag
can c;:~Wiae 4n cbaanfing those r'ivaJ few Iettere of couvent vWvJEe 6atlbi
appiec:at ed.

F.e*uS to assureE that W* WIIU Prov-ido vpu awjth IrUi:SR notice at Soor
an &* havt obtained the Consent of all fueanators fas the cl-AMI&eu t ave
reposed.I

JMN:Jfba

/ euu At6JVk&MPtMMW 1 Str
*I,0~)C1$1~pE

4*. Ij P. 17



Attachment 3
Page 1 at 2

Amront Stoesaiv ContrI but ions

krgimia N. Allen

isry N. Atkins

-Mn1 . Atkins
Oui erd

wtbea3. kmr

a . Proec

I te of Amount of
CM~bft Cmrbuin

38/22/64
12//4

16/22/6
10/31/S4
11/2/84

10/22/04
11/19/84

10/22/64
10/26/644

10/22/64
1031/64
12/8/4

10/26/64
3/10/65

10/22/64
1I194

20O.00

250.00

100.00*
16.06

*zcs i V.
Por tion

$ 20.0

500 *00

1,000.00

150.*00

20.*00

15.00

25.*00

itte~ct of Principal
Payment on Individual

Guarantee

461.30)

(61.30)

(61. 30)

(61. 30)

(61.*303

(61. 303

(61.30)

sucesuiye Portion
of Contribution
after Principal

$ 436.70

936.70

66.70

m-

9 1U S 7 U L U



Attachment 3
page 2 of 2

Awarent Izcesiv@ Contributions

*wrill* Uartko

sary Jose Powll

V 4 ~bts

@thrlm iftso"

Devi4 tmrntke

Ur" go"mew"

9/30/94
10/22/64

11/2/64

10/6/64

10/2/4
11/1/4

10/22/4
11/21/0

Aust of

250.00

100.06e
351.75

sucesive
Portion

$25.00

350.00

351.75

50.00

100.00

70.00

5,.,.

Effect of Principal
payment on Individual

Guarantee

(61.30)

(61.30)

(61.30)

(61.30)

(61.30)

(61.30)

(61.30)

iceissive Portion
of Contribution
afteo Principal

Payment

266.70

--

368.70

S .70

mlo
~ ~ by ans ial HOWe 10010

Kowow w*r sign" by

$2t726.7S $20"2165

6LUS~~ L U UL
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re 'At~hu4 Stitt~ Tr*suwr

The Atkins for Congress
Committee and
Richard Butte as
treasurer

I 'Dear Mit. Butts

C on ,1966, the Federal Election Commission
Wn found reason to belteve that-tMh Atkins for Congress Committee

and you, as trea&uore,violated 2 U.S.C. .5 441a(f) by accepting
certain designated contributions and loan guarantees. However,
after considering the circumstances of this matter, the
Commission determined to take no further action with respect to

M the designated contributions. The General Counsel's Factual and
Legal Analysis, which formed a basis for the Commission's

V finding, is attached for your information.

C Under the Federal Election Campaiqn Act of 1971, as amended,
Nyou have an opportunity to demonstrate that no additional actionshould be taken against you and the Committee. You may submit

any factual or legal materials which you believe are relevant to
the Commission's consideration of this matter. Please submit any
such materials within fifteen days of your receipt of this
letter.

In the absence of any additional information which
demonstrates that no further action should be taken against your
committee and you, as treasurer, the Commission may find probable
cause to believe that a violation has occurred and proceed with
conciliation.

If you are Interested in pursuing pre-probable cause
conciliation, you should so request in writing. See 11 C.F.R. 5
111.18(d). Upon receipt of the request, the Offic of the
General Counsel will make recommendations to the Commission
either proposing an agreement in settlement of the matter or

*ft.) 1 P.4



recommending declining that pro-probable cause conciliation be,6pursued. The Office of the Genral Counsel may recommend th#*pre-probable cause conciliation not be entered into at this ti**So that it may complete its Investigation of the matter.Purtherv requests for pre-probable cause conciliation will not~ beentertained after briefs on probable cuase have been mailed *bthe respondent.

Requests for extensions of time will not be routinelygranted, Requests must be made in writing at least five daysprior to the due date of the response and specific good causemust be demonstrated. in addition,, the Office of the GeneralCounsel is not authorized to give extensions beyond 20 day;.
If you intend to be represented by counsel In this matter,please advise the Commission by completing the enclosed form.stating the name, address and telephone number of such counsel,,and a statement authorizing such counsel to receive anynotifications and other communications from the Commission.

The investigation now being conducted will be confiden~tialin accordance with 2 U.S.C. SS 437q(a) (4) (B) and 4379(a)(l2)(A),c unless you notify the Commission in writing that you wish theinvestigation to be made public.

N For your information, we have attached a brief descriptionof the Commission's procedures for handling possible violationsof the Act. If you have any questions, please contact RobertRaich, the attorney assigned to this matter, at (202) 376-8200.

Sincerely,

N Joan D. Aikens
Chairman

Enclosures
General Counsel's Factual and Legal Analysis
Procedures
Designation of Counsel Statement



RESPOWD 01T The Atkins- for, cona~tr -o &'5itAw 1
as treasurer

A. D08i204ted Contribution&

The Final Audit Report states that befrew the pEimry

election, the Atkins for Conqress Committee (the Ooimtte*e)

received direct contributions from f Ie po~rsow-tw zo!"i 41F lA the
$1,000 limit imposed by 2 U.S.C. 4 4la (a)MIA). A lis't of

those five persons and the anunt of their excessive:

contributions follows:

Melvin Scovell $ 25

sq.Elizabeth May 1000

CPeter Cove 75

NAnita Smith 200

John Connors, Jr. 35

TOTAL $1,335

These monies were either deposited directly into the

Committeels general election account or deposited into the

primary election account and then transferred into the general

election account before the primary election. in response to the

Audit Division's recommendation in the Interim Audit Report, the

Committee produced copies of letters from the five contributors.



-2-

The letters are all dated September 23, 1985, and each recite.

that the excessive portion of the contribution was intenedM*&,

the general election. The primary election was in Septemvber,
1984.

In addition, after the primary election the Committee

received excessive contributions from tvo individualsp rnda

Hartke and Stan Rosenberg. The excessive portions of those

contributions were $650 and $3001 respectively. In response to

the Audit Division's xecommendation, the Commnittee produced

copies of letters from the two contributors. Both letters are
q~. undated, and each recites that the excessive portion of the
C contribution was intended for the primary election. (The

Committee had outstanding obligations from the primary campaign.)
The letter from Linda Hartke contains only a blank space where it

purports to quote the instruction she made on her contribution
check. The Committee never produced the check-,-despite the fact

C that Hartke was the Committee's spokesperson during the audit and
N is Atkin's Administrative Assistant.

B. Loan Guarantees

According to the Audit Division, during the general election

campaign, the Committee received a $75,000 loan guaranteed by 82

guarantors. The guarantees varied in amount from $900 to $1,000.

The guarantees when combined with the direct contributions of 14

individuals created excessive contributions by those individuals.

The excessive portions of the contributions voried in amount from

$15 to $1,000, and totaled $2,726.75.

A414I 3,
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The Audit Division reports that the Comittee':s part.16l

repayment of the loan has reduced the contributions of svn@

the'14 guaran~tors so that theyt fall within, the $,O

contribution limitation, in addition, onoMay 10, 10985, tbe

Committee asked tho lending bank to reduce the amounts of tbe

guarantees for various guarantors, including the guarantees for

each of the 14 guarantors who made excessive contributions. The

reduced guarantees would lower the contributions for each of the

14 excessive contributors to within the contribution limitation.

However, on October 1, 1985, the bank responded that it had no,

objection to the reduced guarantees, but Massachusetts law

C required a written consent from each of the 82 guarantors, and a

VP few had not yet consented.

FACTUAL BSIS AND LEGA ANALYSIS

A. Designated Contributions
C

qW No individual may contribute more than $1,000 per election

C to a candidate and his authorized committees. 2 U.s.c.

r%' S 441a(a)(l)(A). No political committee may knowinqly accept an

Cr excessive contribution. 2 U.S.C. S 441a(f).

According to 11 C.F.R. 5 110.1(a), a contribution is

attributable to the primary election if made before the primary

election and attributable to the general election if made after

the primary election; that presumption is altered only if the

contribution is designated in writing for a particular election

by the contributor. The Commission has taken the position that

such written designations must be contemporaneous with the

A#ff-IJ U
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contribution.i However, the language oft 11 COLL 5 0.e

permits a 9gapda2 or cam tteto designate oontribito

received before the primary election for use. In thegiea

election so long as an "acceptable accounting method', is used'-

(such as maintaining separate accounts for each election, which

the Atkins Committee did).

Despite the lack of contemporaneous communications, the

Commission on three occasions has declined to proceed after

f inding reason to believe against recipient committees that

designated pre-primary contributions to the general election.

See MUR 1696 (Sarbanes), MUR 1648 (Riegle), and MUR 1637

C (Kennedy). The Commission did so because of the language of

11 C.F.R. S 102.9(e). Although the language of 5 102.9(e) refers

%r only to situations where a recipient committee designates pre-

C= primary contributions to the general election, the Commission

recently closed the file after finding reason to believe against

C a recipient committee that designated post-primary contributions

N to the primary election. See MUR 1588 (Fenwick).

Accordingly, the General Counsel's Office recommends that

the Commission find reason to believe that The Atkins for

Congress Commitee and Richard Butt, as treasurer, violated 2

U.S.C. S 441a(f) with respect to the designated contributions,

and take no further action.

B. Loan Guarantees

A loan guarantee is a contribution. 11 C.F.R.

S 100. 7(a) (1) Mi)



m5

~h 4guarantors mode excessive contributions by
conttibutip re *than $1,000,- in violation of 2 U.S.C.

S~~ w4a#()A.TecuittaOfaco~ptod those excessive
contcibutionse In violation of 2 U.S.C. 5 4419(f)o The partial'

repayment by the Committee and the a"ttempt to reduce the amou~nts
of the guarantees would be merely mitigating cirumatances,

Accordingly, the General Counsel's Office recommends that

the Commission find reason to believe The Atkins for Congress

Comittee' and Richard Butt, as treasurer, violated 2 U.S.C.

S441a(f) with respect to the loan guarantees.K

C

C
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Attached please find. a Copy of tu fte1 -audit repbrt of
Atkins for Congress Committee which iwas aroveId by the

N Comission on January 10, 1986.

Informational copies of the report have been received by all
parties involved and the report may be released to the public.

C Attachment as stated
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FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION
* WASHINGTON. D.C. 3AS5-

RESPORT OF TIER AUDIT DIVISION
ONTE

ATKINS FOR CONGRESS COMMITTE

I6 backaround

A. overview

This report is based on an audit of the Atkins for
Congress Committee (6the Commuittees) undertaken by the Audit
Division of the Federal Riection Commission In accordance With'
the provisions of the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971. qA
,amended ("the Act)o The audit was conducted pursuant to Soft,,
438(b) of Title 2 of the United States Code which statesp io
part, that the Commission may conduct audits and field

c, Investigations of any political committee required to file a
Tr report under section 434 of this title, Prior to conductiag any

audit under this section, the Commission shall perform an

C, Internal reviev of reports fle~d by selected committees to
determine If the reports f iled by a particular committee meet the

13 threshold requirements for substantial compliance with the ket.

The Committee registered with the Clerk of the 1louse of
Representatives on February 10, 1984. The Committee maintained
Its headquarters in Concord, Massachusetts. The audit covered

C, the period from February 10, 1984, the Inception date of theCommittee, through December 31,, 1984, the closing date for the
IV latest report filed at the time of the audit. The C mittee

reported a cash balance on February 10, 1984 of $-O-'; total
C-* receipts of $858,660.231 total expenditures of 8860,444,271 and a

N cash balance on December 31,p 19834 of $4,683.38, Yl

Cr This audit report is based on documents and work papers
which support each of Its factual statements., They form part of
the record upon which the Commission based its decisions on the
matters In the report and were available to the Commissioners and
appropriate staff for review,

so Key Personnel

The Treasurer of the Committee during the period

covered by the audit was Ms. Patricia McGovern.

1/ The reported totals do not calculate correctly due to
mathematical errors.



The audit InC1Vued suc too eiicto o te!
reported recel to and expenditures and Individual traft, tiee
reviw of requfred supporting dO_0atouaalss#

Committee debts and obi ieationsp l *gb other audit prO *
as deemed necessary under the ciru"mqwances.

H. Audit Findings anj-- Rec ndaila

A. omission of Disclosre &noMatigg Lon

Section 432(0) (a) (1) of Title 2, United States ceQd
states, In part, that the term 0contribution' includles ftip
subscription, loan, advance, or deposit of money or anytbi.g o
value made by any person for the purpose of influencing Sn
election for Federal office

Section 434(b) (3) (2) of Title 2, United Staties C~
CD states that each report shall disclose the identification at, each
0 person who sakes a loan to the reporting committee during tbe
t- reporting period, together with the identif ication of any

endorser or guarantor of such loan, and date and amount orc value
C of such loan.

V,^ The Committee failed to disclose 32 guarantors of. a
-N $75,000 bank loan obtained by the Candidate on behalf of the

Committee. The amount guaranteed In each case did not exceed
%r $1,000.

e The Audit staff recommended that the Committee send
Its reports to disclose the guarantors of the $75,000 loan.

C* On September 26, 1985, the Commiittee submitted a
comprehensive amendment which disclosed the guarantors of the

N loan.

Cr1 Recommendation

The Audit staff recommends no further action on this matter.

a, Misstatement of Financial Activt

Section 434 (b) (2) of Title 2p United States Code
states, In part, that each report shall disclose the total amount
of all receipts for the reporting period and the calendar year.



qm,)am

During the .'. t t e !~44t the *we *to
uuiestated Mt. ,Oe~ 0002 #~ gote

eury 10, bW4 IS

fes lad ividuaIsi interest 'earned, ontiue001
troasfers tre polift otbor .0uIt*.. Cetw
rturaed by the bak tti~f~ia

61 evnce also omtit d to theubeott:~

imwrrtd nd oeA errted 1tss toe" , bf
at t* onlusion of the audit, fieldwork.

In the in2tetim report, It Weeroone tht the
Comittee aMend Its cavorts to disclose accurAktely Lits £in0aftial
activity.

on Sepember 26, 1985# the Commtteeo suboitted 0i
comprehensive amendment which disclosed 4its fitaoiil activity as
required.

Rf 1=16i~kl

C ?he Audit staff recommends no further action on thS matter.

C. Itemization of Contributions frM ?POIt4Ca1' 0-~ee

Under 2 go$S.C. e 434 (b) (3)(9) # each report sball
disclose the identification of each political oittee which
makes a contribution to the reporting committee during the

C4 reporting period,, together with the date and amo-n o any such
t contribution.

C71 n addition, 11 C.?.). I 104.3(a) (4) (ii) requires
disclosure of the Identification of all c omm ittees (Including

N political comittees and comittees which do not qualify as
(r political committees under the Act).

The Cmittee'ls contribution records we reviewed to
determine whether all contributions from comittees were itemized
on the committee's disclosure reports. It was noted that 15
contributions from cinittees totaling $4,175.00 (759 of the
dollar amount of contributions from commttees) were not reported
as required. Of these, 12 contributions were itemized as
contributions from the Individuals who signed the checks or from
the candidate whose campaign commttee made the contribution.
The Cinittee failed to report the remaining three contuibutions.P
A schedule of the discre Pcie noted above was g Iven to the
comittee at the conluso of the audit fieldwork.



The Audit staff recommended that the Comi 0~
I* reports to itemise the 15 contributions f roarna 0i

On September 26v 1965t the Cinittee submit"#
*Wrhensive amendment which properly Itemized the 0sst U04.oe
froml Comittees.

The Audit staff recommnd. no further action on this ,stter,

Do Reporting Of 2ebts and Obliiation

Section 434 (b) (8) of Title 2, United States.~
requires each report f Iled by the treasuror of a politis
committee to disclose the amount and nature of outatandifo, dobts;
aind obligations owed by the committee.,

Section 104.11(a) of Title 11, Code of Federal
E^ Regulations states, In part, that debts and obligations Shallbe

Continuously reported until extinguished. in addition, '*?*a*R
S104.11(b) states, In part, that debts of $500 or less.--1 be
reported no later than 60 days after the obligation IsSosed
Debts In excess of $500 shall be reported at the tine ofthe

N transaction,

%r During the audit, It was noted that the Comittee did
C, not properly report seven debts totaling $24,771.29. Tese debtsC (greater than $500 each) were not reported when Incurred but were

properly disclosed on all subsequent reports.

C In addition, seventeen other debts, totaling
$13,479.28, were disclosed when Incurred and continously reported

N on all subsequent debt schedules, however final payments, on these
17 debts were not reflected on the debts and obligations
schedules of the respective disclosure reports. It should be
noted that the final payments were properly reported on the
itemized disbursements schedules (Schedule B).

The Committee was advised of the reporting requirements
for debts and obligations. Further, a schedule of the debts was
given to the Committee at the conclusion of the audit fieldwork.
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FEDERAL ELECTIC
WASMMYCON. D.C. 20*3

CHARM3S N.
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qW sms

JOHN C, SURW !
S9TAB? DI RETIW. 4

ROBERT J. CDSt
ASSISTANT 9Tf OZ
AUDIT DIVISI

C SUDJUCT: ATKINS FOR UONGM$SCOSZ R

LiW January 10,, 1986, the M
repot of the Audit Division on he Atkins for WCou s
Coinittee. Attached as Exhibit A is a matter noted in the final
audit report which the Comission also voted to refer to your

C office for review and consideration.

Should you have any questions regarding the matter addressed
in this report, please contact Tom Nurthen or John Namone at 376-
5320.

Attachment as stated
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Contributions. from IndIvidgial-S in3z IS bte Abut

The Act provide$ at 2 U.S.C. S 44 s ) (1) 1M**
shall make contr butions to any cadife an his Owtb~t>

political cmmittees with respect to spy #L0oi for,*~~

office which, In the aggregate, excoed U;OS

In addition# 11 CP.U. 5 100.7 (a) (1)i) #t@5 $P tt
that a loan io a contribution by each anre or usrauto*.
Xach endorser or guarantor shall be deomed to hane Oonttli"
that portion of theo total amount of the- ]Loa for Obich hel
agreed to be liable In a written agreement,

The Audit staff performed testing to insure that the $l0O
contribution limitation for Individuals was not exceeded.-
Apparent excessive contributions were noted with respect to both
the primary and general election campaigns as discussed below.

1. Primarl Election

C rive Individuals appear to have contributed $1#335 In
excess of the contribution limitation. Of those# two
contributions (excessive portions $1,025), werea received-prior to

N the primary election but fqpos ited directly into the Cinittoe's
general election account.Z/dThe remaining three contributions
(excessive portions $310), were deposited Into the rImazr'

C! election account, then transferred to the general e ectionaccount prior to the date of the primary election. The Comittee
'T did not attempt to obtain written verification from the five

individuals that the contributions were intended for the general
C election.

2. General Election

The Audit staff identified 14 individuals whose loan
guarantees and contributions exceeded the contribution limitation
by $2,726.75.

In addition, two individuals made contributions to the
general election which exceeded the contribution limitation by
$950.

The Comittee was given a schedule of the apparent
excessive contributions at the conclusion of the audit fieldwork*

Vf The Committee maintained separate checking accounts for
primary and general election activity.



3xhibit A
Page 2of 3

With respect to 1. and 2. above, the Audit staff Z-
that the Committee present evidence which demonstrates t WO
contributions are not in excess of the limitations, or C-00" 016
excoessive portions of the contributions to the approptlaft
contributors and provide photocaopies (both front and _ko~
notiated refund checks along vith copies of the roeit

statements.

With respect to the loan guarantors noted in 2. the, A4 -t
staff recomended that the Comittee reduce the liability -eb
endorser to within the contribution limitation through ot tbo

following alternatives:

a. Repay sufficient principal plus Interest so that tb
balance of the loan for which each endorser is liable will sot.

exceed $1,000 when aggregated with other contributions made bf..
the endorser a;

b. Obtain additional endorsers so that the endorsmnt'&
when aggregated with contributions made by the endorsers N"461not

exceed the limitation;

c. Collateralize the loan In an amount sufficient to
reduce the endorsements and contributions to within the

N limitation; or

d. Replace the individual excessive endorsement amounts

with the candidate's endorsement for the remaining amount of the

On September 26,, 1985p the Committee submitted its response
C to the interim audit report. With respect to 1.. the Comittee

provided copies of (apparent form) letters, signed by the
N contributors and dated September 23, 1985. The letters all state

CC that the excessive contributions were intended to be deposited 
in

the Committee's account for the purposes of the general election.

With respect to 2.p the Committee provided copies of signed

but undated letters from the two contributors. In both Instances
the contributors state it was their intention that the excessive
portions were contributions for the primary election. Further,
one contributor indicated that she umarked on the check
indicating my wish that $650.00 was a contribution for the
Committee primary election efforts and, In this case, primary



* Zxhibit b

election debts and obligations."!' The other contributor
Indicated he instructed the Committee that the contribution ~
intended for the primary election, (see Attachment 1).

it should be noted that neither a cOof the one
contributor's canceled check, nor a COPY o the other
contributor's Instruction concerning the contributions wereP--
submitted with the Committee's response.

With respect to the loan guarantors noted in 2., the
Committee provided evidence which Indicated that they rep*d
$5#000 on the loan to reduce the outstanding principal to
$70,000. The loan payment reduces the amount of each
Individual's guarantee by $61.30 2./ and results in 7 indiviftals
(contributions) nov being within the limitation.

In an attempt to resolve the excessive portion of the*
contributions, the Committee petitioned the bank to roece the,
amount of the guarantees for the 14 Individuals who contribute
In excess of the limitation by an amount sufficient to bring -,the
14 contributors within the limitation. Subsequent to the $5,000
loan payment and the reduction of the amount of the guarantee,

I, the loan balance ($70,,000) wVl4 be secured by Individual-
guarantees totaling $75, 000 .2

On October 1, 1985, the bank notified the Committee that It
has no objection to the changes. However, the bank stated that

N established case law in Massachusetts regarding suretyship leads
financial Institutions to obtain the written consent of all
guarantors on a loan before making any change In the terms of the
loan (see Attachment 2, page 4 of 4). The bank further stated

C. that it has contacted all of the guarantors to obtain their
Tr consent and most have replied.

it is our opinion that the Committee has not complied with
the interim audit report recommendation since its attempt to
resolve this matter Is Incomplete and 7 contributors (excessive
portion $2,092.75) are still in excess of the limitation (see
Attachment 3),

Recommendation

The Audit staff recomends that this matter be referred to
the Office of General Counsel for further action.

!/ This contributor Is the Administrative Assistant to the
Congressman, Treasurer of his former state senate committee,
and Committee spokesperson during the audit. Furthiermore,
the letter from this contributor appears to be altered by an
omission of a phase/term concerning the annotation on her
original check.

2/For those Individuals who guaranteed the loan for $1,000.
±±/The original loan for $75,000 was secured by 82 individual

guarantees totaling $81,565.



Federal Ziection Cinission
1325 K Street , W.
Washington, D.C. 20463

Dear Friends:

You reported five contributions in the primary-
which appeared to be in excess of the $1#000.00 14t
individual.

in each case, the contribution or portion of tbq-
contribution In excess was deposited directly or
into the general election account. You will findl;IM'M- W
signed statements from each of the f ive contributMS
indicating their intentions that the excessive Vmca ;
of their contributions prior to the primary e art"'*Spe
were to be deposited in the Atkins for Congress COMM~t"'S
general election account.

Si rey yours,

CRichardBt
Treasurer
Atkins for Congress Caitee

Attachments: Scovell

Cove
Smith
Connors



sptember 23, It*, .

Atkins for Congress Committee
PO. box 487
Concordg. MA 01742

Dea rFriends:

The contribution X made in the amount of $2P410
on June 30, 1984 was intended to be deposited #;
Comittee's account for purposes of the geu "
election. My contribution of the maximum awa~t of,
$1#000.00 for the primary election was made to tb
Committee on April 4, 1984.

Address: / 3 ~3

Sin 7 r,,yyourso

Cc~N r 2 s

UNI 4)Q I NOZ '(.
N'
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September 23# 19815

Atkins for Congress Comittee
V.O. box 487
Concorde MA 01742

Dear Friends:

of the $1,000.00 contribution I made to the C*OiWiAt
on September 13. 1984v $925.00 was intended for uso '
the Conmittee for the primary election and $75.00 tins
intended for general election purposes. Previouslp go.,
July 19. 1984, 1 had contributed $75.00 towards tbe,,,*mt

__election. This insures that I contributed the MazMim
"mom amount of $1 v000. 00 towards the primary election aid

$75.00 towards the general election.

C Sincerely yours,

Peter Cove

Addcress: 31

c~~~ &________
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-epembr 23,1#

Atkins for Con"**s Comittee
1.0. 5o=487
Concord, Ma 01742

Dear ?rieubds2

The contribution I made to the Coemit tee in thO OUt
of $200.00 on Way lie 1984 was intended to be dpte
irk the Committee s account for the proeof
general electios.o mr contribution of the mazlin
amount of $1&000.00 for the primary election was,041 on
April 4, 194.

Sincerely yours#
Q t.L-t±S

Anita Smith

Address: V,~ %ACv4?

w



September 23# 1935

Atkins for Congress Comittee
1.0. box 437
Concord# MR 01742

Dear Friends:

The contribution I made to the Committee In 00
amount of $35.00 on July 31v 1984 was intended to,1b
deposited in the Committee *s account for thepuoa
of the general election. My contribution ofte
maximum amount of $1, 000.00 for the primary electiop
was made on May 7v 1934.

Sincorely yours#-

J~h 14. Connors.t Jr.

Address: J 0 .~,..~

C dp., -I C; ~J V- , .,



Federal 2lection Cwmaission
1325 K Streetv W.V.
Washigton, D.C. 30463

Dear Frilends:

with regard -to two appa0 3A eXCesiVe COntuib--'m,*
the generale #cion, M attaching letters from 06h.
Individuals iWw@Ived which amm meant to indicatetbi
intenin that the excessive portion Of their contr
were intended to be used by the Comittee forpray
election purposes.

As you areaware, after the primary election, aeo4vlty
in the porimary election bank account was terminted a
all primary activity (receipts and expenditures) Were
and still. are handled th-P ugh the general election bak
account# as is customary and allowable under FEC reguUations.

S1ic*rely yours,

Rihard 3'
Treasurer
Atkins f or CongressCite

Attachments Nartko
C! Rosenberg



fr

Atkins for Congress Committee
P.O. lox 1.87
Concord, PIA 0174.2

Deor Friends:

This letter Is to confirm my Intentions whnI wr~te a
check In the amount of $1,650.00 on November 7, 198. mmd. OSY"11
to the Atkins for Congress Committee. I marked '

on the check Indicating wmy wish that $650.00 *as a contribettm
for the Committee primary election efforts and In this es
primary election debts and obligations. The balance of the
check,, $1,000.00 was Intended as a maximum contribution for
the general election.

C Si ncx dr

L inda -ON :Hi.ke.
26 Hancock Street, #1.

'9. Boston, %A 02121.



Atk$A$*- for -cgs .Osit
P's 437

Des? Wt~**.6..

to the te. attetme2r . kIs*

be a co *Sutlo to the Coimttee'go ptlmsty eleol
as. It~4s to be alppleG to IW1msty el*CtUi
and0 qa4 Sbqutlye I C~?bt h

smutof $1,000.00o to the cornttees 11 eneral e1i

164 Columbia Drltve
Amherst, NA 01002
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The A~Ii~ CngnSs Ce~Jtte

Mr. Ubr
SN"iCW WIWII

Ar i gtn T~O"
Lawrenewi, i

beer Mr. SeLua:.

Let me ffw#st: yteiyq for yorkind asSistance inprviin
The Atkins for Cengress Oommltt** wIt*, supeor service Andm peneri
amount$ of yow Itime.*

One~ OU the wti~It"&s the Foderol ALectle" Cowusisienft Asled:
ahtW ttemp t srt'en Out 'IS the fatthteae nef

go~ ura0*eW for the NCO00.0 I*an. Attached. you wTIllind
a I Ist of the -3 Individus' Weo have guananteed thenoeth

IJ~ amount they had prvt~y~urned 640 cret- woarnte h
the Couui ttee ats o t edc ec persontoedteu ntf
the chanoe. This will bring the gurantee to $75,000.00 and solve
any problems we might hae. Ve will 'report these changes In
forthcoming reports with the Federal Election COuMIssion..

If you have any further questions, please do not hesitate to
call ae at: (202) 225-1411. Again, thank you.

Sincerely yoirs,

Linda J. Hartke'

Enclosures
cc: J. Richard Murphy



1pale two

ALLAN, Daebe C.b .
ALLAN, L. Se"t

AENA, oi
* ARENA, Arp ATi

ARENA, Job.J, a
*ARENA, Mary Je

*ATKINS,9 HryU
, ATKINS,9 Karkilie, V.
AMINS 9 Nancy V.
-ATKINS,, Timothy
B ARBARO$ iamy

o B ARBARO,, Marilyni
BEIARD, Edmund
B RATHWAITE, . ren"a .
* IRATHWAITE, Leon'

C BRAY'QUINHO. Waria
* U0101415, Ray0"d. 3'.
B UCKLEY. Deanil ?..
BSUCKLEY, Gloria L.
.BUCKLEY, Johs J.0 Jr.

* BUCKLEY. Marsaret 3.
C4YRNS, Patty

*CANPANA* Edmund
CAI4?ANA, France*

% CAM.WANA, Marion
% CATALDO, Carl& C.
* COFFIN, Charles W.

N CONLON, Walter N.
Cr -DALTON. Peter

DEWAR, Martha E.
'DINATALE, Louis, Jr.
*DINATALE, Louig, Sr.
* DINATALE, north&
%DINATALE, Iftryhnn j.
* FREtiCO John a.
*HARTKL, Carolyn S.

IIHARTKE Janet S.
RARTKE, Jeroie L

'ILARIKE Marilyn K
,b REFFINAN, Mary E.
49UOUS, Caroline A.
"MOMS,9 Dean S.
H OMBS, Kenneth A.
*KELAKOS,9 Thomas
%KING, Edward J.
-*KING, Eleanor B.
*-KlNG, James z.
-KING, Sean C.
*7.3OQ9 Jill

1* 009'.00

I ,00;j*
1loom.

1 ,0000
I1Iwo00
1,00woo40
1,9000.0
1,0000
1,00000

1,000.0 

195W0.00 4~
900.00 P%
90.00

1,000. 00
1,000.00 *' I

1,000.00 4

1,000.00
1,000.00
1,000.00
1,000.00
1,000.00
1 ,000.00
1,000.00
1,000.00

1, 000. 00
1,000.00
1,000.00
1,000.00
1,000.00
1.000.00
1,000.00
1,000.00
19000.00
19000.00
1,000.00

0.00

0.00
20.00
0.00
0. 00
0.00

I o,J0 0.00
1,0Oi~400.00

1; 0f 1,00. 00
0.00D

SA00 1,00. 00
000 1 1,00.00

1.00000 0.00
1,000 0.00

700.00 300. 00e.
3,000.'00 0.00
1,000.00 0.00

900.00 - 100.00
11,0064,00 0.00
1,008.0 0.00

95Q00 4irf 0.00
900.00 *~~' 0.00
920.001...... 0.00

1,000*00 J.0.00
1,000.00 0.00c
1,000.00
1,000.00
1,t000. 00
1,000.00
1,000.00
1,000.00

960.00
1,000D.00
1,000.00

900.00
1,000O. 00

500.00
1,000.00

500.00
1900.00

1,000.100

1,000.00
1,000.00

500.00
1,000.00
1,000. 00
1,900D.00
1,0000.00
1,000.00

0. or"
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

4 0.00
0.00
0.00

100.00
0.00

- 500.00
0.00

500.00
0.00

100.00
'. 00

0.00
0.00
0.00

500.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
C. 00



Page thres ,~ sepy

Lame m~m currqct

$1.s

o'ausau ll

POWELL, m

ROOSEVET, ApwN.
ROSSANO, 61"a
ROSSAXO, Jutts U.
ROUSE, Alice it,
ROUSE, Arthur,, Sir,
ROUSE, Arthujr , Jr.
ROUSE, Cethe*rIm
STELLA, G~orp
STELLA, ft.l
STEVENqS, KegMetb 1.
SU'LLIVAN, Arthur C.,
SULLIVAN, Esther 1.
SULLIVAN,, Cail F.
TURCOTTE, David A.
TWOHEY, beth
TWOMEY. Jennifer
WALLAGA, Sharon

1 ,00000*
I e n, 40

1, 000. 0

19000 '0

1,000.00

1,s000.00

1,000.00
1,000.00
1,1000.00

Jr*

total

600.00
9 00

1,000.00

1,04m.ft

1,000.00
1,00
1900.-00

1,000.00
1900.00

1,000.00
900.00

1,0000.00

$75,000.00

$ 0.00
0.00

100.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0. 00

400.00
0.00

- 400.00
- 200.00

100.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

100.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

100.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

\ j;

NOTES:

Guarantees provided to Arlington Trust, Co. f or original loan of
October 22, I96.

2 Cuaratees as amended effective May 10, 1985.
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Attachment 3
Page I of 2

Au.arem .7es 7y 71Mt ibu7*-: ,tT =-

0§1014 N. Allen

Mcy R. Atkins

1411PUtkIma

Po- et

6a it. SeW&r

*a Diftal*

'aS. Premak

Los"-

ft" of Amount of-M"I -MLMO

10/22/64
10/31/64

11/19/64

10/22/64
10/36/64

1022/64
1031/64
12/20/64

10/26/64
3/10/65

10/22/64
3./9/84

20.00
18.000
25.00

1.0"0.00*

15.00

aU"eive

500.00

11,000.00

150.00

20.00

15.00

25.00

af fect of Principal
Payment on Individual

Guarante

(61.30)

(61.30)

(61.30)

(61.30)

(61 *30)

(61.30)

(61.30)

RXcessive Portion
of Contribution
after Principal

Payment

M-

*436.70

931B.70

66.70

-0-

-0-

-0~*

I z U 5 7 U V U



A weacent sagessive contributionsl

Attachment 3
Page 2 at 2

Na: ilys Eatth

Nary Jane Poell

kSber to

als Doesano

Vatmeom INSu0e

I4 YarOotte

a NOIOVOrm

Date of

10/22/84

9/30/84
10/22/84
10/26/64

11/2/A4

1026/84

10/22/84

10/22/84

11/21/84

Amount of
Comtributin

$10 00.00*
25.00

250.00
100.80

351.75

100.00*

708.00

10990,90t
50.00

Laceemi1ve

S 25.00

3S0.00

351.75

50.00

100.00

70.00

50.00

sufet of Principal
Payment on individual

Guarantee

(61.30)

(61.30)

(61.30)

(61.30)

(61.30)

(61.30)

(61.30)

$2.726.75

zxoessive Portion
of Contribution
after Principal

$amn

288.70

290.45

-0-

38.70

8.70

-0-

M8.92.65

- yers#" by -the mtriboto # date
4 ~ s~08Swoee Signed by
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